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GENERAL
CONTENTS
This page should help you to navigate the magazine in 
general. Notice that on pages 6, 19, 65, 87 and 111 there 
are more details for each section of the magazine.

Audio Download Code: Yes14_z88b_94
To download the audio files for this issue, please go to the 
'Downloads' page on www.yes-mag.com for instructions.
You will need the code given above to access the files.



SYMBOLS
Each page-long article in the magazine has been 
created to be used more or less independently 
so that you can learn and practise even if 
you only have five or ten minutes free. 

At the same time, the symbols below allow you to 
develop a theme you are interested in more extensively. 
Teachers can use these symbols to instantly prepare 
a class or classes around a common theme. 

How to Use
Your English Supplement

Exercise (at the end 
of the magazine). Test 
and consolidate what 

you have learned.

Downloadable audio 
file (see also audio 
scripts). There are 

recommendations on 
how best to use the 
audio files on p. 87.

Listening extension 
(Internet). Once you’ve 

learned the basic 
vocabulary of a topic, 

why not listen to 
further discussions?

Speaking extension. 
A question aimed at 
provoking a group 
discussion of the 
topic in question.

This arrow directs you 
to other related articles 

in the magazine.

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
These are the only 
abbreviations you 
have to know to use 
this magazine:
sb. = somebody
sth. = something
swh. = somewhere
[U] = uncountable noun
[C] = countable noun
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Technology

THE SINGULARITY
The fear now is that robots could bring about1 the 
demise2 of humanity. This is not just something that Hol-
lywood scriptwriters3 think about. Such things worry 
computer-programming expert Jaan Tallinn, co-founder of 
Skype, Huw Price, professor4 of philosophy at Cambridge, 

and Lord Rees, the astronomer royal and master of Trinity 
College, Cambridge. They have set up5 the Centre for the 
Study of Existential Risk at Cambridge. 

Part of the problem arises6 because the speed7 and 
capacity of computers doubles every 18 months. It is pre-
dicted that around 2040 we will build our last machine. 
From then on8 machines will create other ever-more-in-
telligent machines autonomously. At this point – known as 
‘the Singularity’ – we will no longer be the most intelligent 
beings on the planet. 

THE END OF US
Some researchers and philosophers think that machines 
will be nice to us. There are two problems with this naïve9 
idea: first, as we have seen, we have already created 
robots that kill. Secondly, artificial intelligence is created 
in our image – how do we treat10 the next most intelli-
gent beings in our world? Chimpanzees, dolphins and 
octopuses? We destroy their habitat, keep them in zoos, 
experiment on them and eat them. Once robots can rep-
licate themselves and control their own evolution, human-
ity can be marginalized. This doesn’t have to be anything 
as dramatic as genocide. As we have seen, robots can 
simply make the majority of us unemployed, superfluous, 
obsolete. In such a scenario11 we will just gradually fade 
from view12 as an irrelevance. As T.S. Eliot wrote back in 
1925, “This is the way the world ends // Not with a bang 
but a whimper13”14.

1 to bring about (bring-brought-
brought) – cause 

2 demise – end, decline 
3 scriptwriter – sb. who writes 
the script (= text) of a movie 

4 professor – (false friend) head 

of department at a university, 
senior academic 

5 to set up (set-set-set) – create, 
establish 

6 to arise (arise-arose-arisen) – 
emerge, occur 

7 speed – velocity 
8 from then on – after that 
9 naïve – unsophisticated, child-like 
10 to treat – deal with, act towards 
11 scenario – (false friend) hypo-

thetical situation 

12 to fade from view – be margin-
alized, become irrelevant 

13 whimper – whine, pathetic pro-
test, small noise of discomfort (like 
that made by a frightened dog)

14 in The Hollow Men 

THE TECHNOCENE:
THE AGE OF THE MACHINE

p. 40
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Science | ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR

THE TERMITE TELEPHONE
African termites (Macrotermes natalensis) send warning1 
messages through their colonies at a speed of 1.3 metres 
per second, according to research from the University 
of Bochum in Germany. They do this by banging2 their 
heads on the ground 11 times per second. Each termite’s 
message travels only 20cm but it is immediately picked 
up3 and relayed4 by the nearest termite, a bit like mobile 
phone antennas. There is little danger of the message 
being garbled5 – as it is in the game of Chinese whis-
pers6 – because it is so simple: “danger predator”. 

NOT-SO-CARNIVOROUS
CROCS7

Research from the US Fish and Wildlife Service in 
Charleston, South Carolina, has confirmed decades of 
anecdotal reports: over half the existing crocodilian 
species supplement their diet with fruit. It seems that 
at least 13 of the 23 species of crocodiles and alliga-
tors in the world today eat fruit as well as meat. 

LUNATICS
AND ELEPHANTS

Research from the University of Basel has con-
firmed that people sleep worse when there is a full 
moon8. On average it takes five minutes longer to get 
to sleep, we sleep 20 minutes less and we spend 30% 
less time in deep sleep when there is a full moon.

Meanwhile9, a study from Anglia Ruskin Univer-
sity has found that African elephants plan their raids10 
on cropland11 to coincide with the new moon. Elephant 
raids are more frequent and more substantial when 
the nights are darkest. This suggests that they under-
stand that darkness lowers the risk of being killed by 
farmers12. Or perhaps they know that humans sleep 
less and more lightly13 when there is a full moon!

MY NAME IS FLIPPER
Dolphins have a signature whistle14 which they use to 
identify themselves and to identify others. When they 
hear a familiar whistle they will repeat it back to their 
acquaintance15, which they don’t do for an unfamiliar 
whistle. Moreover, a study from the University of Chi-
cago has now found that dolphins remember each other’s 
signature whistles14 after more than 20 years apart, sug-
gesting they have the best memory in the animal world.

1 warning (adj.) – alarm 
2 to bang – beat, hit
3 to pick up – receive 
4 to relay – resent 
5 garbled – incoherent, 
meaningless 

6 Chinese whispers (UK Eng-
lish) – broken telephone (US 
English)

7 croc – (colloquial) crocodile 
8 full moon – when the complete 
disc of the moon is visible 

(associated with werewolves)
9 meanwhile – at the same time 
10 raid – surprise attack 
11 cropland – arable farms 
12 farmer – agriculturalist 
13 more lightly – less deeply
14 signature whistle – high-fre-

quency sound that identifies 
an individual 

15 acquaintance – known indi-
vidual, (in this case) friend 
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FOOTNOTES
The superscript numbers in the text 
refer to the footnotes at the bottom 
or at the side of the same page. The 
footnotes explain the difficult vocabu-
lary as determined by our non-native 
proofreaders. Like you, these proof-
readers are learners so they are able 
to identify the exact words you need 
to know to understand the sentence. 
Definitions are given in English, so that 
you learn to think in English and these 
definitions are then checked by the 
non-native proofreaders to ensure that 
you will understand them. Some words 
are defined by pictures: we use these 
visual stimuli when that is the best way 
to fix an idea in your memory. Read 
the definition or look at the illustration 
and then re-read the sentence in ques-
tion. By working with English-language 
footnotes you will rapidly increase 
your vocabulary and learn how English 
words relate to each other, all of 
which will have a dramatic impact on 
your fluency and self-confidence1. 

Some readers find it useful to put 
their finger next to the word in the 
article that they are looking for in the 
footnotes to make it easier to return 
to the text afterwards. Either way, it 
shouldn’t be difficult to find your place 
because the footnotes are numbered 
and the words are highlighted in bold. 
Notice that the syllables and words that 
should be stressed2 are underlined.

Red footnotes give extra cultural 
(rather than linguistic) information, 
or they refer you to other articles.

1 self-confidence – self-assurance (opposite of ‘self-doubt’, ‘hesitancy’)
2 to stress sth. – emphasize, underline

Consonants
/ʧ/ as in church, watch
/ʃ/ as in wash, sure, action
/ʤ/ as in judge, gesture
/ʒ/ as in measure, vision
/j/ as in yes
/θ/ as in thick, path
/ð/ as in this, breathe
/ŋ/ as in sing

Pure Vowels
/æ/ as in cat
/ʌ/ as in cut
/ə/ as in occur, supply, 

aroma
/ɜ:/ as in first, turn, earn
/ɔ:/ as in court, warn

Dipthongs
/iə/ as in ear, here
/eə/ as in air, there

PHONEMIC
SYMBOLS
Here are the phonemic 
symbols that we use 
which might cause you 
problems.

YES 14 | 5



CURRENT
AFFAIRS
This section of the magazine offers short news 
stories organized thematically:

 6  | YES 14

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

9 Listen: here’s a 9-minute BBC radio programme 
about boarding-school syndrome:

 http://goo.gl/bCxr6L 

13 Watch: this is a news story about 
Google and Facebook’s plans to 
conquer the world using drones:

 http://goo.gl/Dv30Bh

14 Speak: the article implies that controversial topics 
are more interesting to talk about – do you agree? 

 
16 Speak: in your experience do managers work 

longer hours than their subordinates? 

7 News
 - anecdotes from around the world.
8 News
 - more anecdotes from around the world
9 Education News
 - the stories from the world of Anglo education
10 Health News
 - the latest medical stories
11 Archaeology News
 - what’s new in prehistory
 Exercise 2

12 Internet
 - Our technological future    
13 Internet
 - Game of Drones – Google and Facebook take to 

the skies    
 Exercise 9

14 Language
 - Parsnips – or why is my course-book so boring?
 Exercise 20

16 Economics
 - Want more leisure time? Be poor!
17 Economics
 - The cards are stacked against cash
18 Economics
 - fighting the cashless society
 Exercise 19
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News

THE DECLINE IN CRIME
On audio file 4 we discuss1 how homicide rates in the 
USA have fallen to levels they were last2 at in the 1950s. 
However, the decline in crime3 is sweeping across4 the 
Western world despite the sorry5 state of the world econ-
omy. The crime rate in Britain is 60% lower than it was in 
1995. Similarly, the number of people admitted to hospi-
tal after violent crimes has halved6 over the last decade 
in the UK. Meanwhile, young people have begun to turn 
away from7 binge drinking8 and teenage pregnancies 
are at a 40-year low9. In contrast to the USA, the British 
prison population has increased over recent years – in 
fact, it has doubled since the mid-1990s.

The experts cannot agree on the cause of the decrease 
in delinquency. Some have even suggested that if young 
people are committing their crimes on Grand Theft Auto V 
they cannot simultaneously be out on the streets breaking 
the law.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS10
You’ve got to feel a little bit sorry for Ina Groll. Ina used 
to be a member of the German National Democratic Party 
(NDP), which is generally perceived to be a neo-Nazi organi-
zation. Her face even appeared on some of their campaign 
material. Then someone at the NDP spotted11 Ina in a porn 
film. Worse still – from the neo-Nazi point of view – she was 
having sex with a black man. As a result, Ina, whose stage 
name12 is ‘Kitty Blair’, was expelled from the NDP. 

Unfortunately for Ms Groll, as a result of the publicity, 
her erstwhile13 colleagues in the German porn-film indus-
try are refusing to work with her because she is a neo-Nazi!

STRANGER 
BEDFELLOWS10

As you probably know, just before killing themselves 
on 30th April 1945, Adolf Hitler married his girlfriend, Eva 
Braun. After the double suicide a US officer took one of 
Eva’s initialled14 hairbrushes15 from the Berghof, Hitler’s 
Bavarian home. A team of researchers has taken a strand 
of hair16 from the hairbrush and subjected it to DNA anal-
ysis. The surprising results show that she had a genetic 
sequence – the haplogroup N1b1 – which is strongly asso-
ciated with Ashkenazi Jews. Braun was raised17 a Catholic, 
but of course that is irrelevant to Nazi racial theories.

1 to discuss – (false friend) debate 
2 last – most recently 
3 crime – delinquency 
4 to sweep across (sweep-swept-

swept) – affect all of 
5 sorry (adj.) – lamentable, 
depressed 

6 to halve – fall by 50% 
7 to turn away from – reject, 
repudiate 

8 binge drinking – the consump-
tion of an excessive quantity of 
alcohol in a short period of time 

9 at a 40-year low – at their 

minimum level in the last 40 years 
10 strange bedfellows – improb-

able companions 
11 to spot – notice, identify 
12 stage name – professional 

pseudonym 
13 erstwhile – former, ex- 

14 initialled – decorated 
with one’s initials (in this 
case with ‘EAPB’)

15 hairbrush –  
16 strand of hair – single 

piece of hair 
17 to raise – rear, bring up

100
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News

NEW ON YOUR TABLET
The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Armagh, the 
Most Reverend Eamon Martin, has devised1 10 
new Commandments2 for the internet age. Mon-
signor Martin’s first commandment is “Be positive 
and joyful. Offer ‘digital smiles’ and have a sense of 
humour.” Some will have more problems with the 
second commandment: “try not to be judgemental3 
or polemical”. 

ROYAL 
WORRIES

Gerald Vinestock recently 
wrote the following to 
The Times: “Wednesday’s 
paper did not have a 
photograph of the Duchess 
of Cambridge. I do 
hope4 she is all right.”

SURFIN’ 
CALIFORNIANISMS

After months of debate, the Petit Robert Dictio-
nary has decided to include the words ‘selfie’, ‘troll’ 
and ‘hashtag’. French lexicographer Alain Rey, 
explained that the words were not really ‘Anglicisms’ 
but rather5 ‘Californianisms’ since6 they had first 
appeared in Silicon Valley – so that’s all right, then!

Meanwhile, the new pause filler7 out of8 Silicon 
Valley is ‘So...’. Apparently, geeks9 like Mark Zucker-
berg prefer to start their sentences with ‘So...’ rather 
than10 “Um...” or “I mean...” because it suggests 
logical thought.

1 to devise – generate, draw 
up 

2 commandment – one of the 
Decalogue of laws given by 
God to Moses according to 
the Bible 

3 judgemental – censorious, 
disapproving 

4 do hope – (emphatic) hope 
5 but rather – (in this case) by 

contrast they are 
6 since – (in this case) given 

that, as 
7 pause filler – word or 

expression used to fill a 
pause when one is speaking 

8 out of – from 
9 geek – sb. who is obses-

sively enthusiastic about 
computers 

10 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

11 to be entitled to – have a 
right to 

12 recruit – new soldier 
13 expat – expatriate 
14 average – typical 

STATISTICS
>>  55% of Britons believe in the supernatural 

but only 49% believe in God. 

>>  68% of office workers in the UK eat lunch sitting 
at their desks. Only 5% take the full hour they are 
entitled to11. 32% eat the same thing every day. 

>>  25% of recruits12 into the British army are under 
18, meaning they are too young to be sent into 
combat. 10% of recruits are only 16 years old. 

>>  The number of Britons living in Spain fell by 90,000 
last year, 23% of the total expat13 population. 

>>  In Britain 49% of 14- and 15-year-olds say they are 
addicted to the Internet. 77% of British adolescents 
take a phone or computer to bed. Meanwhile, the 
average14 British adult now spends more time 
(two and a half hours) each day on Facebook 
than watching television (two hours).

>>  10% of all the photographs ever taken 
were taken in the last 12 months.

>>  22% of Britons aged between 18 and 35 think that 
D-Day marked the end of the First World War.
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News | EDUCATION

EXPORTING
EDUCATION

One of Britain’s major ‘exports’ 
is education. British universi-
ties attract some 200,000 for-
eign1 students who contribute 
£10 billion to the British econ-
omy – that’s the equivalent of 
exporting about a million cars. 
Moreover, some of these stu-
dents will choose to stay in the 
country; in other words having 
paid for their own education 
they then invest2 their human 
capital in the UK. 25% of the 
students at a dozen British uni-
versities are from abroad3; St. 
Andrews’s students are 35% 
foreign, and Buckingham’s 
are 72% from overseas4. There are now nearly5 as 
many6 Chinese students (23%) on fulltime postgraduate 
courses at English universities as there are British stu-
dents (26%). 

What’s more, over 35% of pupils at boarding school7 
in the UK (24,000 out of8 a total of 68,000) are now 
foreign nationals9. It is ironic that in the UK people 
increasingly equate private schools with child abuse10 

and blame them for11 ‘boarding-school syndrome’ – the 
inability to love caused by emotional isolation from one’s 
family. So, while the world’s richest are increasingly send-
ing their children to British private schools thinking they 
will be turned12 from Muggles into wizards13, in Britain 
people increasingly recognize that the same hugely14 
expensive institutions cause their pupils to become 
emotional cripples15. 

1 foreign – from abroad, overseas, 
(in this case) non-British

2 to invest – (in this case) use 
3 from abroad – from overseas4, 
from foreign countries 

4 from overseas – (in this case) 
from outside the UK

5 nearly – almost, practically 
6 as many – the same number of 

7 boarding school – private 
residential school 

8 out of – (in this case) from 
9 foreign national – foreigner, sb. 
from abroad 

10 child abuse – infantile trauma 
11 to blame sb. for – hold sb. 

responsible for 
12 to be turned – be converted 

13 i.e. they think British board-
ing school will be like Harry 
Potter’s Hogwarts 

14 hugely – very 
15 emotional cripples – people 

who are unable to express 
themselves emotionally

16 to stroke – caress 
17 to realize – (false friend) 

become conscious 
18 quite how – (emphatic) how 
19 to set up (set-set-set) – create, 

establish 
20 petting zoo – institu-

tion with docile ani-
mals that visitors can 
touch and feed

21 goat –  

STROKING16 STOPS
STUDENT STRESS

It’s traumatic being a student – all those exams, all that 
studying. Finally, someone has realized17 quite how18 
stressful university life is and has decided to do something 
about it. Bath Spa University has set up19 a petting zoo20 
on campus. Now, when students get stressed out they 
can go and stroke16 goats21, ducks or a Shetland pony to 
calm down.

2 648
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Science news | HEALTH

LIFE 
EXPECTANCY 
TEST

The UK’s Medical Research 
Council has developed1 a sur-
prisingly accurate2 low-tech3 
way of predicting life expectancy. 
They developed1 three basic 
tests, which they then applied to4 
5000 53-year-old people. The first 
test was to see how many times 
the individual could get up and sit 
down in a minute. The second test 
was to see how long the volunteer 
could stand on one leg with his 
or her eyes closed. The third test 
measured hand-grip strength5. 
Women who could stand up and 
sit down fewer than 22 times in a 
minute were twice as likely to 
die6 by 667 as those women who 
could do it 35 times or more. Similarly, men who could do 
so fewer than 23 times were twice as likely to die as those 
men who could do it 37 times or more. People who were 
unable to8 balance9 on one leg with their eyes closed for 
at least two seconds were three times more likely to die 
early than those who could do it for at least 10 seconds. 
In general, those who performed poorly in all three tests 
were five times more likely to be dead by 66. Of course, 
there are plenty of possibilities to make lifestyle changes 
between 53 and 66 – or at least to learn to stand on one 
leg with your eyes closed!

STAND UP FOR A 
BETTER BUTT10

You should also practise standing up. Researchers from 
Tel Aviv University have discovered that sitting for 
extended periods makes your bottom11 bigger. The 
researchers concluded that exposure to sustained chronic 

pressure accelerated the growth of lipid droplets12. In 
other words the fat cells in your butt10 expand by up to13 
50% and become heavier.

JUST
ENOUGH
JUICE

Don’t drink more than a small 
glass (150ml) of fruit juice a day. 
According to Public Health 
England fruit juice is a major 
source14 of excess sugar. How-
ever, while we know that fizzy 
drinks15, sweets, cereals and 
cereal bars are bad, we tend to 
assume16 that fruit juice is good 
for us.

1 to develop – create, generate, 
elaborate 

2 accurate – precise 
3 low-tech – requiring little or no 
technology 

4 to apply to – use on
5 hand-grip strength – pressure 
one can exert using one’s fingers 

and hand
6 were twice as likely to die – 
had double the probability of 
dying 

7 by 66 – at the age of 66 or 
before 

8 to be unable to – not be capa-
ble of (+ -ing)

9 to balance – (false friend) main-
tain one’s equilibrium

10 butt (US English) – bottom (UK 
English)  

11 bottom (UK Eng-
lish) – butt10 (US 
English)

12 droplet – very 

small quantity of liquid 
13 up to – as much as 
14 source – origin, place from 

which sth. is derived 
15 fizzy drink – soft drink, soda 

(US English)
16 to assume – (false friend) 

suppose

2
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Science news | ARCHAEOLOGY

FORCED OUT BY 
FARMERS

DNA Research from Uppsala University in Sweden has 
shown that agriculture was not an idea that spread1 
across Europe; rather2 it was the farming communities 
that spread across the continent, displacing the local 
hunter-gatherer3 communities. The study of 11 individu-
als who lived between 5000 and 7000 years ago shows 
that the farmers occasionally accepted individual hunt-
er-gatherers3 into their communities and bred4 with 
them but that no farmers were tempted to go off and join 
the hunter-gatherer communities.

TRIUMPHAL ARK
Irving Finkel of The British Museum has translated a 
3,700-year-old tablet that was donated to the museum in 
2008. He concludes that the original vessel5 on which 
the Noah’s ark6 story is based was built by Sumerian 
King Atra-Hasis. It was round7, 65 metres in diameter and 
double-decked8. 

CAVEMAN’S
BEST FRIEND

It used to be believed that Neolithic farmers were the first 
to domesticate canines when wolves9 were attracted to 
food waste10 outside their settlements11 around 7500 
years ago. However, DNA research at the University of Cal-
ifornia has now shown the dog has been man’s best friend 
a whole lot12 longer. The research concluded that wolves 
were first domesticated in Europe between 19,000 and 
32,000 years ago. Presumably, at some point wolf and 
Mesolithic hunter-gatherer3 teamed up13 to hunt14 the 
same game15 and share16 the spoils17. 

THE 
IDEAL 
ISLE

Where would you like 
to live? The answer 
– for Homo heidel-
bergensis (our last 
common ancestor 
with the Neander-
thals) – was: on an 
island in the flood 
plain18 of a major 
river. Finds19 of H. 
heidelbergensis are 
consistently found in such locations (rather than20 in 
forests or on hillsides21). Why? Flood plains attract large 
herbivores and flocks22 of birds – providing meat and 
eggs Their diet could be supplemented with eels23. Mean-
while24, the water around the island would have provided 
protection from big cats.

1 to spread (spread-spread-
spread) – disseminate, 
propagate 

2 rather – by contrast 
3 hunter-gatherer – nomadic 

or semi-nomadic person who 
subsists by hunting, fishing and 
collecting wild plants

4 to breed (breed-bred-bred) – 
procreate, reproduce 

5 vessel – boat or ship 
6 Noah’s ark – 
7 round – circular 
8 double-decked – on two levels 

9 wolf (plural 
‘wolves’) –  

10 food waste 
– leftovers, 
excess food 

11 settlement – town or village 
12 a whole lot – (colloquial) much 
13 to team up – start to work 

together 
14 to hunt – pursue and kill 
15 game – quarry, prey, hunted11 

animal 
16 to share – divide up 
17 spoils – (in this case) resulting 

meat 
18 flood plain – area of flat land 

near to a river that is periodi-
cally covered in water 

19 find (n.) – archaeological 

discovery 
20 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 
21 hillside – inclined side of a hill 
22 flock – group (of birds or 

sheep)
23 eel –  

24 meanwhile – at the same time 

220-41
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Internet

P eople are generally excited about the new technol-
ogy they expect to see in their lifetimes, believing 
that most of it will make their lives better. The Pew 

Research Center interviewed people throughout1 the USA 
and found that 59% of Americans believe that future tech-
nological developments will make life easier. 

“The American public anticipates that the coming 
half-century will be a period of profound scientific change, 
as inventions that were once confined to the realm2 of 
science fiction come into common usage”, the Center’s 
recent report finds.

LOOKING FORWARD TO THE FUTURE
Space stations, robots and advanced technology: all of 
these things have traditionally been found in sci-fi movies.  
Just as life often imitates art, many of these once pie-in-
the-sky3 concepts are starting to become reality. 

People will be able to get transplants whenever they 
need them within4 the next 50 years, according to 80% 
of respondents5. Perhaps a little grossly6, these organs 
will be grown in labs7. Also more than half (51%) of 
respondents believe computers will be able to create art 
as skilfully8 as humans do.

33% believe that we’ll have long-term9 space colo-
nies by 2064, 19% expect humans will be able to control 
the weather and about half of those interviewed believe 
that they will ride10 in a driverless car in their lifetime. 
One in 10 would like time travel to occur. All pretty11 
exciting stuff12. 

NOT ALL TECHNOLOGY IS GOOD
However, not everyone has a positive outlook13 on the 
future. Altogether, 30% of respondents believe that tech-
nology is going to make the future worse and interestingly 
the majority of the technology that people feared most is 
already possible.

Respondents also didn’t like the idea of parents14 
being able to alter the DNA of their unborn children. Many 
believed that technologies may adversely impact on per-
sonal privacy – through increased surveillance15 – and 
on the nature of social relationships. Two out of three16 
Americans are concerned17 that US airspace could be 
opened up to private drones. 

Overall18, “Americans are optimistic about the impact 
that scientific developments19 will have on their lives – 
but they definitely expect to encounter some bumps20 
along the way”, according to Aaron Smith, author of the 
report. Let’s just hope the ride isn’t too ‘bumpy’21.

1 throughout – all over, in every 
part of 

2 realm /relm/ – area, domain 
3 pie-in-the-sky (adj.) – fantasy 
4 within – in, during 
5 respondent – sb. who answers 
a questionnaire 

6 grossly – repulsively 
7 lab – (colloquial) laboratory 
8 skilfully – well
9 long-term – permanent 
10 to ride (ride-rode-ridden) – (in 

this case) travel 
11 pretty (adv.) – quite, reasonably 

12 stuff – (informal) things, (in this 
case) events

13 outlook – perspective, attitude 
14 parents – (false friend) 

mothers and fathers 
15 surveillance – monitoring (e.g. 

CCTV)

16 two out of three – 66% of
17 to be concerned – be worried 
18 overall – in general, in 

conclusion 
19 developments – advances 
20 bump – (in this case) problem
21 bumpy – (in this case) painful 

OUR TECHNOLOGICAL 
FUTURE?
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com
@douglasjasch
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A fter just1 a few months as CEO2 with year old 
start-up3 Titan Aerospace, Vern Raburn4 was 
approached5 by both Facebook and Google to buy 

the company. A bidding war6 for Titan then ensued7. 
Raburn had thought it would take8 up to9 five years 

to get Titan into the sort of shape10 that would attract 
large11 investors. No one expected internet companies 
like Google or Facebook to take an interest in Titan, but 
instead12 thought that it would be large11 aerospace 
firms like Boeing. The reason is Titan aims to13 make 
unmanned14, solar-powered15 drone airplanes that can 
fly in Earth’s upper atmosphere staying in the air for years 
– why would an internet company want a drone? 

EXPANDING BUSINESS
Google successfully bought Titan for an unknown sum. 
Facebook countered16 by purchasing17 the UK based 
Axcenta, another maker of drones, at a cost of $20M. 
Google and Facebook are seeking18 high-altitude long-en-
durance19 drones that can fly at 60,000 feet20, high above 
the clouds21 and storms22 that commercial flights have to 

contend with23, to provide internet access where it doesn’t 
currently exist (e.g. to developing countries). 

Supplying24 internet to areas that have limited internet 
access will allow25 Facebook and Google to expand their 
user base, enabling26 them to grow even larger27. The 
area of internet access provided by a drone will be equal 
to the current coverage of hundreds of ground-based28 
towers. Speeds greater than 1 gigabyte per second will be 
offered, according to the companies, many times faster 
than the average29 US and UK internet speeds. 

BUT WHAT ABOUT PRIVACY?
A recent survey30 by the Pew Research Center found that 
two in three Americans are concerned31 about the US 
skies being opened up to private drones for privacy rea-
sons. In addition to providing internet access, drones also 
have the ability to see and record over long distances. 
Google has only recently been fined32 around $9 mil-
lion for privacy breaches33. However, if used only for 
spreading34 the internet to those most in need, then it 
can’t be a bad thing.

1 just – (in this case) only 
2 CEO – chief executive officer, 
managing director 

3 start-up – newly established 
company 

4 he was the 18th person to join 
a little start-up called Micro-
soft in 1976, and is a friend of 
Bill Gates

5 to approach – (in this case) 
contact 

6 bidding war – situation in 
which buyers are so interested 
in what is for sale that they make 

higher and higher offers of the 
price they are ready to pay 

7 to ensue – occur immediately 
afterwards 

8 to take (take-took-taken) – (in 
this case) require 

9 up to – as many as 
10 shape – condition 
11 large – (false friend) major, 

important 
12 instead – by contrast 
13 to aim to – plan to, intend to 
14 unmanned – autonomous 
15 solar-powered – using energy 

from the sun 
16 to counter – reply, respond
17 to purchase – buy 
18 to be seeking – want to have 
19 long-endurance – that con-

tinue to func-
tion for a long 
time 

20 18.3km above 
sea level

21 cloud – 
22 storm – tempest
23 to contend with – cope with, 

deal with, tackle

24 to supply – offer, provide 
25 to allow – enable, permit 
26 to enable – allow, permit 
27 larger – bigger 
28 ground-based – terrestrial 
29 average – typical 
30 survey – (in this case) study, 

questionnaire 
31 to be concerned – be worried 
32 to fine – financially penalize 
33 privacy breach – infringement 

of people’s rights to privacy 
34 to spread (spread-spread-

spread) – disseminate

GAME OF 
DRONES
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com 
@douglasjasch
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O ver my 25 years teaching English I have become 
aware1 that course-books tend to be anodyne but 
I had never really stopped to ask why. It was only 

recently that I found out about2 the concept of ‘Parsnip’, 
and the knowledge filled me first with mirth3 and then 
horror. For the rest of the Anglosphere ‘parsnip’ refers 
to a bland4 root vegetable5. However, in Efl publishing 
‘parsnip’ refers – with wonderful irony – to a way of writ-
ing insipid course-books. I will explain myself. PARSNIP 
is yet another acronym (as if TEFL6, ESL7, TESOL8 etc. 
weren’t enough). PARSNIP stands for9 “politics, alcohol, 
religion, sex, narcotics, isms10 and 
pork”. This is not a list of interesting 
if controversial topics11 for classroom 
discussion12 but rather13 a blacklist 
of themes that ELT14 course-books are 
not allowed15 to talk about. 

My initial amusement16 stemmed 
from17 the fact that, over the last 
14 issues of this magazine we have 
offered special dossiers on religion18 
and sex19, featured20 a section on 
alcohol21 and regularly talked about 
politics. Narcotics have come up tan-
gentially in a discussion12 of the 
workings22 of the brain. I therefore 
feel an almost irresistible compulsion 
to write something about pork to be 
able to say that we have covered the 
list completely.23 

My subsequent horror was caused by the realization24 
that the publishing companies have been systematically 
working to make your classes boring and our jobs as 
teachers more difficult. 

THE PROFIT MOTIVE
OK, I know why the ELT publishers 
self-censor their course-books of any-
thing remotely interesting. They want 
to produce one course-book that can 
be used for Japanese businessmen, 
Saudi tycoons25, convent schoolgirls 
and the Chinese masses. They write 
one book, flog26 it worldwide for a 
year and then change the contents27 
just enough so that the previous ver-
sion is useless to follow the course 
the next year. Result: big bucks28. 
Result two: learners associate English 
with banality and they have abso-
lutely no interest in exploring the 
language for themselves outside 
the classroom.

1 aware – conscious 
2 to find out about (find-found-

found) – discover, hear about 
3 mirth – amusement, hilarity 
4 bland – (false friend) insipid 
5 root vegetable – plant with an 

edible root (= part that is nor-
mally underground (e.g. a carrot)

6 TEFL – Teaching English as a 
foreign language 

7 ESL – English as a second 

language 
8 TESOL – Teaching English to 

Speakers of Other Languages 
9 to stand for (stand-stood-

stood) – represent 
10 isms – philosophies and 

ideologies 
11 topic – (false friend) theme 
12 discussion – (false friend) 

debate 
13 but rather – by contrast it is 

14 ELT – English-language 
teaching 

15 to be allowed – be permitted 
16 amusement – mirth, hilarity 
17 to stem from – be caused by 
18 Yes 8
19 Yes 3
20 to feature – include 
21 Yes 9 – this was, incidentally, 

specifically requested by 
readers

22 workings – functioning 
23 ‘isms’ is really covered by 

‘politics’ and is only included 
in order to spell out the 
acronym ‘parsnip’

24 realization – (false friend) 
awareness, recognition

25 tycoon – magnate 
26 to flog – (informal) sell 
27 contents – material 
28 big bucks – major profits 

WHY YOUR COURSE-BOOK 
IS SO BORING
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F or me there is an even bigger problem. If I had a class-
room full of Muslim or Jewish students I would defi-
nitely want to teach a lesson about pork. They need 

to know the vocabulary of sausages1, ham, bacon, etc. 
in English to avoid2 these products. I’m a vegetarian and 
the first thing I learn before travelling to a country whose 
language I can’t speak is precisely the words for meat 
because I will have to explain to people that I don’t eat it.

THE BENEFITS OF ‘PARSNIPS’
Admittedly, I am working from the premise that Efl stu-
dents are learning English in order to interact with Anglos, 
but I don’t think that is too wild3 an assumption4. Most 
of the ‘PARSNIP’ topics5 will come up6 eventually7 in 
ordinary conversation with Anglos. It’s hard enough8 
speaking in a second language, much worse if you have 
never had the opportunity to prac-
tise the topics9 that come up and 
haven’t been made aware of10 what 
typical Anglo attitudes are on these 
questions. 

I’m not saying anything goes11. 
First, I’m only really interested in the 
teaching of adults. In fact, part of 
the problem is that the teaching of 
mature learners has been contami-
nated by practices with children and 
adolescents. It may be valid to treat 
the minds of the young as so fragile 
that they cannot confront a series of 
questions (though this is debatable) 
but why is it necessary to infantilize 
adults just because they are learn-
ing English? I have had the bizarre 

experience of teaching CEOs12 of major corporations with 
course-books that talk down to13 them as if they were 
mentally incompetent. 

TACT & RESPECT
Of course, material must be respectful of other cultures 
and tactful in its presentation but those are completely 
different things. It’s perfectly possible to be disrespectful 
about another countries climate, to make tactless com-
ments about the quality of another culture’s cheese or 
their national soccer14 team. It’s not the topic9 that is 
offensive or not, but how you handle15 it. Avoiding2 the 
‘PARSNIP’ topics9 only responds to the lowest common 
denominator attitude of multinational publishing: it’s fast 
food for the mind. Poles and Spaniards want to talk about 
pork, it’s central to their cultures. Why, just because it 
might offend someone on the other side of the world, 
should this be crossed off16 their list of possible topics? 

Ultimately17, if everyone accepts the status quo of life-
less course-books then I suppose they deserve18 what 
they get. But learning English will be much harder19 
because the students won’t learn to love the language and 
see it as a useful tool20 in which to talk about what mat-
ters21 to them.

1 sausages – 
2 to avoid – keep 

away from, 
eschew 

3 wild /waild/ – (in this case) crazy 
4 assumption – supposition 
5 the ‘PARSNIP’ topics – politics, 

alcohol, religion, sex, narcotics, 
isms and pork

6 to come up (come-came-come) 
– be mentioned, emerge 

7 eventually – (false friend) in 
the end 

8 hard enough – sufficiently 
difficult 

9 topic – (false friend) theme 
10 to make sb. aware of (make-

made-made) – make sb. 

conscious of, tell sb. about  
11 anything goes – anything is 

acceptable
12 CEO – chief executive officer, 

managing director
13 to talk down to – talk in a con-

descending way to
14 soccer – football 
15 to handle – manage, present 

16 to be crossed off – be elimi-
nated from 

17 ultimately – (false friend) in 
the final analysis

18 to deserve – merit, should have 
19 harder – more difficult, more 

arduous 
20 tool – medium, way 
21 to matter – be important 

LET’S TALK ABOUT PORK
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T he 19th-century elite are often classified as the ‘lei-
sured’1 classes – wealthy2 gentry3 with loads of4 
free time on their hands. Workers in the 1800s, on the 

other hand, had no such luck5 labouring an average of6 
64 hours a week. Economic historian Hans-Joachim Voth 
of the University of Zurich writes, “In the 19th Century 
you could tell how poor somebody was by how long they 
worked”.

A lot has changed over the past 200 years. According 
to The Economist magazine these days the rich actually7 
work longer hours than the poor! For example, college8 
graduates, who tend to be richer than non-graduates, are 
experiencing eight hours less leisure time9 per week 
than high-school graduates. 

THE SUBSTITUTION EFFECT
One of the reasons the rich have less leisure time9 is due 
to10 the substitution effect. The rich are getting richer and 
the poor poorer in the USA. Because the salaries of the 
rich are high, bosses expect these people to work extra 
hours. If they don’t, the boss can easily find someone who 
will for the same salary. 

Of course those in higher-paid jobs don’t get paid 
overtime11, but doing extra work is necessary to earn the 
next promotion. If they beat12 their colleague at the next 

promotion, they are likely to13 benefit substantially. How-
ever, if they lose their job they will lose a lot. To keep 
ahead14, the wealthy2 are willing to15 substitute work for 
leisure time9. 

ENJOYING YOUR JOB
Some higher-paid individuals are also willing to15 work 
longer hours because they love their jobs. Work in 
advanced economies has become more knowledge-in-
tensive and intellectual, with fewer dead-boring jobs, like 
those of lift operators16. There are also glamorous jobs 
available like fashion design. 

Therefore, according to Arlie Russell Hochschild of the 
University of California, more people are preferring to 
work longer hours rather than17 going home early. Lin-
gering18 at home when they could be out making money 
is considered a waste of time by some wealthier2 people. 

AFFORDABLE19 LEISURE
However, it is not all bad for lower-paid workers. Informa-
tion technology is increasingly becoming cheaper, open-
ing up a vast world of high-quality and inexpensive home 
entertainment, meaning that low-earners do not need to 
work as long to enjoy a reasonably satisfying, sustained 
leisure time9.

1 leisured – having a lot of free 
time

2 wealthy – prosperous, affluent, 
rich

3 gentry – minor aristocracy, 
upper class 

4 loads of – (colloquial) a lot of 
5 to have no such luck (have-
had-had) – be much less 
fortunate 

6 an average of – typically 
7 actually – (false friend) in fact 
8 college (adj.) – (false friend) 
university 

9 leisure time – free time
10 due to – because of 
11 overtime – extra salary for 

extra hours worked in addition 
to one’s normal working hours 

12 to beat (beat-beat-beaten) 

– triumph over 
13 are likely to – will probably 
14 to keep ahead (keep-kept-

kept) – (in this case) continue to 
be competitive 

15 to be willing to – be prepared 
to 

16 lift operator (UK English) – ele-
vator operator (US English)  

17 rather than – instead of, as 

opposed to 
18 to linger – (in this case) waste 

time 
19 affordable 
– reasona-
bly priced, 
inexpensive 

WANT MORE 
LEISURE TIME? 
BE POOR
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch

Victorian Times: the poor work, the rich watch.
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N early2 one in 10 Americans don’t carry paper money 
with them daily anymore. 78% carry less than $50 
when they do carry3 cash4, according to Bankrate.

com. Also three out of5 every four pounds spent in the 
UK last year was by debit and credit cards and 91% of UK 
adults now have debit cards; 38% of these cardholders6 
owning7 two or more cards. 

It wasn’t that long ago that cash was king but now 
plastic-card usage trumps8 cash payments. The countries 

that make the lowest amount9 of cash payments based 
on a per capita analysis are the US, followed by Sweden, 
the Netherlands and then Australia, according to a recent 
Reserve Bank of Australia study. While cards remain10 the 
main11 form of cashless12 payment, there is also growing 
use of bitcoins and mobile phones for payments. Every 
indication is that we are steadily13 moving towards14 a 
cashless society. 

WHY WE LOVE OUR CARDS
So why do we love using our cards so much? The obvi-
ous reason is the convenience of carrying plastic as com-
pared to big rolls of notes15 and heavy coins. Cards also 
have additional benefits over cash like offering shopping 
loyalty-rewards programs and, in some cases, providing16 
insurance over purchases17. 

The benefits don’t stop with consumers. Banks and 
card companies love cards because of the fees18 they 
rake in19 each time we make a transaction. Businesses 
love cards because they don’t have to handle20 as many 
notes and coins21, and customers have more money to 

spend on goods22 and services 
due to23 their greater access to 
credit from credit cards. Even 
the taxman loves cards because 
of the financial trail24 they leave, 
making it harder for cheats25 to 
avoid26 tax. 

Despite these benefits, cash 
is unlikely to27 disappear alto-
gether in the near future. For 
example, older people tend to 
want notes and coins21 because 
some struggle with28 technol-
ogy – not everyone trusts tech-
nology. Even so, it is difficult 
to imagine that cash won’t be 
replaced by cards at some time 
in the future. In the meantime29, 
whether30 you prefer cash or 
card – happy shopping!

1 the cards/odds are stacked 
against sth. – sth. has few 
possibilities of success 

2 nearly – almost, just under 
3 do carry – (emphatic) carry 
4 cash – banknotes and coins21 
5 out of – (in this case) of 
6 cardholder – sb. who has a 
debit or credit card 

7 to own – have, possess 
8 to trump – eclipse

9 amount – quantity 
10 to remain – continue to be 
11 main – primary, principal 
12 cashless – that do not use cash4

13 steadily /ˡstedəli/ – gradually 
but constantly 

14 towards – in the direction of
15 (bank)notes (US English) – 

bank bills (US English) 
16 to provide – offer 
17 purchase – act of buying sth. 

18 fee – payment made for a 
service 

19 to rake in – 
(colloquial) 
receive

20 to handle – 
deal with, use  

21 (bank)notes 
and coins – 

22 goods – products 
23 due to – because of 

24 trail – evidence 
25 cheat – (in this case) 

tax-dodgers 
26 to avoid – (in this case) not pay 
27 is unlikely to – will probably not 
28 to struggle with – have diffi-

culty understanding 
29 in the meantime – meanwhile, 

until then 
30 whether – (in this case) irre-

spective of whether (= ‘if’)

THE CARDS ARE STACKED 
AGAINST1 CASH
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch
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B ob Jarvis is a 68-year-old man from Queensland, Aus-
tralia, who doesn’t support1 the move towards2 a 
cashless3 society. In fact, in protest, he has refused to 

pay tolls4 when driving across toll bridges5 for the past 
three years. 

Bob started refusing to pay the tolls when an e-toll6 
system was first rolled out7. Prior to8 the e-toll, employ-
ees collected the cash before you crossed the bridge. 
If a car is in the e-toll system, money is automatically 
deducted from an account9 each time you traverse a 
toll bridge. If you are not in the e-toll system, the author-
ities are alerted and you have a short period to pay or 
be fined10. E-toll6 aims to11 eliminate the delay12 on toll 
roads by collecting tolls electronically. But Bob is having 
none of this, he wants to pay either cash or nothing. 

ELECTRONIC SECURITY COMPROMISED
The 68-year-old says it is his constitutional right to pay 
via ‘gold and silver coin’ and he does not understand the 
electronic payment system or feel safe sharing13 his credit 
card details over the phone or online.

As we move away from paper bills14 for plastic, smart-
phones and bitcoins, the dangers of a cashless3 economy 
are becoming ever-more15 relevant. Security breaches16 
at Target, Sony and many other companies that we 

have read about in the news demonstrate how even 
the larger17 retailers18 are vulnerable to hacking and 
cyber-attacks. 

A CONSTITUTIONAL STAND
Bob says he would be happy to pay tolls if he could pay 
them in cash. The Australian Constitution states19, “A State 
shall not coin20 money, nor make anything but21 gold and 
silver coin a legal tender22 in payments of debts”. Each 
time Bob crosses a toll bridge he carries his cash and 
coins with him for payment but there is no one to collect 
the money – so Bob refuses to pay. He has received many 
fines23 and even a summons24 to go to court. 

Constitutional lawyers say that Bob would lose in court 
because the section of the Constitution that Bob refers to 
was set up25 to stop states from making their own cur-
rency26, not to require cash payments by citizens. Even 
so, the e-toll6 company has withdrawn27 their court 
action, instead28 deciding to let Bob use their bridges 
for free for now. This was one little man’s win against the 
cashless society.

1 to support – 
back, approve 
of 

2 towards – in 
the direction of 

3 cashless – that 
does not use cash 

4 toll – charge for access to a 
specific road or bridge 

5 toll bridge – bridge that 
requires the payment of a toll4 

6 e-toll – electronic toll-collection
7 to roll sth. out – implement sth., 

put sth. in place 
8 prior to – before 
9 (bank) account – agreement 
with a bank that permits the 
customer to deposit and with-
draw money

10 to fine – penalize financially 
11 e-toll aims to – the purpose of 

e-toll is to 
12 delay – hold-up, wait, 

time-wasting
13 to share – divulge 
14 paper bills (US English) 

– banknotes (UK English) 
15 ever-more – more and more 
16 breach – infringement, failure 
17 larger – bigger 
18 retailer – company that sells 

products to consumers 
19 to state – say, declare 
20 to coin – (in this case) mint, 

manufacture 
21 but – (in this case) apart from, 

except for 
22 legal tender – cash that 

must be accepted if offered in 

payment of a debt 
23 fine (n.) – financial penalty 
24 a summons – subpoena, writ-

ten order to appear before a 
judge or magistrate 

25 to set up (set-set-set) – create, 
establish 

26 currency – unit of money 
27 to withdraw (-draw/-drew/-

drawn) – cancel, abandon
28 instead – rather, by contrast 

ONE MAN’S FIGHT 
AGAINST THE 
CASHLESS SOCIETY
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch
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CULTURE
This section of the magazine offers...

Origins: Human Prehistory Dossier
20 The ‘Britain: One Million Years of the 

Human Story’ at the NHM, London.
22 Prehistoric sites in England: Stonehenge, 

Woodhenge, Avebury and the Ridgeway
 Exercises 25, 14

26 Iconography: the March of Progress
27 Art: prehistoric cinema
28 Anthropology: being human – what 

distinguishes us from other animals?
 Exercises 3, 31

34 Neanderthals and Us
36 Geography: figures in a landscape 

– the human odyssey
 Exercise 4

38 The paleo diet
 Exercise 5

39 Prehistoric dentistry
 Exercise 4

40 Politics: manipulating prehistory
 Exercise 4

First World War Dossier
42 History: terrorism, the Christmas Truce, 

WWI and the state, the benefits of WWI
 Exercises 29, 31

46 Society: WWI and the British aristocracy
 Exercise 18

50 Public Health: the toxic legacy of the Great War
 

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

20 Watch: find out about the NHM exhibition 
and more in these five short videos:

 http://goo.gl/4fQ3mx

28 Watch: a fascinating TED talk about 
what makes us unique:

 http://goo.gl/Y45hCH

34 Watch: a 2011 dramatized BBC 
documentary about the interaction between 
Neanderthals and Modern Humans: 

 http://goo.gl/QeHG2f

 Watch: a TED talk about the 
Neanderthal there is in you:

 http://goo.gl/XZhzVk

42 Watch: a 6-minute summary of the 
Frist World War using maps:

 http://goo.gl/fdW2UC

46 Watch: Steve Fry telling his biscuit anecdote at:  
 http://goo.gl/O6SmZu

54 Read: the following website offers the 
entire sonnet sequence accompanied 
by an easier prose version:

 http://goo.gl/fiEs70

60 Watch: Colin Firth talks about And 
When Did You Last See Your Father? 
(2007) and his infancy in Africa:

 http://goo.gl/oLckcx

54 Poetry: Sidney’s Astrophil and Stella

59 Subscription Information

60 Cinema: Colin Firth
 Exercise 17

64 Food: Coronation Chicken



Models in gallery (c) - Trustees of NHM

Fragment of a lion’s lower jaw from Crayford, 
Kent - Trustees of NHM London

Homo heidelbergensis skulls - Trustees of NHM London
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One Million Years BC
Britain is a relatively small island off the northwest coast 
of Europe. While it may have been the metropolis of 
an enormous but brief1 empire (c. 1750 to c. 1950) it is 
remote from the cradle2 of civilization in the Middle 
East. With its cold, wet3 climate it is not the sort of place 
where you would expect to find much of significance as 
far as human prehistory is concerned4. So, ‘Britain: One 
Million Years of the Human Story’, an exhibition at the 
Natural History Museum in London (until 28th September, 
2014) is a revelation. 

Earlier this year it was revealed that the earliest foot-
prints5 in Europe (dating from around 800,000 years 
ago) were found in Happisburgh /ˈheizbrə/ in East Anglia. 
Dated using palynology6, the prints5 seem to be of a 
family group of Homo antecessor. A 950,000-year-old 
pine cone7 also from Happisburgh suggests that the 
family lived in a temperate climate – something like 
today’s southern Scandinavia. 

Pleistocene Men8

The tibia of ‘Boxgrove Man’ from West Sussex is around 
half a million years old. He was Homo heidelbergensis and 
his people would have hunted9 rhinoceros and brown 
bears10 in a relatively warm climate. Unfortunately, he 
had been eaten by a lion or a wolf!

Britain also boasts11 the world’s oldest spear12 
(400,000 years old), which was found at Clacton-on-Sea 
in Essex. Of a similar age is the skull13 of a young Nean-
derthal female from Swanscombe in Kent. This is around 
the time of the Anglian ice age (450,000 years ago) when 
conditions would have been inhospitable. Fortunately, 
Homo neanderthalensis was using fire by this stage14!

1 brief – short-lived 
2 cradle – (in this case) birthplace, 

origin 
3 wet – rainy 
4 as far as... is concerned – as 

regards..., in terms of...

5 footprints –  
6 palynology 
– radiocarbon 
dating of 
pollen 

7 pine cone – 

8 wordplay on ‘Plasticine men’ 
which is almost a 
homophone

9 to hunt – (in this case) 
kill for food

10 bear – 

11 to boast – (in this case) have 
12 spear – 
13 skull – cranium 
14 by this stage – at 

this time 

Prehistoric 
Albion



Upper jaw of a teenage human showing evidence of 
cannibalism - Trustees of NHM, London

Reconstruction of a Neanderthal head - Trustees of NHM, London

Homo sapiens model in gallery 2 - Trustees of NHM London
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T he British love a good mystery and pre-
historic Britain offers one in the form 

of ‘the lost years’ (180,000 to 60,000 years 
ago) in which we have plenty of evidence of 
fauna – including hippopotami, elephants and 
lions – and a warm climate, but no evidence of 
human habitation. 

Around 60,000 years ago low sea levels 
left a land bridge1 across the North Sea which 
allowed2 H. neanderthalensis back into Britain. 
Homo sapiens arrived at some time later. 

An Unusually Complete Record
As the Natural History Museum (NHM) exhibi-
tion shows, “Britain has an unusually complete 
record of early human occupation, in terms of 
evidence of human fossils, artefacts, fauna and 
flora. And it has been reconstructed in great 
detail”, in the words of the NHM’s Chris Stringer. 

Of course, Britain isn’t really that remarkable; 
it’s just3 that the resources4 have been available 
for an intense archaeological investigation of a 
relatively small area. 

The final stages5 of Britain’s prehistory are 
best experienced in situ at Stonehenge, Avebury, 
Silbury Hill, etc. but the Natural History Muse-
um’s exhibition, ‘Britain: One Million Years of 
the Human Story’, provides6 the perfect intro-
duction to these Neolithic monuments.

1 land bridge – prehistoric 
connection between two 
continents and/or islands, 
that permitted humans 
and animals to colonize 
new territories before 
being isolated by the sea

2 to allow sb. – permit sb., 

(in this case) enable sb. 
to come 

3 just – (in this case) simply 
4 resources – (in this case) 

money, time and experts 
5 stage – (in this case) 

period 
6 to provide – offer 

The Lost 
Years:
a Prehistoric 
Mystery
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Woodhenge
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S tonehenge is the most famous megalithic monument 
in the world. Moreover, it is in the middle of one of 

the most dense accumulations of prehistoric sites1 any-
where in the world. Wiltshire is an archaeologist’s Mecca. 

A 10,000-year-old Site
The earliest structure (c. 8000BCE2) on Salisbury Plain 
was a line of four (or possible five) wooden3 posts aligned 
east-west.

The Henge before the Stones
The arrival of the Neolithic in Britain around 3500BCE2 
brought with it4 forest clearance5, farming and finally 
megalithic structures.

Around 3100BCE a henge6 110m in diameter was 
dug7  around a circle of poles8. A ring9 of wooden3 
posts were then placed around the outside of the ditch. 
This circle seems to have been related to the movement 
of the moon which must have had a special importance 
for the locals10. The wooden posts were subsequently 
replaced by a wooden temple. Around this time, bodies 

were cremated outside the circular temple in line with 
the rising moon. The bodies of 63 men, women and chil-
dren have been found buried at the site, along with vari-
ous animals.

Other Wooden Henges6

3.2km northeast of Stonehenge is Woodhenge, a circle 
of post holes that contained wooden posts 4,600 years 
ago. The posts’ positions are marked by concrete11 pillars. 
Woodhenge was aligned with the sun. Just 70 metres 
north is Durrington Walls, where there was another 
henge and the largest Neolithic settlement12 in the whole 
of northern Europe. The site of yet another13 henge was 
discovered 900 metres from Stonehenge in 2010. 

For those with a low tolerance of coach-tour parties14 
some of these surrounding sites may be much more 
atmospheric15 than Stonehenge.

1 site – area, location 
2 BCE – before Common Era, 

before Christ
3 wooden – made of wood, made 

from trees
4 brought with it – was accom-

panied by 

5 forest clearance – the elimina-
tion of woodland 

6 henge – circular ditch (=chan-
nel, trench, dyke)

7 to dig (dig-dug-dug) – excavate, 
(in this case) create

8 pole – post, pillar (of wood)

9 ring – circle 
10 locals – local people
11 concrete – building material 

made of gravel, sand and 
cement 

12 settlement – village, town 
13 yet another – (emphatic) 

another 
14 coach-tour party – group of 

tourists on a coach (= type of 
bus) who visit many places in 
a short time as an organized 
group 

15 atmospheric – evocative

Stonehenge: 
Origins

25



Stonehenge refit

Stonehenge render

Stonehenge

By Jlert Joseph Lertola

Photo by Lachlan Fearnley
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I n approximately 2600BCE1 the wooden temple was 
replaced by the circles of standing stones that are still 

there today. This required around 2,000,000 man-hours 
of work to complete. Holes were dug2 for two more circles 
of stones to surround3 Stonehenge but they were never 
filled4. Later when the sun took on5 greater importance 
in the locals’6 cosmology, the ‘heel7 stone’ was added out-
side the henge8 with an avenue9 leading to it10. If you 
walk from Stonehenge at the winter solstice, the sun sets11 
directly over12 the heel stone. 

In 2008 the site of another stone circle, known as Blue-
stonehenge (c. 2400BCE), was discovered 1.6km southeast 
of Stonehenge.

 
The Last 3,500 Years
Around 1500BCE1 Stonehenge and other stone circles 
stopped being used for religious ceremonies. Religious 
emphasis seems to have shifted away13 from the sky and 
towards14 the earth and water. The Celtic Druids may have 
used the site15 of Stonehenge centuries later (and modern 
‘Druids’ use it today) but they have nothing to do with16 the 
culture that built it. 

Since December 2013 Stonehenge has a new £27-million 
visitors’ centre17. One of its special features18 is a paleo-art-
ists reconstruction of the bust of ‘Stonehenge Man’ from a 
5500-year-old skeleton.

1 BCE – before Common Era, 
before Christ

2 to dig (dig-dug-dug) – exca-
vate, (in this case) create

3 to surround – encircle, be 
around

4 to fill – (in this case) use 
5 to take on (take-took-taken) 
– (in this case) acquire, be 
given, assume

6 locals – local people
7 It is called the ‘heel’ stone 

because it has a mark on it 
that looks like a heel print 
(= the impression of the back 
of a foot). It is not really a 
heel print.

8 henge – circular ditch (=chan-
nel, trench, dyke)

9 avenue – route with parallel 
lines of trees or posts on 
either side

10 leading to it – oriented 
towards it, placed in its 
direction

11 to set (set-set-set) – (in this 
case) go down, disappear in 
the evening 

12 over – above 
13 to shift away – move away, 

abandon, forget
14 towards – in the direction of, 

in favour of 
15 site – location, (in this case) 

monument 
16 to have nothing to do with 
– have no connection/ associ-
ation with

17 £27-million visitors’ 
centre – interpretative 
museum for visitors that 
cost £27 million to build

18 feature – (in this case) 
attraction 

Stonehenge: 
Going 
Megalithic
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Silbury Hill

Inner south circle stones at Avebury Henge Photo by Jim Champion

Photo by Tony Grist

Inside West Kennet Long Barrow
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The World’s Largest Henge
Stonehenge is impressive for the size1 of its stones. How-
ever, the world’s largest2 henge is Avebury /ˈeivbəri/ 
Henge in Wiltshire with its massive 425-metre diameter, 
48km to the north. Avebury Henge is over four times the 
diameter of Stonehenge and large enough to have a vil-
lage inside. In fact, Avebury is older than Stonehenge and 
preceded it as the centre of religious activity in South-
west England. Avebury and Stonehenge are in no way3 
unique. In fact, there are around a thousand stone circles 
in the British Isles.

Silbury Hill
The greatest prehistoric monument in Europe is neither 
Avebury nor Stonehenge but Silbury Hill. This is a vast 
conical mound4 built around 2700BCE5, 1.5km south of 
Avebury. It is 40 metres high and 160 metres in diameter. 
That’s the area covered by a large6 cathedral. The base is 
almost perfectly round and the centre of the summit7 is 
closely aligned with the centre of the circle. The mound 
has a layered8 internal structure to give it stability. Archaeologists have found nothing inside the mound 

and they don’t know the purpose of it (apart from giving 
an excellent vantage point9 in a flat open landscape). 

Burial Mounds
There are several hundred burial mounds10 in the area 
around Stonehenge. The first monuments built by the 
farmers were long barrows11 and megalithic tombs12. 
For example, 2.4km south of Avebury is West Kennet 
Long Barrow (c. 3600BCE5). Similar long barrows exist in 
Antequera in southern Spain.

However, in the later Neolithic and the Bronze Age 
the fashion changed and people began to build ‘round 
barrows’. Barrows were intended13 for repeated use over 
centuries. They served as communal centres and legiti-
mized community claims14 to the ownership15 of land.

1 size – dimensions 
2 largest – biggest 
3 in no way – (emphatic) not at 
all, not

4 mound – manmade (= artificial) 
hill (= small mountain)

5 BCE – before Common Era, 

before Christ
6 large – (false friend) big
7 summit – highest point 
8 layered – in strata 
9 vantage point – viewpoint, 
field of vision 

10 burial mound – artificial hill 

over a prehistoric tomb12

11 barrow – tumulus, burial 
mound10

12 tomb /tu:m/ – sepulchre, burial 
chamber

13 to be intended for – be 
planned for, be designed for

14 claim – entitlement, assertion, 
declaration

15 ownership – possession, 
entitlement

Greater than 
Stonehenge

25



The Ridgeway near Mongewell

Aerial view of the Uffington White Horse

Photo by Wormholealien

Photo by Dave Price
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Britain’s Oldest Road
Avebury is connected to other mega-
lithic sites by ‘the Ridgeway ’. This 
5000-year-old path1, “Britain’s oldest 
road”, runs2 southwest to northeast 
across the heart of England from Ave-
bury to the north Norfolk coast3. It 
is popular with hikers4 and cyclists. The first stop, 
just 10km northeast of Avebury is Barbury ‘Castle’, a 
2500-year-old Iron Age5 fort in the north of Wiltshire. The 
next great group of megalithic sites – those of southern 
Oxfordshire – are only about 50km along the Ridgeway.

The Uffington Sites
Wayland’s Smithy is a well preserved Neolithic long 
barrow6 that was built in two phases (c. 3700BCE7 and c. 

3400BCE). I spent my childhood climbing its megalithic 
entrance stones!

Within sight of8 this tomb is Uffington ‘Castle’ a 
Bronze/Iron Age fort built around 2,700 years ago. The 
site was occupied for well over a thousand years.

However, the big attraction in the area is The Uffing-
ton White Horse. This 110m-long image carved9 into 
the hillside10 has been scientifically dated to around 
the same time as Uffington Castle (the transition period 
between the Bronze Age and the Iron Age, 800-700BCE7). 
For me the semi-abstract white horse is one of the most 
beautiful images I know with the economy of one of 
Picasso’s drawings.

The Rollright Stones
Well off11 the Ridgeway in the North of Oxfordshire you 
can find the Rollright Stones. This circle of 77 stones 
dates from around 2500BCE7. There are three distinct 
groups of stones: A large12 stone circle (“the King’s Men”), 
a burial chamber13 (‘the Whispering14 Knights’) and 
the monolith (‘The King Stone’) has been damaged in 
recent centuries by people taking chippings15 as lucky 
charms16. On our last visit a group of pagans were hold-
ing a ceremony at the stones – a bit of local colour!

1 path – route 
2 to run (run-ran-run) – go
3 where a wooden henge – 

known as ‘Seahenge’ (c. 
2050BCE) – was discovered 
in 2008

4 hiker – walker 

5 800BCE-43CE. In Britain: the 
period following the intro-
duction of ferrous tools until 
the Roman Occupation

6 barrow – tumulus 
7 BCE – before Common Era, 
before Christ

8 within sight of – visible from 
9 carved – cut, sculpted 
10 hillside – inclined side of a hill 

(= small mountain)
11 well off – a long way from 
12 large – (false friend) big 
13 burial chamber – tomb, 

sepulchre 
14 whispering – murmur, mutter, 

talk secretly
15 chipping – fragment 
16 lucky charm – talisman 

Following 
in Ancient 
Footsteps

14



Zllinger’s ‘The March of Progress’ from 
Time-Life’s 1965 book ‘Early Man’
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50 years ago Rudolph Zallinger created one of the 
iconic images of modern times. ‘The March of 

Progress’, created in 1965 for a popular science book, 
showed the ascent of Mankind1 from gibbon-like2 apes3 
to Homo sapiens sapiens. It gave a slightly4 simplified 
summary5 of current thinking on the evolution of the 
hominid family following the discovery of Homo habilis 
in 1964. At the time relatively few species of Hominidae 
had been identified, so it was simply a question of join-
ing the dots6. Since then, more species have been dis-
covered and the story has become a lot more confused7. 
We now know that between 2.5 and 1.8 million years 
ago there were at least three, perhaps more, species of 
human-like apes in East Africa and we don’t even know 
if we are directly descended from any of them – the tra-
ditional candidate is H. habilis – or from a hominin from 
southern Africa (Australopithecus sediba) discovered 
in 2008. 

Enter Uncle Denis
The picture gets clearer after 1.8 million years ago when 
almost everybody agrees we descended from Homo erec-
tus to Homo heidelbergensis. Unfortunately, then the story 
becomes more complicated again. It used to be believed 
that the only hominids around over the last 100,000 
years were Homo sapiens and Homo neanderthalensis. 
And when Homo sapiens sapiens expanded into Europe 
around 50,000 years ago they outcompeted8 the Nean-
derthals causing their extinction – directly or indirectly 
– around 30,000 years ago. Then in 2008 a new species 

of hominin, the Denisovans were discovered. Although 
they were discovered in a remote cave9 in Siberia, these 
were not some remote Yeti-like aberration. Denisovans 
had a range10 greater than the Neanderthals – cover-
ing much of eastern and south Asia (from near to the 
Kazakh-Mongolian border11 to Papua New Guinea) and 
they were around for 400,000 years.12 

What’s more, in many areas H. Sapiens, Neanderthals 
and Denisovans coexisted and even interbred13. On 
average14 1.7% of the DNA of non-African people today 
comes from H. neanderthalensis, while an average of15 
4.8% of the genome of people from Papua New Guinea 
comes from Denisovans. In the Siberian find16 17% of the 
Denisovan’s DNA came from Neanderthals. All this with-
out taking into account Flores Man17 and Red-Deer Cave 
people18, who have still not been properly19 classified.

The only thing that seems clear from all this is 
that more finds16 and further20 advances in science 
and technology are going to make the picture more 
fascinatingly complex.

1 Mankind – humanity 
2 gibbon-like – similar 
to a gibbon 

3 ape – big primate 
4 slightly – marginally 
5 summary – synopsis 
6 to join the dots – 
connect things in a 

sequence
7 confused – complicated 
8 to outcompete – surpass 
competitively 

9 cave – cavern 
10 range – domain, area in which 

a species lives
11 border – frontier 

12 so far modern humans have 
only managed to exist for 
200,000 years

13 to interbreed (-breed/-bred/-
bred) – reproduce with another 
kind or species

14 on average – typically 
15 an average of – typically 

16 find – discovery
17 Flores Man – (Homo floresen-

sis) ‘Hobbits’ from Indonesia 
18 a species of Homo that 

survived in southern China 
until about 11,500 years ago

19 properly – fully, appropriately 
20 further – additional 

The March 
of Progress
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D id cave-people1 invent the movies? 
It sounds as preposterous2 as 

much of what the film industry tells 
us about prehistoric humans but it is 
an idea that has been put forward3 by 
paleoanthropologist Marc Azéma. Dr 
Azéma noticed that many cave images 
had lots of versions of the same animal 
depicted4 one on top of the other; bodies 
would seem to have multiple heads, tails5 and legs. Marc 
separated out the images and then projected them one 
after the other. The result was a precise representation 
of the animals’ real movements. Obviously, the original 
artists weren’t able to flip6 directly from one image to 
another but using the flickering7 light of a flame and the 
three-dimensionality of the surface on which the pic-
tures were painted some impression of movement would 
have been possible. 

This leads to8 an even more intriguing idea. Were 
cave paintings storytelling aids9? If lit10 from a directed 
flame rather than11 modern electric lighting12, a story 
could be told image by image like a slideshow13. 

In the El Castillo cave in Cantabria, Spain, stalagmites 
were carved14 so that an anthropomorphic figure can 
move across the ceiling15 when light is directed at it. In 
his famous Allegory of the Cave, Plato used the image of 

shadow play16 on the wall of a cave as a metaphor for 
our incomplete understanding of reality. However, El Cas-
tillo suggests that early humans themselves could have 
been the shadow masters17 using the magic of light to 
illustrate their stories 15,000 years ago. 

The Flicks18? Flip a Coin19

There is other evidence that prehistoric cave-dwellers20 
had an understanding of moving images. 15,000-year-old 
coin-size21 bone22 discs found in the Pyrenees show the 
same animal on either side with specific alterations to 
legs or head. The discs have holes in the middle which 
means that they can be threaded23 and spun24. When 
this is done it is clear that the two figures are precisely 
aligned for a simple movement of the animal to be cre-
ated – a horse gallops, a mammoth blinks25, a deer26 
stands27 and falls.

1 cave-people – troglodyte, 
prehistoric person 

2 preposterous – ridiculous 
3 to put forward (put-put-put) 
– propose 
4 to depict – represent, paint 
5 tail – 
6 to flip – 
move, jump 

7 flickering 
– moving 
erratically 

8 to lead to 
(lead-led-led) – (in this case) 
suggest 

9 storytelling aid – illustration 
for a story 

10 to light (light-lit-lit) – illuminate 
11 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 
12 lighting – illumination 
13 slideshow – 

14 to carve – sculpt 
15 ceiling – (in this case) canopy, 

vault, upper interior surface of 
the cave

16 shadow play – a drama exe-
cuted through the projection of 
silhouettes onto a wall

17 shadow master – 
18 the flicks – the 

movies, cinema 
19 to flip a coin – 

20 cave-dweller – troglodyte 
21 coin-size – having 

approximately the 
dimensions of a coin 

22 bone – made of osseous 
material 

23 to thread – suspend on a 
thread or string 

24 to spin (spin-span-spun) – 
rotate quickly 

25 to blink – rapidly 
shut and then open 
one’s eyes

26 deer – 
27 to stand (stand-

stood-stood) – get 
up, get to one’s feet 

Prehistoric 
Cinema



Tool use Photo by Haslam M, Gumert MD, Biro D, 
Carvalho S, Malaivijitnond S (2013)
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What Makes Us Special?
A couple of decades ago the answer to the question, 
“What distinguishes humans from animals?” would have 
been the list: tool1 use and opposable thumbs2, intelli-
gence and reasoning, empathy, consciousness, language, 
culture and numeracy. However, the validity of these 
distinguishing traits3 has been eroded over recent years. 
As we will see, we are different from animals but for 
other reasons.

Tools1

Opposable thumbs2 are great for using tools (such as 
smartphones) but they are hardly4 uniquely human. Not 
only do other apes5 have opposable thumbs but koalas, 
pandas and some frogs have them. There were even 
dinosaurs6 with opposable thumbs!

Chimpanzees have opposable thumbs which they also 
use to make tools1. However, thumbs aren’t necessary for 
tool use. We now know that all sorts of animals – such as 
crows7 and dolphins – naturally use tools. You can even 
teach a primate to use a touch-screen tablet! 

The Brainy Ape
“Man8 had always assumed9 that he was more intelli-
gent than dolphins because he had achieved10 so much 
– the wheel11, New York, wars and so on12 – whilst13 all 
the dolphins had ever done is muck about14 in the water 
having a good time. But conversely15, the dolphins had 
always believed that they were far more16 intelligent 
than man – for precisely the same reasons.” Douglas 
Adams humorous comment has a serious side17. It is 
methodologically unsound18 to judge non-human animal 
intelligence by human criteria19. 

In any case deductive reasoning has been demon-
strated in a number of animals. Indeed20, crows7 can 
beat21 six-year-old children on some reasoning tests. Sim-
ilarly, a recent study from the University of St. Andrews 
found that children and young chimps22 performed 
equally well individually at a complex task23. However, 
the children did much better because of their social intel-
ligence: they showed each other how they had solved 
different parts of the task, the chimps22 worked alone. 
Indeed20, social intelligence is so important that our 
brains have become 10% smaller over the last 20,000 
years, with no apparent consequences for the species.

1 tool – utensil, instrument 
2 thumb /θʌm/ – 
3 trait – attribute, 

characteristic 
4 hardly – not 

really 
5 ape – big 

primate with 
no tail (e.g. 
Hominidae)

6 bambiraptor, for example 

7 crow – 
8 man – (in this case) Mankind, 

humanity
9 to assume – (false friend) take 

for granted, suppose
10 to achieve – 

accomplish, do 
11 wheel – 
12 and so on – et 

cetera, etc. 
13 whilst /waiəlst/ 

– while, but
14 to muck about – fool around, 

enjoy oneself
15 conversely – on the other 

hand 
16 far more – much more 

17 side – aspect 
18 unsound – flawed, defective, 

untenable
19 criteria – standards, measures 
20 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
21 to beat (beat-beat-beaten) – 

triumph over
22 chimp – (colloquial) 

chimpanzee
23 task – problem, (in this case) 

test

Being Human



Crows

Common chimpanzee uses spherical tool in the lab

Photo by Cornelia Schrauf, Josep Call, Koki Fuwa, and Satoshi Hirata

Photo by Marlin Harms
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E mpathy, compassion and a sense of justice – what 
you might call a moral code – have all been doc-

umented in other animals.2 In one experiment that 
required Diana monkeys to put a token3 in a slot4 to 
receive food, a young male5 inserted a token3 for an 
elderly female when he saw she couldn’t manage6 it. 
Meanwhile, rats refuse to push7 a lever8 for food when 
they realize9 their action means another rat gets an 
electric shock. Wild bono-
bos10 are “very concerned11 
for each other’s emotional 
status”.12 

The question of animal 
consciousness is fraught 
with13 problems of definition. 
However, if it means being 
self-aware14, apes15, ceta-
ceans, elephants, pigs and 
crows16 can recognize them-
selves in mirrors. In 2012 the 
neuro-scientific conference 
on ‘Consciousness in Humans 
and Non-Human Animals’ 
at Cambridge University 
‘unequivocally asserted’ 
that all mammals and 

birds and some other creatures (such as octopuses17) 
are conscious. 

The Language Barrier
All sorts of animals communicate by making 
different sounds, the fact that we don’t under-
stand them does not mean that they are not 
using language. Dogs can be taught18 to dis-
tinguish as many as a thousand different 
words, which is more than some people use 
on a daily basis19. 

Cu lt u re – socia l ly t ra n sm it te d 
behaviour20 – has been identified in pri-
mates and cetaceans. An ability to count has 
now been identified in monkeys, reptiles, 
fish and even insects. Some human societ-
ies don’t count beyond21 five, which is in 
the range of22 horses or parrots. Meanwhile, 
chicks23 can correctly determine that 1 + 2 is 
greater than 4 – 2; that’s arithmetic.

1 trait – characteristic, attribute 
2 see Wild Justice: The Moral 

Lives of Animals by Mark 
Bekoff and Jessica Pierce 
[University of Chicago Press, 
2009]

3 token – (in this case) a round 
plastic disk 
used to make 
a machine 
function

4 to put a token 
in a slot (put-
put-put) –  

5 male – ♂
6 couldn’t manage – wasn’t able 

to do
7 to push – operate, activate 
8 lever – bar which activates a 

process
9 to realize – (false friend) 

become conscious
10 bonobo – pygmy chimpanzee
11 to be concerned – be worried, 

be preoccupied 
12 according to a 2012 study in 

the Democratic Republic of 
Congo by researchers from 

Kyoto University
13 to be fraught with – be full of
14 to be self-aware – be able to 

recognize oneself and have the 
capacity for introspection

15 ape – big primate with no tail 
(e.g. Hominidae)

16 crow /krou/ – 
17 octopus – 
18 to teach (teach-taught-taught) 
– train 

19 on a daily basis – each day 
under normal circumstances

20 behaviour(UK English) 

– behavior (US English), conduct 
21 beyond – (in this case) above, 

higher than 
22 in the range of – within the 

capacity of 
23 chick – baby bird (especially a 

baby chicken)

Not So Special?
Are empathy, consciousness, 
language, culture and numeracy 
uniquely human traits1?
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By José Manuel Benito

Photo by Jenny Huang

Photo from www.focus.it

Portrait of the artist

Chimpanzee Congo painting
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Pantomime
We used to think that pantomime – a sophisticated form 
of symbolic, referential, abstract communication – was 
uniquely human. However, researchers from York Uni-
versity in Toronto have collected 18 instances3 of orang-
utans acting out mini charades to communicate feelings, 
needs and desires. 

Art
There is growing evidence that art is not unique to Homo 
sapiens; that H. neanderthalensis and even H. erectus pro-
duced some art. The 
230,000 year old Ber-
ekhat Ram ‘Venus’ may 
be just4 a conveniently 
shaped5 stone but we 
consider modern ‘found 
art ’6 to be art, so that 
doesn’t disqualify it. In 
any case microscopic 
analysis suggests that it 

was deliberately carved7 around the neck8 to sculpt it to 
the correct proportions. 

Art-appreciation isn’t even unique to Homo. Research-
ers at Keio University trained9 pigeons10 to distinguish 
between impressionist and cubist paintings. 

Strange Times
Mental time travel used to be considered uniquely 
human but there is growing evidence that some birds 
and apes11 are capable of thinking backwards12 and for-
wards13 in time; remembering and anticipating. However, 
it is still not clear whether14 such non-humans really 
have a concept of past and future.

1 trait – characteristic, attribute
2 to stand up to (stand-stood-
stood) – resist 

3 instance – example 
4 just – (in this case) only, simply 
5 shaped – dimensioned 
6 found art – found-object art, 

ordinary objects that are found 
and sometimes modified or put 
in a specific context to elevate 
them to the status of art (a 
Surrealist concept)

7 to carve – sculpt 
8 neck – area where the head 

meets the body 
9 to train – teach 
10 pigeon – 
11 ape – big 

primate with 
no tail (e.g. 
Hominidae)

12 backwards – (in this case) 
about the past

13 forwards – (in this case) about 
the future 

14 whether – (in this case) if 
15 Thomas Suddendorf, the 

University of Queensland

The answer to the question why 
we appear so different from 
other animals is that all closely 
related species have become 
extinct. We are the last humans.15

Try Again

So, the classic ‘human traits’1 
don’t stand up to2 analysis. 
Let’s try some more. How about 
pantomime, art-appreciation, 
and a concept of time?
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Self-medicators

Getting his fix Photo by Pumpmeup

Photo by Marina Carresi
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Drugs
Sir William Osler2 once said, “The desire to take medi-
cine is perhaps the greatest feature3 which distinguishes 
man4 from animals.” We now know that this is untrue. 
Not only do many mammals – such as cows – self-med-
icate5, but self-medication has now been observed 
even in insects, such as ants6 and moths7, too. The 
use of mind-altering drugs is also common amongst8 

non-human animals: cows, monkeys, cats, jaguars, ele-
phants, dolphins and koalas have all been spotted9 
seeking out10 their favourite fix11.

This Means War
Primatologists from the University of Michigan in Ann 
Arbor made a 10-year study of a war in Uganda between 
two groups of chimpanzees which ended in the vic-
tors12 permanently occupying the defeated13 group’s 
territory. In the 1970s Jane Goodall documented a four-
year civil war in a group of chimpanzees. Ironically, war 
in chimps14 and humans is intimately linked to15 the 
development16 of altruism. Groups whose members 
were willing to17 die for their comrades tend to defeat18 
individualistic populations. 

Other behaviours19 considered reprehensible in 
humans are also seen in chimpanzees. Chimps14 that 
transgress community rules have been castrated and 
even executed by dominant males20. Domestic violence 
to prevent21 female chimps from choosing other mates22 
has also been documented. Chimpanzees even occasion-
ally commit infanticide and cannibalism against their 
own kind.

1 stuff – (informal) things 
2 (1849-1919) co-founder of 

the Johns Hopkins Hospital 
in Baltimore

3 feature – characteristic 
4 man – (in this case) human 

beings, people
5 not only do many animals 

self-medicate – (emphatic) 
many animals self-medicate 

6 ant – 
7 moth –
8 amongst – 
among, by 

9 to spot – (collo-
quial) observe 

10 to seek out 
(seek-sought-
sought) – look 
for and find 

11 fix – (slang) dose of narcotics 
12 victor – conqueror, sb. who is 

triumphant
13 defeated – losing, conquered 
14 chimp – (colloquial) 

chimpanzee
15 to be linked to – be associated 

with 
16 development – evolution 
17 to be willing to – be ready to, 

be prepared to
18 to defeat – triumph over, 

conquer 
19 behaviours (UK English) 
– behaviors (US English), 
conducts 

20 male – ♂
21 to prevent – stop 
22 mate – (in this case) sexual 

partner 

Being Human: 
War and Drugs

Is it the negative stuff1 that makes 
us uniquely human?
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His basic needs are covered

Social eaters
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Cooking
Cooking food is possibly our greatest invention. It 
allows2 us to extract more calories from food and thus3 
is essential to running4 a big brain, which enabled5 us to 
have complex social lives. Chimpanzees spend six hours 
a day chewing6, we spend less than one. Cooking means 
weaker jaws7, leaving more space for the brain. It also 
means we can have a smaller gut8, smaller teeth; it deter-
mines what we look like – we are what we eat. 

Gorillas select combinations of plants – they make 
salad if you like – but we are the only surviving species 
that cooks.9 Moreover, eating is a form of social bond-
ing10 in humans. People naturally gather11 to eat together, 
chimps12 eat alone. If you are forced to eat alone, you put 

the television on to pretend to be13 eating with others. 
In English ‘mate’ originally meant ‘a companion one 
shares food with14’. That’s why it can mean a friend or a 
sexual partner15. 

Play
Humans take playful16 behaviour17 to extremes. All 
mammals and many birds play when they are young but 
only humans and bonobos naturally continue to play 
into adulthood. Play – including sports, music, dance, 
joking, art, hospitality and entertainment – takes up18 a 
significant part of our time. Playfulness is so important 
that we will happily congregate with total strangers19 for 
entertainment (think of cinemas and football matches). 
This would be hugely20 stressful for chimps and bono-
bos. We need play to bond21 socially and it is essential for 
our mental health.

The Need to Know 
Science – the need to know why, to categorize, to mea-
sure and predict – is innately22 human. Moreover, once 
we have learned something new, we instinctively want to 
share23 the knowledge. 

Most mammals will simply go to sleep when their 
basic needs are covered. Humans, uniquely, have to find 
something to occupy our minds.

1 trait – characteristic, attribute
2 to allow – permit 
3 thus – for this reason 
4 to run sth. (run-ran-run) – (in 

this case) fuel 
5 to enable – allow, permit 
6 to chew – masticate 
7 jaw – mandible (and the associ-

ated muscles)
8 gut – alimentary canal, 

digestive tract 
9 Homo erectus and Homo 

neanderthalensis certainly 
cooked

10 bonding – camaraderie 
11 to gather – come together, 

form groups 
12 chimp – (colloquial) 

chimpanzee
13 to pretend to be – simulate 

that you are 
14 to share sth. with sb. – divide 

sth. up with sb., consume sth. 
together with sb.

15 sexual partner – companion 
one has sex with. ‘Mate’ in this 
sense is used in reference to 
nonhuman animals

16 playful – sportive, ludic 
17 behaviour – conduct 

18 to take up (take-took-taken) 
– occupy 

19 total stranger – (emphatic) sb. 
one does not know 

20 hugely – enormously 
21 to bond – connect, unite 
22 innately /iˈneitli/ – intrinsically, 

inherently 
23 to share – (in this case) 

disseminate 

Uniquely 
Human Traits

The traits1 that are uniquely 
human may surprise you. 
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Comfortable with complete strangers

Only comfortable with relatives
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Laying Down1 the Law
All human societies need to define what is considered 
murder2, what the rules about property are and what is 
considered taboo sex. However, while ‘kinship3, safety4 
and stuff ’5 have to have rules, those laws change from 
one community to another.

Human rules about sex are unique: we are “socially 
monogamous but not sexually monogamous” according 
to David Buss of the University of Texas at Austin. In 
other words, in most human societies infidelity is wide-
spread6 but not acknowledged7. 

Chatter
Language may not be uniquely human but chatter8 and 
gossip9 are. They are the human equivalent of groom-
ing10 – social glue11 that binds us together12. According to 

Polly Wiessner of the University of Utah, “a society with-
out gossip would simply dissolve”.

Manners Maketh Man
The expression ‘manners13 maketh man’14 is around 700 
years old. However, it may be literally true in a way that 
mediaeval English speakers could never have dreamed 
of. Manners13 – backed up15 by our ability for disgust16 
and shame17 – allow18 humans to live in large19 groups 
by helping us to avoid20 disease21 and cooperate with 
each other.22 

Homo networkensis
Humans took a series of traits23 available in their animal 
ancestors and developed24 them in uniquely complex 
ways. All of what makes us uniquely human is oriented 
towards facilitating and taking maximum advantage of 
the fact that we live in large19 social groups. Human evo-
lution has been geared25 from the beginning towards26 
living in a global village and sharing27 Wikipedia!

1 to lay sth. down (lay-laid-laid) 
– establish 

2 murder – homicide 
3 kinship /ˈkinʃip/ – who is consid-

ered a member of one’s family 
(in this case) with whom one 
cannot have sex

4 safety – (in this case) under 
what circumstances can you 
kill sb.?

5 stuff – (in this case) property, 
possessions 

6 widespread – common, 
frequent 

7 acknowledged – admitted 
8 chatter – informal conversation 

as a social activity 
9 gossip – unconstrained con-

versation about other people’s 
private lives 

10 grooming – (in this case) 
cleaning insects from another 
individual’s body 

11 glue – (literally) adhesive, bond 
12 to bind together – unite 
13 manners – socially acceptable 

conduct, etiquette 
14 manners maketh man – eti-

quette is what distinguishes 
people from nonhuman ani-
mals (and etiquette is a human 
construct [= artificial – as 
opposed to natural – idea])

15 to back up – support, reinforce 
16 disgust – revulsion 
17 shame – embarrassment, 

humiliation
18 to allow – permit, enable 
19 large – (false friend) big 

20 to avoid – evade 
21 disease – illness, sickness, 

contagion  
22 for more on this read Don’t 

Look, Don’t Touch by Valerie 
Curtis of the London School 
of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine [OUP, 2013]

23 trait – characteristic, attribute
24 to develop sth. – cause sth. 

to evolve, make sth. more 
elaborate 

25 to be geared – be oriented 
26 towards – in the direction of 
27 to share – use in common

The 
Super-Social 
Ape

79
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Neanderthal Society
Neanderthals lived in small groups of between five and 
10 individuals. They rarely travelled outside an area of 
1000km2, which is about a third smaller than the area of 
Greater London3. They led4 strenuous5 lives based on 
hunting6 large mammals7. They hunted tactically and 
used features8 in the terrain to their advantage. They 
regularly suffered injuries9 and cared for each other 
when injured and they ritually buried10 their dead. Their 
life expectancy was short – they seldom11 lived past 35 
years. They painted their bodies and may have practised 
other forms of art. They had some division of labour with 
expert tool-manufacturers12 who would pass on13 their 
skills14. They made sophisticated tools15 and seem to 
have invented string16 around 90,000 years ago. 

Furthermore, there is now strong evidence that the 
Neanderthals had language. They also had some sort 
of monogamous relationships, and they looked after17 
their young.

The Eyes Have It18

Neanderthals probably had bigger and better eyes than 
we do. However, there may have been a drawback19 to 
this visual advantage; it may have left them with less 
brainpower for complex social lives. The Neanderthals 
probably developed their big eyes to see better in the 
gloom20 of northern Europe. However, bigger eyes and 
larger21 visual processing systems in the brain meant 
there was less room22 for the expansion for the fron-
tal lobe, which is vital for social interaction in modern 
humans. The research was undertaken23 at the Univer-
sity of Oxford. 

Meanwhile24, a comparison of the genomes of 
modern human and Neanderthals from the Hebrew Uni-
versity in Jerusalem suggests that key neurological dis-
orders such as schizophrenia, autism and Alzheimer’s are 
unique to Homo sapiens sapiens.

1 daft – stupid, idiotic 
2 huge – enormous, great 
3 Greater London – the Metro-
politan area around the British 
capital in which eight million 
people live

4 to lead (lead-led-led) – (in this 
case) have, live 

5 strenuous – requiring a great 
effort, arduous 

6 to hunt – (in this case) kill for 
food 

7 large mammals – megafauna 
8 feature – peculiarity, 
idiosyncrasy 

9 injury – (false friend) lesion, 
physical trauma  

10 to bury sb. /ˈberi/ – inter 
sb., place sb’s cadaver 
underground

11 seldom – rarely 
12 tool-manufacturer – artisan 

who makes utensils
13 to pass sth. on – transmit 

(knowledge about) sth.
14 skill – ability, talent 
15 tool – implement, utensil 
16 string – thread, thin rope, cord 

17 to look after – care for, take 
care of 

18 this is a pun (= homophonous 
wordplay) on “the ayes have 
it”, which is a parliamentary 
expression meaning that a 
vote has approved a motion 

19 drawback – disadvantage 
20 gloom – semi-darkness 
21 larger – (false friend) bigger 
22 room [U] – space 
23 to undertake (-take/-took/-

taken) – do, perform 
24 meanwhile – at the same time 

Neanderthals: 
Our Country 
Cousins
What were the Neanderthals like? It 
sounds like a daft1 question but palaeo-
anthropologists have made huge2 
advances in their knowledge about Homo 
neanderthalensis over recent decades and 
a bit of deductive reasoning can tell us a 
lot about them. Here’s what we know.

1
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Survival of the Chummiest1

Neanderthals shared2 99.84% of their DNA 
with us and they existed at least as long as we 
have, so why – when push came to shove3 
– did we survive and they not? The main4 rea-
sons were probably the small size of their com-
munities and their conservatism. They were 
stronger than us and had bigger brains than 
ours individually but a community of 100 or 
more Homo sapiens sapiens could clearly out-
think5 – and, if conflict arose, outfight6 – the 
much smaller community of their Neanderthal 
neighbours. Moreover, Neanderthals seem to 
have focused on doing what they knew (and 
doing it well). By contrast, modern humans rel-
ished7 the new and adapted better to change. 
We traded8, they didn’t. This may be because 
they lacked9 ‘marketing-price ability’ – the 
capacity to judge the value of one commod-
ity10 in terms of another. Barter11 also allows 
for12 the spread13 of ideas and new technology 
over substantial distances. Our secret from the 
start may well have been networking14. 

Indeed15, differences in mindset16 probably 
mean that when modern humans and Nean-
derthals interacted, Homo sapiens sapiens were 
able to learn things from Homo neanderthalen-
sis – perhaps simply by observation – but not 
the other way round17.

1 chummy – friendly, sociable, 
gregarious 

2 to share – have in common 
3 when push comes to shove 
/ʃʌv/ – at the decisive moment 

4 main – principal, primary 
5 to outthink (-think/-thought/-
thought) – outwit, have superior 
tactics to 

6 to outfight (-fight/-fought/-
fought) – defeat in battle, tri-
umph over 

7 to relish – enjoy, welcome 
8 to trade – participate in 
commerce 

9 to lack – not have 
10 commodity – product 
11 barter – the exchange of prod-

ucts without the use of money 
12 to allow for – permit, enable 
13 spread – propagation, 

proliferation 
14 networking – social interac-

tion and connectivity 

15 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
16 mindset – way of thinking 
17 the other way round 
– vice-versa 

18 folksy /ˈfouksi/ – traditional 
and unsophisticated, quaint 

19 old-timer – (in this case) sb. 
who lives in the past, sb. who is 
very traditional 

20 to take a knock (take-too-
taken) – be undermined, be 
badly affected 

21 to slaughter – massacre, 
butcher 

22 to be off the hook – not be a 
suspect 

23 likely – probable
24 culprit – sb. responsible for a 

crime 
25 weapons – arms, instruments 

of war, killing utensils 

Why Us and 
Not Them?

Hannibal the Neanderthal
The image of Neanderthals as folksy18 old-timers19 took a bit 
of a knock20 in December 2013 when it was reported that a 
Neanderthal massacre site had been discovered in El Sidron, 
Asturias in northern Spain. 51,000 years ago a family group 
of Neanderthals was slaughtered21 and eaten. The young-
est family member was just two years old. Modern humans 
had not arrived in the area yet, so we are off the hook22 as 
perpetrators. The most likely23 culprits24 were other Nean-
derthals. The murder weapons25 were made of local stone 
so the cannibals were probably the victims’ neighbours.

1
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The Tectonic Impetus 
Geoff Bailey of the University of York and Geoffrey King 
of the Paris Institute of Earth Physics believe we are 
the product of the region’s ‘very dynamic landscape’. 
We would expect evolution to favour the species best-
adapted to its environment7 and, in this case, terrain and 
geology were determining factors in that environment. 

There is a high coincidence between the tectonically 
active areas – such as the Great Rift Valley – and known 
hominin8 fossil sites in eastern and southern Africa. The 
deformed landscape would have given an advantage to 
an intelligent species that could use the abrupt topogra-
phy to hunt9 and avoid10 predators. Our species, so the 
theory goes11, took advantage of the landscape and – as 
a by-product12 – developed6 intelligence and conscious-
ness.  We are not particularly13 fast or especially strong 

– our advantage clearly lies14 in intelligence and complex 
social organization. 

A few years ago Jared Diamond made a similar case 
for geological determinism, postulating that the shape15 
of continents and the location of obstacles were crucial in 
determining the last 10,000 years of our history. 

There is no doubt that geology can play an important 
role16 in evolution; the Toba eruption 74,000 years ago 
seems to have had a significant impact on the world pop-
ulation of Homo sapiens (and other mammals). It is pos-
sible that H. sapiens, having developed our adaptability 
based on intelligence were singularly placed17 to take 
advantage of the situation following the Toba cataclysm. 
Intelligence-based adaptability also meant we were ide-
ally suited18 for worldwide colonization.

1 ‘figure(s) in a landscape’ is 
a frequent name for a paint-
ing of a rural scene with 
people in it

2 ultimately – (false friend) in 
the final analysis

3 to evolve – undergo evolution 
4 to spread (spread-spread-
spread) – proliferate, 

propagate 
5 to link to – connect with 
6 to develop sth. – evolve sth., 
gradually obtain sth. 

7 environment – (in this case) 
ecosystem, habitat 

8 hominin (adj.) – referring to 
hominids minus chimpanzees, 
gorillas, orang-utans and their 

ancestors
9 to hunt – (in this case) kill 
animals for food 

10 to avoid – (in this case) evade 
11 so the theory goes – accord-

ing to the theory 
12 by-product – side-effect, 

secondary consequence 
13 particularly – especially 

14 to lie (lie-lay-lain) – be found, 
be 

15 shape – form 
16 to play a role – have an 

impact 
17 to be singularly placed – be 

in an exceptionally good 
position 

18 suited – adapted, prepared 

Figures in a 
Landscape1

Archaeology tells us that we are 
all ultimately2 Africans – Homo 
sapiens evolved3 in Africa and 
then spread4 into the Middle East 
and the rest of the world around 
60,000 years ago. More specifically, 
hominids developed in southern 
and eastern Africa. Is there 
anything about that region that we 
can link to5 an explanation of why 
we developed6 big brains and what 
makes us human?
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The American Dream
The latest evidence comes from the genome of a three-
year-old boy buried2 in Montana 12,600 years ago. 
Genetically, the boy’s people were the direct ancestors 
of all the tribes of Central and South America. They were 
close cousins3 of Canadian tribes, too. 

This would confirm that the Americas were populated 
by a group that crossed from Siberia into Alaska around 
15,000 years ago. 

A Siberian Rendezvous4 
However, the combination of genetic and archaeological 
evidence can take things further back5. The people that 
entered North America were, according to the evidence, 
descended from a group of early Europeans and Asians 
who met up and mated6 near to Lake Baikal in Siberia 
around 24,000 years ago.7 

Not Guilty8

The extinction of the megafauna of the northern hemi-
sphere has often been blamed on9 the spread10 of 
modern humans. However, new evidence suggests that 
Homo sapiens was not to blame for11 the demise12 of 
the mammoths. A 2014 study from the University of 
Copenhagen has analyzed the landscape of the tundra 
for the last 50,000 years. At the beginning of the period 
the region was dominated by protein-rich flowering 
herbs called ‘forbs’. However, around 20,000 years ago 
the diversity of forbs began to decline as the environ-

ment became colder and drier, 
and they began to be replaced 
by grasses13. This led to14 a 
decline in the population of ice-
age megafauna. Worse still, it 
started a vicious circle because 
forbs are stimulated by being 
trampled underfoot15, so the 
fewer mammoths and woolly 
rhinos16 there were, the more 
the forbs declined. The theory 
also explains why the reindeer17 
were the only large18 ice-age 
mammals to survive; reindeer 
eat grasses13 and sedge19 in the 
summer and lichen20 in the 
winter, so they were unaffected. 

1 to settle – (in this case) resolve 
2 to bury sb. /ˈberi/ – inter sb., 
place sb’s cadaver underground

3 cousin – (in this case) relative, 
relation, member of one’s 
extended family 

4 rendezvous – encounter 
5 to take things further back – 
determine the facts in the more 
remote past

6 to mate – breed, copulate
7 fascinatingly, Denisovans 

might possibly have still 
lived in the region at the time 

8 guilty – (in this case) 
responsible 

9 to blame A on B – consider B 
responsible for A

10 spread – proliferation, 
dissemination 

11 to be to blame for – be respon-
sible for 

12 demise /dəˈmaiz/ – decline, (in 
this case) extinction 

13 grasses – (Poaceae) cereal-like 
wild plants

14 to lead to (lead-led-led) – 
result in 

15 to trample sth. underfoot – 
crush sth. with one’s feet 

16 woolly rhino –  
17 reindeer – 
18 large – (false friend) big 
19 sedge – (Cyperaceae) type of 

flowering plant
20 lichen /ˈlaikən/ – composite 

organism formed of fungus 
and alga

The Human 
Odyssey
The combination of genetics and 
archaeology is finally settling1 
questions of how Homo sapiens 
colonized the world after leaving 
Africa 60,000 years ago. 
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The Benefits of Hunting & Gathering
It is true that modern hunter-gatherer6 communities 
do not – and pre-farming humans did not – suffer from 
a number of modern ailments7 like diabetes, obesity 
and cancer. It is also true that the life expectancy of 
pre-farming communities was decades lower than in 
modern Western societies. Many of the chronic ‘diseases8 
of civilization’ take effect in middle age. Most cave-people 
simply didn’t reach9 what we now call middle age.

A hunter-gatherer6 diet is the product of a lot of 
physical exercise... hunting10 and gathering11. The bene-
fits of that exercise are likely to12 be at least as important 
for health as what is eaten. Moreover, a bad days hunt-
ing10 and gathering11 means going to bed hungry and 

such fasting13 would no doubt be no bad thing for many 
of us in the West every once in a while14. But how many 
people would give up15 the luxury of knowing where 
their next meal was coming from?

First, Catch your Hare16

There is nothing especially paleolithic about modern 
meat, even when it is raised on pasture17. Genuine paleo 
meat should come from animals that can forage18, pref-
erably in a Mesolithic wilderness19 and ideally from 
animals that are also in tune with20 the philosophy 
of a paleo diet. Modern cattle21 are the result of hun-
dreds of years of human breeding22. True paleo-dieters 
should look for23 mammoth meat though it is probably 
harder24 to find. More seriously, a diet based on natu-
rally sourced25 meat, fish and vegetables would be pro-
hibitively expensive for most individuals and utterly26 
unsustainable for society. 

Anyone controlling their diet eating more green vege-
tables over starchy food27 packed with28 refined sugar 
and more unprocessed meat and fish over processed 
meat is likely to12 reap29 health benefits. By and large30 
we know what a healthy diet looks like. The problem is 
squaring it with31 a modern urban lifestyle.

1 fad – trend, fashion 
2 attempt – effort 
3 farming – agriculture 
4 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 
5 hokum – nonsense
6 hunter-gatherer (adj.) – 
referring to tribes that feeds 
themselves by hunting10 and 
gathering11

7 ailment – (false friend) illness, 
medical problem

8 disease – illness, ailment7

9 to reach – get to, arrive at 
10 hunting – (in this case) killing 

wild animals for food
11 gathering – (in this case) find-

ing edible fruit and vegetables
12 are/is likely to – will probably 
13 fasting – not eating 
14 every once in a while 
– occasionally 

15 to give sth. up 
(give-gave-given) – 
renounce sth. 

16 hare –  

17 to be raised on pasture – be 
permitted to eat fresh grass, 
live outside in fields

18 to forage – explore a natural 
area trying to find wild food

19 wilderness – uncultivated and 
uninhabited region 

20 to be in tune with – be in 
harmony with

21 cattle – cows 
22 breeding – (in this case) selec-

tive reproduction
23 to look for – try to find 

24 harder – more difficult 
25 naturally sourced – coming 

from nature (as opposed to 
farms)

26 utterly – completely, totally 
27 starchy food – carbohydrates 
28 packed with – full of 
29 to reap – obtain 
30 by and large – in general 
31 to square A with B – reconcile 

A with B

The Paleo Diet:
Eat Like a 
Troglodyte
There is a modern fad1 for what is 
called the paleo(lithic) diet. This is an 
attempt2 to return to the food eaten 
before the advent of farming3 in the 
belief that our bodies are genetically 
adapted to such a diet rather than4 
a modern one. The theory seems to 
have a germ of truth combined with a 
lot of hokum5. 
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O ne of the few sectors of modern medicine who 
might defend a paleo diet is that of dentistry. It is 

usually assumed2 that dental caries was the product 
of agricultural societies since3 cavity-causing bacteria, 
which produce the acids that corrode tooth enamel4, 
thrive on5 carbohydrates from domesticated cere-
als. However, a 2014 study of the teeth of a Mesolithic 
pre-farming community in Morocco has found that they 
suffered from as many cavities6 as modern Western-
ers. According to the study from the Natural History 
Museum (NHM) in London, the 52 Moroccan adults, who 
lived between 15,000 and 13,700 years ago, ate a lot of 
nuts7 (such as pine nuts), a diet which would have been 
just as attractive to cavity-causing bacteria as a bread-
based agricultural diet. The solution for both us and the 
Neolithic Moroccans would be to floss8. 

Paleo-dentistry
Teeth survive longer than most body parts and many 
hominin remains9 – such as those of Denisovan – are 
dental. Archaeologists used to prepare skulls10 and indi-
vidual teeth by cleaning off dental plaque and throwing 
it away. Our ancestors should look their best11 before 
being presented to the public! However, it has now 
been discovered that plaque is an immensely valuable 
biological record12.

Dental calculus – hardened13 plaque to you and me 
– is mineralized while the person is alive, so it doesn’t 
decompose like soft organic tissues14. This means that 

a record12 of the individual’s oral microbiome15 is pre-
served. Oral microbiomes are determined by diet (and in 
modern times by dental hygiene).

Neanderthals for example seem to have had 
better-balanced oral microbiomes than us and so had 
stronger intact teeth. Despite the evidence from the 
NHM’s Moroccan study, this also seems to have been true 
of some pre-farming16 human communities, too. Specif-
ically, sugar-loving, cavity-causing Streptococcus mutans 
bacteria, which dominate the modern mouth, seem to 
have been completely absent from Mesolithic and Neo-
lithic oral microbiomes15. Fascinatingly, however, there 
was a much lower percentage of Streptococci in mediae-
val mouths than in Bronze Age mouths, so the advance of 
sugar has not been constant.

1 a reference to the facetious 
expression, “I’m as old as my 
tongue and a little older than 
my teeth” (a response to 
somebody asking one’s age)

2 to assume – (false friend) 
suppose 

3 since – (in this case) given 
that, as 

4 tooth enamel – the hard outer 
part of teeth that is visible 

5 to thrive on – prosper eating 
6 cavity – (in 
this case) 
dental hole 
caused by 
caries 

7 nuts – 

8 to floss – 
9 hominin 

remains – skel-
etal residue 
from our Homo 
ancestors 

10 skull – cranium (and mandible)
11 to look one’s best – have the 

best possible appearance 

12 record – register 
13 hardened – (in this case) 

calcified 
14 tissue – living organic material 
15 microbiome – ecosystem of 

microorganisms 
16 pre-farming – before the 

advent of agriculture 

Prehistoric 
Dentistry: 
As Old as 
Your Teeth1
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Politics

H istory, as we all know in our cynical 
age, is written by the victors. For-

tunately, there are no surviving victors 
from prehistory, so archaeology is an 
objective science, right? Well, not exactly. 
Like everyone else, archaeologists have prejudices and 
preconceptions. What’s more, they are subject to social 
pressures, especially from those who fund1 their work.

The Cradle2 of Civilization?
Until very recently, Eurocentric archaeologists told us 
that there had been a ‘creative explosion’ shortly after3 
Homo sapiens arrived in Europe; presumably the ‘civ-
ilizing air’ of the Old Continent gave the newcomers 
advanced cognitive powers! We now know that art is 
much older having first appeared in Africa. In fact, art 
may not even be exclusive to our species; there is some 
evidence that Homo neanderthalensis and even H. erectus 
produced art.

Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde
The first Neanderthal remains4 were discovered when 
humans – especially Caucasians – were seen as com-
pletely distinct from the animal world. On the basis of 
one Neanderthal skeleton with arthritis in the knees5, 
Homo neanderthalensis was portrayed6 as a monster, 
barely7 walking upright8. Today’s images of Nean-
derthals look more like backwoodsmen9, people 

you wouldn’t be surprised to meet in the Appala-
chians10. Is it mere coincidence that this rebranding11 
of H. neanderthalensis has coincided with the discov-
ery that all non-Africans12 have a small percentage of 
Neanderthal genes?

On the other hand, when Ötzi the Iceman was discov-
ered in 1991 in southern Austria, museum curators13 
wanted to portray6 him as an ‘Aryan14 folk15 hero’ – blue-
eyed and athletic. Fortunately, paleo-artists Alfons and 
Adrie Kennis do their research properly16 and delivered 
a reconstruction of the 45-year-old who had suffered the 
rigours of a hard17 life in the outdoors18. As they say, the 
modern people who most resemble19 our prehistoric 
ancestors are tramps20. 

Other museum curators12 demand reconstructions 
of hominids that are clothed, against all the evidence, 
because, if not, “Muslim children wouldn’t be allowed21 
to go into the museum because they are not allowed to 
see naked22 women”. We may ridicule popular depic-
tions23 of prehistoric humans – such as in the movies 
10,000 BC (2008) and One Million Years B.C. (1966) but 
even our museum exhibits tell us more about ourselves 
than our ancestors.

1 to fund – pay for, finance 
2 cradle – (in this case) birthplace, 
origin 

3 shortly after – soon after 
4 remains – skeletal remnants
5 knee – articulation in the 
middle of one’s leg

6 to portray – depict, represent 
7 barely – hardly, not really 
8 upright – with a vertically 

straight back 
9 backwoodsman (plural -men) 
– sb. from a remote place with 
old-fashioned values 

10 the Appalachians – a remote 
mountainous region in the east 
of the USA

11 rebranding – improve the 
public image of sth. 

12 in fact, the latest DNA 

research on the Khoisan and 
Yoruba peoples suggests 
that a migration back into 
Africa 3000 years ago took 
a weak Neanderthal genetic 
signal deep into Africa

13 museum curator – museum 
custodian 

14 Aryan – (in this case) Germanic 
15 folk (adj.) – popular 

16 properly – appropriately, well 
17 hard – (in this case) arduous 
18 in the outdoors – outside, in 

the open 
19 to resemble – be like 
20 tramp – vagabond, vagrant, 

homeless person 
21 to allow – permit 
22 naked – nude, unclothed 
23 depiction – representation 

Pride, 
Prehistory 
and 
Prejudice
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Politics

Inventing the Past for Tourists
Having the right sort of archaeology can be very profit-
able. Certain peoples – such as the Maya or the Vikings – 
are considered ‘sexy’ by modern global culture. Getting 
a slice of1 them can generate serious tourism revenue2. 
For instance3, since the 1970s the rulers4 of Honduras 
have invented a Mayan past for the country.5 As Rose-
mary Joyce of the University of California, Berkeley, 
comments, the government “decides what archaeology 
and history is important based on tourist potential”. 
800,000 tourists are taken to the Caribbean island of 
Roatán to enjoy its ‘Mayan heritage’, even though no con-
clusive link to the Mayan has been made.

Holy Archaeology
Nowhere is archaeology more political than in the Holy 
Lands6. Archaeological proof7 of the stories of the 
Torah is seen as justification for the state of Israel; evi-
dence against the Old Testament as history is considered 
anti-Israeli. To their credit8, there are archaeologists like 
Israel Finkelstein of Tel Aviv University who focus on 
the evidence and ignore the ideology but they are in a 
minority. He has concluded that the exodus from Egypt 
never happened, and that Joshua never attacked Jericho. 
There is no evidence that Jericho even had city walls9 at 
the time. According to Finkelstein’s reading10 of the evi-
dence, David and Solomon were minor chieftains11, not 
great kings. 

Who Was Here First?
Well, what would you expect in such a conflictive region 
as the Holy Lands? What probably comes as more of a 
surprise is the political abuse of archaeology in peace-
ful, civilized Scandinavia. Some Norwegians and Swedes 
have tried to manipulate the archaeological evidence to 
suggest that the Sami peoples12 were limited to the far 
north of Scandinavia until relatively recent times. 

Prehistory is where myths and legends come from, 
including very modern ones.

1 to get a slice of sb. (get-got-
got) – lay claim to sb., be able to 
profit from association with sb.

2 revenue – income, earnings, (in 
this case) profit 

3 for instance – for example 
4 rulers – (in this case) 
government 

5 a process known as 
‘Mayanization’ 

6 the Holy Lands – Israel and 
Palestine 

7 proof – evidence 
8 to their credit – admirably 
9 city walls –  
10 reading – (in this case) 

interpretation 
11 chieftain – tribal leader, clan 

leader 
12 Sami people – the indigenous 

nomadic people of Scandinavia 
(sometimes called ‘Lapps’)

Manipulation 
& Archaeology
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History

T he Great War changed the world. It saw the demise1 
of most of Europe’s great monarchies and it caused 

the Soviet Revolution. It stimulated the rise2 of the USA 
as a world power and of Japan as a power in the Pacific. 
German agents in the Middle East fostered3 the modern 
concept of political jihad among4 Middle Eastern Mus-
lims. The Turkish genocide against the Armenians 
inspired Hitler’s Holocaust.  Quite simply, without the 
Great War, our world would be completely different.

Princip to the End
As most people know, the First World War5 began when 
Serb nationalist Gavrilo Princip assassinated Archduke 
Ferdinand in Sarajevo in 1914. As a result, millions died 
over the subsequent6 four years. What most people 
don’t know is that Princip wasn’t executed for his crime 
but sentenced to prison. He died in prison of lung7 dis-
ease8 just before the end of the war in 1918. 
In the intervening period9 16% of the pop-
ulation of Serbia had died as a result of vio-
lence, disease10 or starvation11.

The Secret War
World War I was the first test for Britain’s 
Secret Service Bureau12, which had been 
founded in 1908. Sometimes their job 
was made easier by their adversaries. A 
German spy was caught in Portsmouth 
after he put up13 a poster offering £5 to 
anyone who would give him information 
about the warships14 in the harbour15. The 
British could, however, be equally silly: they 

used girl guides16 to carry their messages – though the 
Guides had to promise not to read the messages!

As17 fear of spying and zeppelin attacks 
increased, Britain introduced the Defence 
of the Realm18 Act. This law prohibited, 
among19 other things, whistling20 for a taxi 
after 10pm, speaking in a foreign language 
on the phone, or buying binoculars21 with-
out official permission! Later it became 
illegal to feed22 birds and to throw rice23 at 
weddings.

Meanwhile, in the USA a German spy 
ring24 organized acts of sabotage and ter-
rorist attacks to stop munitions getting to25 
the Allies, even though the United States 
was neutral at the time. Between 300 and 
400 Americans were killed.

1 demise – disappearance 
2 rise – emergence 
3 to foster – foment 
4 among – amongst, (in this case) 
within 

5 the First World War – World 
War One, the Great War

6 subsequent – following 
7 lung (adj.) – pulmonary 
8 disease – illness, pathology
9 in the intervening period 

– between those two dates 
(1914-1918)

10 disease – illness, sickness 
11 starvation – extreme hunger, 

famine
12 In 1916 it became ‘Military 

Department 5’, and later MI5.
13 to put up – post, display, pin up
14 warships – military vessels 

(e.g. frigates, destroyers, battle-
ships and cruisers)

15 harbour – port 
16 girl guides – female equivalent 

of the boy scouts
17 as – at the same time as, simul-

taneously as
18 realm – kingdom, country
19 among – amongst, (in this 

case) as well as, together with
20 to whistle – make musical 

notes with your mouth
21 binoculars – 

22 to feed (feed-fed-fed) – give 
food to

23 rice – a cereal (used for risotto 
and paella)

24 spy ring – espionage unit 
25 to get to (get-

got-got) – reach, 
arrive for 

The First 
World War
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The Christmas Truce1

One of the most poignant2 moments in the first months 
of the war was the spontaneous ‘Christmas Truce’ 1 
that occurred on several sections of the Western Front 
involving3 some 100,000 troops4. As one German sol-
dier commented, “We are Saxons, you are Anglo-Saxons. 
What is there for us to fight about?” Others, however, 
were horrified. A corporal5 in the 16th Bavarians com-
plained6, “Such things should not happen in wartime. 
Have you Germans no sense of honour left at all.” – his 
name was Adolf Hitler. 

There were subsequent attempts7 to reinitiate the 
Christmas Truce1 but official determination to suppress 

any “fraternizing with the enemy” combined with the ill 
will8 caused by the use of poison gas9 reduced them to a 
minimum. Even so, a common phrase amongst ordinary 
soldiers throughout the war was ‘live and let live’; in other 
words there was a tacit agreement not to try to kill the 
enemy unless specifically ordered to.

A ‘re-enactment ’ 10 of one of the famous football 
matches in no-man’s land will take place at Christmas 
this year. David Beckham has been asked to participate. 

Killing Fields
The worst battle of the war was on the Somme in 1916. 
In four and a half months 1,300,000 soldiers were killed 
there. As a result of the battle the Allies advanced just11 
six miles (= 9.6km) – that means that every 2cm cost a 
life. Because regiments recruited12 young men from the 
same area, many villages lost all their young men on the 
same day.13 After the Somme the British army practised a 
policy14 of dispersion. 

The War of the Books
World War One was the first war in which all the partici-
pants, even the most humble15 were literate. Today’s sol-
diers spend their many idle16 moments shooting things 

on PlayStations (think about the irony of 
that!) but entertainment in the trenches17 
came almost exclusively in the form of 
books and Allied soldiers devoured the 
modern classics of the time: Kipling, 
Conrad and Hardy. Books were relatively 
few given the demand and Robert Graves 
comments that he read Erewhon18 six 
times! Sometimes officers read apposite19 
passages aloud to their men. Books are 
an evasion for all of us, but the release20 
from an unbearable21 reality in the 
trenches offered by novels is hard22 for us 
to comprehend. Siegfried Sassoon23 wrote, 
“I didn’t want to die, not before I’d finished 
Return of the Native24 anyhow25.”

1 truce – ceasefire, armistice 
2 poignant – emotive 
3 involving – with the participa-

tion of 
4 troops – soldiers 
5 corporal /ˈkɔpərəl/ – non-com-

missioned officer inferior to a 
sergeant

6 to complain – protest 
7 attempt – effort 
8 ill will – animosity 
9 poison gas – toxic gas used as 

a weapon 
10 re-enactment – repetition as a 

performance
11 just – (in this case) only 
12 to recruit – enlist, accept, 

conscript, take on
13 the premise of the movie 

Saving Private Ryan (which 
relates to Americans in 
World War II) multiplied to a 
whole community

14 policy – programme, strategy 

15 humble – (in this case) lowly, 
plebeian 

16 idle – (in this case) inactive 
17 trench – 
18 (1872) a novel by Samuel 

Butler 
19 apposite – apt, appropriate 
20 release – liberation 
21 unbearable – intolerable, 

insufferable 
22 hard – (in this case) difficult 
23 (1886-1967) British poet 

24 (1878) novel by Thomas 
Hardy 

25 anyhow – anyway

Fraternizing 
with the 
Enemy
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A ll sorts of political factors contributed to the out-
break1 of the First World War. However, important 

social factors were rising2 nationalism and the belief – 
widely3 held4 across many European nations – that war 
would cleanse and prevent (further) moral ‘degeneration’. 

How the State Won the War
The modern state as we know it today is largely5 the 
product of the First World War. In the words of historian 
A.J.P. Taylor, “Until August 1914 a sensible6, law-abid-
ing7 Englishman could pass through life and hardly8 
notice the existence of the state, beyond9 the post office 
and the policeman.” As a result of the war, state inter-
vention in people’s daily lives became permanent. This 
was expressed in things like compulsory10 passports 
and licensing hours11. In 1914 taxation represented 8% of 
national income; it is now equal to 40%.

Women, Children & the War
The First World War had a radical impact on the lives 
of British women, who had only recently escaped the 
Victorian era. As women began to work in factories their 
public image changed completely. They began to be able 
to go to pubs, smoke in public, wear trousers, swear12, go 
to the cinema without a man and play football. At the end 
of the War British women finally won the right to vote.

War also changed the behaviour13 of British children. 
There was a massive increase in vandalism and delin-
quency by children. This was blamed on14: the absence 
of their fathers at war, the cinema and on the old ladies 
who had replaced their stricter male15 teachers. 

The Conchies
Ironically, the first Britons to fight in the War fought in 
London when on 2nd August 1914 peace marchers16 
clashed17 with warmongers18! The Great War was the 
first major conflict to see a major movement of conscien-
tious objectors. Some 16,000 ‘conchies’ refused to fight 
between the advent19 of conscription20 in 1916 and the 
end of the war. Most were drafted into21 the Non-Com-
batant Corps, where they worked as stretcher-bear-
ers22, cooks, etc. However, 1,200 ‘absolutists’ refused to 
do any work even remotely connected with the war – not 
even peeling23 potatoes for soldiers to eat. These men 
were stigmatized, sacked24 from their jobs, insulted and 
imprisoned – but most stood by25 their principles. 35 
were sentenced to death by military courts – but this was 
finally commuted to 10 years’ penal servitude.

1 outbreak – start 
2 rising – increasing, augmenting
3 widely – extensively 
4 to hold (hold-held-held) – (in 

this case) believe
5 largely – primarily, mostly 
6 sensible – (false friend) 
responsible 

7 law-abiding – respectful of 
the law 

8 hardly – barely, almost not 

9 beyond – (in this case) apart 
from 

10 compulsory – obligatory 
11 licensing hours – limitations 

on when pubs can open 
12 to swear – (in this case) use 

taboo words 
13 behaviour –  conduct 
14 this was blamed on X – X was 

considered responsible for this
15 male – ♂

16 marcher – protester, 
demonstrator

17 to clash – fight, do battle, 
confront

18 warmonger – sb. who favours 
war

19 advent – arrival, start 
20 conscription – obligatory 

military service
21 to draft into – enlist into, send 

to 

22 stretcher-bearer –  
23 to peel – skin
24 to sack sb. – fire sb., dismiss sb. 
25 to stand by (stand-stood-

stood) – continue to be loyal to 

The Social 
Impact of the 
Great War

29
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T he Great War involved a massive loss of life for little 
obvious advantage, so it might seem perverse to look 

at the benefits we have reaped1 from the conflict. However, 
in some ways the Great War has made our lives better.

War always gives a boost2 to military technology and 
this has knock-on effects3 for technology in general. The 
most obvious beneficiary of WW1 was the aviation industry. 
At the same time the US Army developed air-traffic control 
between 1915 and 1917, making flying infinitely safer4.

Two areas of healthcare5 benefitted substantially 
from the war. Plastic surgery6 was badly needed by mil-
lions of mutilated soldiers and New Zealander Sir Harold 
Gillies developed facial repairs to become ‘the father of 
modern plastic surgery’. Similarly, the great numbers of 
psychologically traumatized soldiers led to7 important 
advances in our understanding of mental health. 

The Most Surprising Benefit
As we have seen, socially, women were in many ways 
the unwitting8 beneficiaries of WW1. However, they also 
benefitted materially. The war saw the introduction of 
absorbent cellulose bandages9. French nurses10 began 
using them as sanitary towels11 and the idea was soon 
picked up12 by British and American nurses. Kimber-
ley-Clark introduced the first commercial sanitary napkin 
in 1920. 

Sick of War
The Allies won the War partly because they starved13 
the German people into submission. Indeed14, the 
general malnutrition caused by the War was in part 
responsible for the devastating effect of Spanish 
’flu15 in 1918-19. The disease16 inflected some 500 
million people and killed between 50 and 100 million 
worldwide – many more than the War (8.5 million).

1 to reap – garner, obtain
2 a boost – an impetus
3 knock-on effect – secondary or 

incidental impact
4 safer – less dangerous 
5 healthcare – the provision of 

medical services 
6 plastic surgery 

– reconstruction of parts of the 
body 

7 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 
in 

8 unwitting – 
unknowing, not 
conscious 

9 bandage –  

10 nurse –  
11 sanitary towel (UK 

English) – sanitary 
napkin (US English), 
absorbent pad worn 
by women to absorb 
menstrual blood

12 to pick up – (in this case) adopt 

13 to starve sb. into submission 
– make sb. capitulate because 
s/he has no food

14 indeed – (emphatic) in fact
15 ’flu – influenza, grippe (US 

English), a highly contagious 
viral infection

16 disease – illness, sickness 

The Benefits 
of the First 
World War
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I n 1914 Great Britain was the most powerful nation on 
earth and possessed an empire on which the sun 

never set1. Its ruling class2, which made up3 less than 
3% of the entire population and owned 80% of its land4, 
simply dripped with5 opulence and power. In keeping 
with6 their status they lived in spacious mansions and 
ancestral homes where they entertained7 on a lavish 
scale8. The Duke of Devonshire, who owned seven 
such stately homes9 including the fabulous Palace of 
the Peaks at Chatsworth and was himself the owner of 
200,000 acres of land in 14 different counties10, was by 
no means11 exceptional. Many of his fellow peers12, such 
as the Dukes of Bedford, Northumberland and Westmin-
ster, could and indeed13 did rival him. Such enormous 
stately homes9 were run14 with clockwork efficiency 
by ‘armies’ of pitifully15 low-paid servants who made 
up3 16% of the labour force. Indeed13, when Lord Derby 
died in 1893 he left behind a staff of 727 servants, which 
gives some idea of the extent of16 aristocratic privilege. 
Despite the Third Reform Bill17 of 1884, which expanded 
the voting franchise18 and the Finance Act of 1909 
which increased taxation on all land revenues19, these 
6,750 men of privilege still held20 considerable power 
and sway21. 

Taking the Biscuit
Stephen Fry told the following anecdote on the BBC 
TV programme QI, which perfectly illustrates the atti-
tude of the ruling class2: 

In the Second World War they would have people 
from the Ministry of Labour going round checking on 
the big estates, to see if some of the servants could 
be released22 for essential war work. And they went 
to Chatsworth, and eventually23 they had an inter-
view with the Duke, and they said, “Well Your Grace, 
we can understand that you need 47 gardeners and 
you need grooms24 and you need chauffeurs and 
you need upstairs maids25 and downstairs maids 
and laundry-room26 maids, and kitchen maids and 
nursemaids and housemaids and parlour27 maids. 
And we can understand that you need the butler28 
and the four footmen29. But does Your Grace nec-
essarily need two pastry cooks30? To which he 
apparently replied; “Can’t a man have a biscuit?!”

1 an empire on which the sun 
never set – a global empire

2 ruling class – elite, upper class
3 to make up (make-made-made) 
– constitute 
4 according to David Canna-

dine, fewer than 5,000 men 
owned 56% of the land in 
England while 1,758 owned 
93% of the land in Scotland

5 to drip with – be full of, be 
characterized by 

6 in keeping with – in accord-
ance to, in line with

7 to entertain – (in this case) 

receive guests, play host, organ-
ize parties

8 on a lavish /ˈlæviʃ/ scale – in an 
opulent way 

9 stately home – aristocratic 
mansion 

10 county – territorial division, 
shire

11 by no means – in no way
12 his fellow peers – other 

aristocrats 
13 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
14 to run sth. (run-ran-run) – 

organize, manage 
15 pitifully – pathetically, 

ridiculously 
16 the extent of – the degree of, 

the level of 
17 bill – law, Act of Parliament 
18 voting franchise – suffrage, 

the right to vote in political 
elections 

19 revenues – earnings, incomes 
20 to hold (hold-held-held) – (in 

this case) have 
21 sway (n.) – control, influence
22 to release – let go, permit to 

leave
23 eventually – (false friend) in 

the end

24 groom – sb. who cares for 
horses

25 maid – female servant
26 laundry-room – room in 

which clothes are washed
27 parlour – sitting room, draw-

ing room 
28 butler – chief manservant
29 footman – manservant who 

serves food, etc.
30 pastry cook – pâtissier, cook 

specialized in making bread, 
cakes, etc.

The British 
Aristocracy 
and The 
Great War
by Colman Keane
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The Nervous Generation
Admittedly, the British ruling class’s1 political clout2 had 
taken a blow3 (as indeed4 had their confidence5) when 
King George secretly connived with6 Herbert Asquith to 
flood7 the House of Lords with government-appointed8 
peers9 should the House of Lords decide10 not to toe 
the line11 on the Home-Rule issue12. Despite having had its wings clipped13, this confident elite of dukes, mar-

quises, earls14, viscounts15 and barons still ruled the 
roost16. Yet17, somehow, as Philipp Blom has argued, they 
knew something was afoot18 in those pre-war years, 
years which had turned them into a nervous generation, 
“one for whom the glittering19 Edwardian period was in 
fact one of jarring20 uncertainties”21. 

The Lap of Luxury
Nevertheless, regardless of22 any possible winds of 
change which might be blowing across23 Britain, the 
top landowners24 in Edwardian Britain were immensely 
wealthy25 and lived in the lap of luxury26. Life was 
undoubtedly good for these grandees and everything 
was done on a grand scale. At a typical Edwardian dinner 
in high society, for instance27, only the most exquisite 
dishes would be served, dishes which included deli-
cacies such as ptarmigan28, ham, tongue29, truffles30, 
caviar, partridge31 and the finest of32 French wines. 
Such a dinner for, say33, 20 guests cost over £60, far more 
than any maid34 (even a lady’s maid) could earn in a 
whole year.

1 ruling class – elite, upper class
2 clout – power, influence 
3 to take a blow (take-took-
taken) – be adversely affected

4 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
5 (self-)confidence – self-assur-
ance, belief in oneself

6 to connive with – conspire 
with, collude with

7 to flood – inundate, fill 
8 government-appointed – 
that were nominated by the 
Government

9 peer – lord 
10 should... decide – if... decided
11 to toe the line – conform, 

cooperate 
12 the Home-Rule issue – the 

question of giving some inde-
pendence to Ireland 

13 to clip sb’s wings – limit sb’s 
freedom and aspirations

14 earl – British equivalent of a 
‘count’, type of aristocrat 

15 viscount /ˈvaicaunt/ – aristo-
crat who is superior to a baron 
but inferior to an earl14

16 to rule the roost – be in 
control

17 yet – (in this case) however, 
nevertheless

18 to be afoot – be happening, be 

occurring 
19 glittering – dazzling, 

sumptuous 
20 jarring – incongruous 
21 Blom, Philipp, The Vertigo 

Years: 1900-1914, Basic 
Books, 2008

22 regardless of – despite, irre-
spective of

23 to blow across (blow-blew-
blown) – affect 

24 landowner – sb. who pos-
sesses a lot of land

25 wealthy – rich, affluent 
26 in the lap of luxury – luxuri-

ously, opulently 

27 for instance – for 
example 

28 ptarmigan 
/ˈta:rmigən/ –

29 tongue – muscu-
lar organ found in 
the mouth

30 truffles – subter-
ranean Ascomycete fungus

31 partridge – 
32 the finest of – 

the best
33 say – (in this 

case) for example 
34 maid – female 

servant 

The Twilight 
of the Lords
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The Public Schools
Equally in keeping with1 their status, the 
sons of this ruling class2 were sent to the 
elite public schools3 such as Rugby, Eton, 
Harrow, Charterhouse, Marlborough or 
Wellington (to name but4 the most famous) 
where they were immersed in the Clas-
sics5, poetry and the ideas of chivalry6. 
The curriculum consisted of rote learn-
ing7 and boys were expected to learn great 
swathes8 of Greek and Latin passages by 
heart9. Sports were of the utmost10 importance and so 
public school boys were indoctrinated with the belief 
that team games were infinitely more important than 
scholastic success. Team spirit, physical courage, hero-
ism and noblesse oblige were the foremost11 important 
qualities imbued in those who attended12 Eton, Harrow 
or any one of the other 120 public schools3 in Britain at 
that time. 

Schoolboy Officers
Not surprisingly, it was this exclusive Edwardian public 
schools3 which in August 1914 provided the British 
army with all of its junior officer class, many of whom 
were only 17 years old. These public school boys, sons 
of the aristocracy, whose task13 it was to set a shining14 

example by leading15 their men ‘over the top’16, died 
in their droves17 as they climbed over the edge of a 
trench18 only to be picked off19 by a hail20 of Turkish or 
German bullets21.22 As Angela Lambert23 has pointed 
out24 it was their better diet and superior fitness25 that 
led to26 their being enlisted straightaway27. The stan-
dards of health in the poorest industrial areas were so 
low that many working-class men28 were regarded as29 
unfit30 to serve and so survived. Pupils from the elite 
public schools3 paid a heavy price, a terrible price for 
defending king and country31. As many as 20% of public 
school boys who fought32 in the conflict lost their lives 
as opposed to 13% of those British soldiers who did not 
come from the elite. Put in simple terms, the more nobly 
born a boy was, the more certain he was to die.

1 in keeping with – in accord-
ance to, in line with

2 ruling class – elite, upper class
3 public school – (UK English) 

private secondary school 
4 but – (in this case) only 
5 the Classics – Ancient Greek 

and Latin literature, philosophy, 
and history

6 chivalry – the mediaeval moral 
code of the nobility 

7 rote learning – memorization 
by repetition 

8 swathe – long section 
9 by heart – by memory, 

verbatim 
10 utmost – greatest, highest 
11 foremost – primary, principal

12 to attend – (false friend) go to 
13 task – job, responsibility 
14 shining – (in this case) good, 

inspiring 
15 to lead (lead-led-led) – guide, 

conduct
16 over the top – out of the 

trenches18 and towards the 
enemy

17 in their droves – in great 
numbers. Few junior officers 
lasted more than six weeks

18 trench –  
19 to be picked off – be shot, be 

killed 
20 hail – barrage, 

volley, torrent
21 bullet –  

22 German soldiers were 
trained to try to shoot 
enemy officers first 

23 Lambert, Angela, Unquiet 
Souls, Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, New York, 1984

24 to point out – indicate 
25 fitness – physical health and 

vigour 

26 to lead to (lead-led-led) – 
result in 

27 straightaway – immediately 
28 over one million men exam-

ined in 1917-1918 were found 
to be unfit for combat duty. 
Some of them were 4´9´´ tall 
(= 1.45m).

29 to be regarded as – be consid-
ered to be 

30 unfit – too unhealthy 
31 a view put forward by 

Seldon & Walsh in a study 
published in 2013

32 to fight (fight-fought-fought) 
– combat 

The Lost 
Generation
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British women working in factories

Battle of the Somme
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The Aristocracy ‘Commits Suicide’
No-one has ever questioned the extraordinary bravery 
of these young men. Yet1, it is sadly ironic that the British 
ruling classes2 which could have avoided going3 to 
war in 1914 were those that suffered the greatest losses. 
They never recovered from the effects and were left to 
ponder on4 the sacrificial deaths of their sons. After the 
war, some titles died out altogether while many were 
passed on directly from grandfather to grandson. Not 
since the Wars of the Roses (1455-71) had the old regime 
suffered such appalling5 losses in a war which, as Paul 
Keating said last November in a speech in Canberra, “was 
in every sense a war devoid of6 any virtue”7. 

WORLD WAR I TIMELINE
1914

28th June Archduke Franz Ferdinand 
is assassinated.

November Trench8 warfare9 starts 
on the Western Front.

1915

January First zeppelin attacks on Britain.

March British women start 
working in factories.

May Beginning of the Gallipoli campaign.

1916

January Conscription10 is 
introduced in Britain.

July Battle of the Somme.

September Tanks are used for the first time.

November End of the Battle of the Somme.

1917

February First Russian Revolution.

April America joins the War.

November Bolshevik Revolution. Russia 
withdraws from11 the War.

1918

March Major German advance on Paris.

July German advance is stopped 
at the Marne River.

August German resistance begins to collapse.

11th  November Armistice. The War ends.

1 yet – (in this case) however 
2 ruling class – elite, upper class
3 could have avoided going – 

could have opted not to go
4 were left to ponder on – had 

to contemplate 
5 appalling – terrible, atrocious 
6 devoid of – without 
7 Paul Keating, former (= ex-) 

Prime Minister of Australia 
(1991-1996).

8 trench – defensive ditch 
(= fosse, channel) in which 
soldiers lived on the Western 
Front

9 warfare – conflict, fighting 
10 conscription – compulsory 

(= obligatory) military service
11 to withdraw from – pull out 

from, stop participating in

A War Devoid 
of Any Virtue
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Dropping bombs from a blimp during WWI

Unexploded WWI shell in Belgium Photo by Redvers
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The Youngest Victim
On 6th July 1992 the life of eight-year-old Maité Roël from 
Bovekerke changed forever. She had gone with the Girl 
Guides1 on a scout expedition to Wetteren, a former2 
First World War military base barely3 a one-hour drive 
from Ypres. That evening the children had built a bon-
fire4 and, after the fire had been stoked5, the little Belgian 
girl, feeling tired, decided to move closer to the fire and 
go to sleep. One of the girls, mistaking a small shell6 for7 
a log8, had thrown it on the fire. Maité was woken9 from 
her slumber10 by the subsequent deafening11 explosion 
and to her horror discovered that her “left leg was hang-
ing from12 a piece of skin”. Today Maité Roël, the holder13 
of a Great War veteran card (mutilée dans la guerre), is the 
youngest disabled14 victim of the Great War, victim of an 
RAF bomb that, 75 years after it had been dropped15, had 
left her a crippled16. She has fought17 valiantly against 
such a cruel fate18, and even managed to overcome a 
10-year-long addiction to morphine. For the last 22 years 
she has shown remarkable courage as she has done 
battle with19 the formidable foe20 that is her disability 
and thanks to nearly21 30 operations has managed to 
keep her leg. Hers is indeed22 a cautionary tale23 as the 
death of two workmen who were blown to bits24 near 
Ypres this March highlights25. In fact, in the area around 
Ypres alone, 260 people have died and yet another26 535 
have been injured27 since the signing of the Armistice, 
all victims of unexploded WWI28 munitions.

1 Girl Guides – female equivalent 
of the Boy Scouts. The orga-
nization is now open to both 
girls and boys and is known 
as the Guide Association

2 former – ex- 
3 barely – only 
4 bonfire – big open-air fire for 
warmth and entertainment 

5 to stoke – stimulate by adding 
more combustible material 

6 shell – (in this case) explosive 
artillery projectile 

7 to mistake A for B – confuse 

A with B
8 log – section of a tree
9 to wake sb. 
(wake-woke-wo-
ken) – cause sb. 
to stop sleeping

10 slumber 
– sleep 

11 deafening 
/ˈdefəniŋ/ – thunderous, 
extremely loud

12 to be hanging from – (in this 
case) only be connected by 

13 (card)holder – sb. who has a 

(specific type of identity) card
14 disabled – handicapped, 

invalid (this term is often con-
sidered offensive)

15 to drop sth. – let sth. fall 
16 crippled – disabled14 
17 to fight (fight-fought-fought) – 

struggle, resist
18 fate – destiny 
19 to do battle with (do-did-

done) – struggle against, resist 
20 foe – enemy 
21 nearly – almost, just under 
22 indeed – (emphatic) in fact

23 cautionary tale – anecdote 
that should alert people to a 
danger 

24 to be blown to bits – be killed 
in a violent explosion 

25 to highlight – emphasize
26 and yet another (emphatic) 
– and 

27 to injure – (false friend) wound, 
hurt, receive a lesion 

28 WWI – World War One 
29 dud – bomb or projectile that 

is badly made and so cannot 
explode on impact

The Toxic 
Legacy
by Colman Keane

A third of the shells6 fired by the 
British during the Battle of the 
Somme were duds29.
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T he French and Belgians call it ‘the iron1 harvest ’2, a 
harvest of high-explosive artillery shells3, bullets4 

and shrapnel5 reaped6 by farmers in large7 quantities 
every spring and autumn along the Western Front. These 
potentially lethal rusty8 mud-encrusted9 shells3 come in 
all shapes and sizes10 (some are as big as fire hydrants11) 
and many weigh as much as a hundred pounds12. How-
ever, contrary to popular belief, the ‘iron harvests’ are 
increasing each year, partly because of the cutting-edge13 
agricultural machinery used today by Flemish14 and 
northern French farmers and also because of a boom in 
construction work in towns and villages along what was 
the Western Front. A century later the Belgian and French 
authorities are still trying to clear up shells3 and other 
explosive devices15. Their task16 is a herculean one. The 
volume of unexploded artillery shells3 is still staggering17. 
It is estimated that during the war the opposing armies 
fired between 600 million and 1.5 billion shells3 at each 
other. 30% of these shells sank into18 the churned up19 
muddy mire20 and so failed to go off21.

1 iron /aiən/ (adj.) – ferrous 
2 harvest – (in this case) process 

of gathering (= reaping, collect-
ing) sth.; (literally) 

3 shell – (in this case) explosive 
artillery projectile

4 bullet – projectile from a hand-
gun (= rifle, pistol, etc.)

5 shrapnel – metal fragments 
from an exploding bomb or 
shell

6 to reap sth., – harvest sth. , 
collect sth., gather sth.

7 large – (false friend) great, big 
8 rusty – (of ferrous metal) 

oxidized 
9 mud-encrusted – dirty, cov-

ered in and camouflaged by 
earth (= soil, dirt)

10 to come in all shapes and 

sizes (come-
came-come) – 
be very varied 

11 fire hydrant 
– bollard-like 
apparatus that 
gives access 
to water to the 
fire service 

12 100lb. – 45kg 
13 cutting-edge – highly 

advanced, ultra-modern 
14 Flemish – from Flanders 
15 devices – (in this case) 

ordnance, projectiles 
16 task – job 
17 staggering – shocking, 

impressive 
18 to sink into (sink-sank-sunk) – 

become submerged in 
19 churned-up – violently mixed 

up
20 muddy mire – soft quagmire, 

terrain in which the soil has 
been mixed up with water and 
so is very soft

21 failed to go off – did not 
explode 

It is estimated that during the war 
the opposing armies fired between 
600 thousand and 1.5 billion shells3 
at each other. 30% of these shells 
sank into18 the churned-up19 muddy 
mire20 and so failed to go off21.

The Iron 
Harvest
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D espite the extraordinary work of the DOVO2 and the 
French Département du Déminage3 two people on 

average4 are killed every year by century-old dormant 
shells5. Men like Dirk Vanparys of the DOVO are fear-
less6. He is carrying out7 a task8 which fulfils9 him and 
is proud10 that he is part of an army company working 
for the good of civilians. The Ypres Salient11, riddled as 
it is12 with13 millions of unexploded shells5, keeps him 
busy. It is indeed14 a full-time job but one which will not 

be finished when he retires. He reckons15 it will take 
at least another 50 years to clear the earth of so much 
toxic danger. Vanparys is also aware16, as is his long-suf-

fering wife Anja, that his job is hazard-
ous17 (23 DOVO military operatives have 
died since 1944) and will become even 
more so as the shell casings18 further19 
corrode. On an average day he and his 
team collect 70 shells5 and 50 grenades 
which are gingerly20 placed in crates21 
and duly22 detonated in four-metre-deep 
pits23 within24 the DOVO fenced-in25 
280-hectare base near Poelkapelle. 
Not surprisingly, Vanparys has had a 
number of close shaves26. Nevertheless, 
he prefers to reflect on lives he has saved 
such as that of a farmer he and his team 
came across27 in Ploegsteert who was 
choking28 on phosgene gas. The farmer 
had inadvertently cracked open29 a 
shell5 while laying30 irrigation pipes31.

1 daring deeds – courageous acts 
2 Dienst voor Opruiming en 

Vernietiging van Ontploff-
ingstuigen. (= service for the 
clearance and destruction 
of explosive devices; i.e. the 
Belgian Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal Unit)

3 Department of Mine 
Clearance

4 on average – typically 
5 shell – (in this case) explosive 
artillery projectile

6 fearless – intrepid
7 to carry out – perform, do 
8 task – job
9 to fulfil – gratify, satisfy  
10 proud – gratified, profoundly 

satisfied 
11 salient – fortified section of the 

front line that protrudes out to 
form an angle

12 ...as it is – given that it is...
13 to be riddled with – be full of 
14 indeed – (emphatic) really, 

certainly  

15 to reckon – estimate, calculate 
16 to be aware – be conscious 
17 hazardous – dangerous, 

perilous 
18 shell casing – metal canister 

around a projectile 
19 further – more and more 
20 gingerly – in a careful and 

cautious way
21 crate – wooden box
22 duly – in the appropriate way
23 pit – big hole in the ground
24 within – inside, in 

25 fenced-in – protected by a 
fence (= metal barrier)

26 close shave – narrow escape 
from disaster

27 to come across (come-came-
come) – encounter 

28 to choke – asphyxiate, 
suffocate 

29 to crack open – rupture, break 
open 

30 to lay sth. (lay-laid-laid) – put 
sth. in place

31 pipes – tubes 

The Daring 
Deeds1 of 
the DOVO
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T he situation in northern France is just2 as bad as that 
in Flanders. At the end of the conflict in 1918 sixteen 

million acres3 of France had to be completely cordoned 
off4. It comes as no surprise that two million of these 
acres are around Verdun which was the scene of the lon-
gest battle of the war, and in the words of A. J. P. Taylor5, 
“the most senseless6 episode in a war not distinguished 
for sense anywhere”. Between 21st February and 19th 
December, 1916, over 305,000 men lost their lives in the 
fiercest7 artillery bombardment ever, a bombardment 
during which over 60 million shells8 were fired. Of this 
total, the French Interior Ministry estimates that at least 
12 million unexploded shells8 are still lying hidden9 
above the hills10 and forests of Verdun. French experts 
feel that its Département du Déminage will not finish its 
urgent task11 for hundreds of years. 

Toxic Tap Water
The French démineurs12, like their Belgian counter-
parts13, have in recent years become increasingly con-
cerned about14 shells8 containing toxic chemicals, 

particularly those containing mustard gas, a gas which 
causes blisters15 all over the body and damages the 
eyes. Nearly five per cent of the shells8 fired during the 
Great War contained phosgene and mustard gases. Black 
chemical liquids have begun seeping out of16 their con-
tainers into the soil17 of northern France and have found 
their way into18 the Flemish water systems. In over 500 
French towns and villages pregnant women have taken 
heed of19 the authorities’ warnings20 and no longer drink 
tap water21 and bottled water is now used by all moth-
ers when making their babies’ bottles22. It is increas-
ingly evident that the Great War is far from23 finished 
business24 and that its toxic legacy has come home 
to roost25.

1 undone – (in this case) frus-
trated, defeated 

2 just – (in this case) equally 
3 acre – 4047m2. So, 16 million 

acres are equivalent to 6.5 
million hectares

4 to cordon off – isolate 
5 (1906-1990) popular 

(though Germanophobic) 
British historian

6 senseless – futile, illogical 
7 fiercest – most ferocious 
8 shell – (in this case) explosive 

artillery projectile

9 hidden – out-of-sight
10 hill – small mountain, elevation 
11 task – job
12 démineur – ‘de-miner’, sb. who 

eliminates mines and other 
explosives 

13 counterpart – equivalent 
person in another organization, 
(in this case) colleague

14 to be concerned about – be 
worried about 

15 blister – cutaneous bubble 
full of serum and caused by 
friction, burning, or chemical 

damage, pustule 
16 to seep out of – (of liquids) 

gradually escape from
17 soil – earth (UK English), dirt 

(US English)
18 to find their way into (find-

found-found) – enter 
19 to take heed of (take-took-

taken) – heed, follow, act in 
accordance with 

20 warning – cautionary advice, 
alert 

21 tap water – 
22 baby’s bottle – 

23 far from – definitely not 
24 to be finished business – sth. 

that has been resolved and can 
be considered ‘history’ 

25 to come home to roost 
(come-came-come) – return 
unexpectedly to torment 
people

Verdun 
Undone1

At least 12 million unexploded 
shells8 are still lying 
hidden9 above the hills 
and forests of Verdun.
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The Diplomat
Philip Sidney was born in 1554 into the world of politi-
cal intrigue of the Tudor court. He was named after1 his 
godfather2, King Philip II of Spain, the new husband of 
Queen Mary Tudor. Four years later with Mary dead, the 
Sidneys reverted to3 their Protestant allegiances4, and 
Philip’s father, Henry Sidney, became Queen Elizabeth’s 
Deputy5 in Ireland.

From 1568 to 1571 Philip studied at Christchurch Col-
lege, Oxford. He then travelled for four years on the 

Continent visiting France, Germany, Italy and Austria. 
At the age of 17 he was made a French baron. Philip was 
twice6 a Member of Parliament but most of his efforts 
were dedicated to the Protestant cause in Continental 
Europe. Indeed7, his pet project8 was to raise9 a pan-Eu-
ropean Protestant army (against his godfather2). 

Sidney was a diplomat of the first 
order and he met Henri III of France, the 
Holy Roman Emperors Maximilian II and 
Rudolph II, and William of Orange. What’s 
more, in 1575 Philip was a candidate to 
become the king of Poland; when he died 
he was “being openly spoken of as10 the 
next ruler11 of the Netherlands”12.

The Fallen Hero
In 1583 Sidney was knighted13 and he 
became a Member of Parliament for the 
second time in 1584. The following year he 
was appointed as14 Governor of Flushing 
in the Netherlands. It was while fighting the 
Spanish there that he was hit in the thigh15 
by a musket shot16. He died 22 days later. 
He was not yet 32 years old. Stories soon 
began to circulate about his courage and 
magnanimity and he became the great 
fallen hero of the period for the English.

1 to name after (UK English) – 
name for (US English), give B’s 
name to A to honour B

2 godfather – ♂ sponsor at a 
baby’s baptism 

3 to revert to – return to 
4 allegiances – loyalties, 
commitments 

5 deputy – representative, (in 
this case) governor 

6 twice – x2 
7 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
8 pet project – favourite per-
sonal goal 

9 to raise – levy, enlist, create 
10 was being openly spoken 

of as – people were publicly 
considering him as

11 ruler – (in this case) king 
12 Philip Sidney: a Double Life 

by Alan Stewart [Pimlico, 
2000]

13 to knight sb. – give sb. the title 
of ‘sir’ 

14 to appoint sb. as – name sb. 
15 thigh /θai/ – upper leg 
16 musket shot – sphere of lead 

/led/ (Pb.) fired from a musket 

Sir Philip Sidney
The archetype of ‘the Renaissance 
Man’ in Elizabethan England was 
Philip Sidney.
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Penelope Devereux
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W hen Sidney wasn’t on diplomatic missions, serving 
in Parliament or fighting wars, he wrote poetry. 

Indeed1, he was considered the great poet of his genera-
tion, referred to as ‘the English Petrarch’. 

Intellectual Milieu2

The Sidneys were England’s first great poetic family. 
Apart from Philip, his sister Mary Sidney Herbert, Count-
ess of Pembroke3, and his niece, Lady Mary Wroth, were 
two of the country’s earliest recognized women poets. 
Philip’s brother, Robert Sidney was also a minor poet and 
Philip’s daughter, Elizabeth, was as talented a poet as her 
father, according to Ben Jonson4.

For all of his adult life Philip was in contact with some 
of the great minds5 of English and European society. 
He knew the mathematician-cum-magician John Dee, 
he was friends with6 the poet Edmund Spenser, and he 
was a political rival of Edward de Vere7, Earl8 of Oxford, 
and once challenged him to a duel9. In 1583 Philip met 
and became friends with Giordano Bruno, who dedicated 
two books to him. At the end of his dedication to Philip 
in De gl’heroici furori (1585) Bruno describes the ladies of 
England as stelle (= stars), 
an indication that he 
had read Astrophil and 
Stella. Philip’s father-
in-law10 was Sir Francis 
Walsingham , Queen 
Elizabeth I’s spymas-
ter. Philip’s portrait was 
painted by Veronese, 
one of the greatest art-
ists of the day. Unfortu-
nately, this painting has 
been lost.

It Must Be Love
In 1575 20-year-old Sidney met a 12-year-old girl called 
Penelope Devereux, the daughter of the Earl8 of Essex. 
Both the Earl and Sidney’s family seemed keen on11 an 
alliance and so the couple were more or less formally 
betrothed12, with marriage postponed until Penelope 
was a suitable age. Sidney was a good catch13 because 
his rich uncle, the Earl of Leicester, was unmarried. How-
ever, in 1578 Leicester got married and had a son. Philip 
and Penelope’s wedding was cancelled by her family 
and she was forced to marry Lord Rich in 1581. Accord-
ing to contemporary accounts14, the marriage was not a 
happy one.

Philip decided to use the experience as the basis for 
a sequence of love sonnets in the style of Dante and 
Petrarch: Astrophil and Stella.

1 indeed – (emphatic) in fact
2 milieu – social context 
3 she has even been proposed 

as the ‘real’ author of Shake-
speare’s works

4 (1572-1637) dramatist and 
poet 

5 great mind – intellectual, 

erudite person 
6 to be friends with – be a friend 
of 

7 some people believe that de 
Vere was the ‘real’ author of 
Shakespeare’s works 

8 earl – English equivalent of 
a count (ranked between a 

viscount and a marquess)
9 to challenge sb. to a duel – 
invite sb. to fight 

10 father-in-law – father of one’s 
spouse 

11 to be keen on – be enthusiastic 
about 

12 to be betrothed /bəˡtrouðd/ 

– be engaged, be promised in 
marriage 

13 good catch – desirable spouse, 
(in this case) eligible bachelor 

14 contemporary accounts – 
comments from that time 

The English 
Petrarch
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The Tragicomedy of Love1

Astrophil2 and Stella3 is the story of an infatuated4 man 
pursuing5 a clear-headed, intelligent woman. Astrophil 
is determined to have Stella and he doesn’t care if he 
makes a fool of himself6 in the process. He tries the 
universally unsuccessful adolescent tactic of attrition7 
to win her love. Over 108 sonnets he compares her to a 
book, a fortress8, a shield9, a conquering army and a 
school mistress as well as a star and the sun. Astrophil 
compares himself to a lapdog10 (sonnet 59) and a spar-
row11 (called ‘Philip’ in sonnet 83).

Astrophil only really falls in love with Stella after she 
has been married to another man; he immaturely most 
wants what he can’t have. 

As Astrophil’s frustration grows, so does his sexual 
desire. Phallic allusion begins to creep into12 the ele-
gant poetry13. When she denies14 him twice – “no, no” in 
sonnet 63 – he childishly and menacingly15 argues that 
grammatically two negatives equal a positive (sorry, 

boys: ‘no’ means ‘no’!). Astrophil is therefore at the same 
time rather16 pathetic and threatening17. He goes too 
far when he steals a kiss from Stella while she is asleep. 
This prompts18 her to see that the only solution is a 
clean break, leaving Astrophil with his frustrations and 
self-pity19. 

Marriages
Philip Sidney married Frances 
Walsingham in 1583. Ironically, 
after Philip’s death, Frances 
married Robert Devereux, 
Penelope’s brother.

Stella may have been con-
stant in her unhappy marriage 
but Penelope certainly wasn’t. 
In 1895 the 32-year-old began 
an affair with Baron Mountjoy 
and they had four children together. Lord Rich eventu-
ally20 divorced Penelope in 1605. She died in 1607.

1 Thomas Nashe’s 1591 descrip-
tion of Astrophil and Stella 

2 i.e. (Phil the) star-lover (in 
Greek)

3 i.e. ‘star’ (in Latin)
4 infatuated – amorously 

obsessed, besotted
5 to pursue – chase, go after, (in 

this case) court
6 to make a fool of oneself 

(make-made-made) – act in a 

ridiculous way 
7 attrition – (in this case) gradual 

debilitation of sb’s resistance 
until s/he accepts you simply 
because s/he is 
exhausted

8 fortress – castle 
9 shield –  
10 lapdog – small pet 

dog (that is treated 
like a child) 

11 sparrow –  
12 to creep into 

(creep-crept-
crept) – gradu-
ally enter 

13 for example 
in sonnets 45 and 65

14 to deny sb. – reject sb., repu-
diate sb. 

15 menacingly – in a threaten-
ing17 way 

16 rather – somewhat, 
surprisingly 

17 threatening – menacing, scary, 
sinister

18 to prompt sb. – (in this case) 
cause sb. 

19 self-pity – feeling sorry for 
oneself

20 eventually – (false friend) in 
the end 

Astrophil 
and Stella
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In Defence of Poetry
While Sidney was writing Astrophil and Stella he also 
wrote In Defence of Poesie1, the foundational work of 
English literary theory. This work argues in favour of the 
moral authority of poetry to inspire virtue. For Sidney 
making poetry was essentially 
the discipline of an enlightened2 
intellect (not some sort of divine 
inspiration). Given this, it seems 
clear that Sidney wrote Astrophil 
and Stella to exhibit his skill3 as 
a poet and to show the debilitat-
ing effects of an over-passionate 
amorous obsession rather than4 
as an expression of his own feel-
ings for Penelope. The undoubted 
autobiographical references in the 
sequence are probably included 
as a self-ridiculing shared joke5 
with the small circle of friends 
with whom Sidney shared6 the 

manuscript. He made no attempt7 to publish Astrophil 
and Stella during his lifetime and his sister only published 
it several years after his death because pirated copies 
were already circulating. 

We cannot simply equate Astrophil with Philip Sidney. 
The poet treats his male8 lover with considerable irony 
and occasional ridicule. Astrophil opens the sequence 
with a promise to avoid9 poetic extravagances and write 
from his heart, and then doles out10 over 100 sonnets 
full of classical allusions and rhetorical figures! Astrophil 
writes a series of sonnets about Stella’s mesmerizing11 
eyes12, Stella responds by threatening to13 blind her-
self14 (in song 8) if he won’t desist from his oppressive 
advances15! This is especially significant because it is one 
of the few things that Stella says in the whole cycle.

1 poesie – (archaic) poetry 
2 enlightened – cultivated, 
sophisticated, erudite

3 skill – ability, talent 
4 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 
5 shared joke – in-joke, inside 
joke, private joke, humorous 

comment that only certain 
people will understand 

6 to share sth. with sb. – show 
sth. to sb.

7 attempt – effort 
8 male – ♂
9 to avoid – not use 
10 to dole out – produce, (in this 

case) write 
11 mesmerizing – captivating, 

hypnotic 
12 sonnets 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, etc.
13 to threaten to – declare one’s 

intention to do sth. if a specific 
condition is not met

14 to blind oneself – eliminate 

one’s own ability to see
15 advances – amorous overtures 
16 deal – agreement, accord 
17 eventually – (false friend) in 

the end 

Astrophil & 
Stella: Analysis

SIDNEY’S IDIOMS
Philip Sidney contributed three idioms to everyday 
English:
>> to drive a hard bargain [drive-drove-driven]
= ensure one gets the best deal16 possible. Sidney 
established the collocation ‘drive a bargain’ in My True 
Love Hath My Heart (1583). Notice the assonance in 
‘hard bargain’:
- They drove a hard bargain but eventually17 we were 

able to close the deal16.

 
>> my better half
= one’s wife. From Arcadia (1590)
- My better half’s away this weekend at a convention. 

>> to keep sb. at arm’s length [keep-kept-kept]
= not permit sb. to become too friendly with you. From 
Arcadia (1590):
- I’d keep him at arm’s length if I were you. He’s got a bad 

reputation. 



Petrarch and Laura

The funeral procession of Sir Philip Sidney - 1587
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Anglicizing Petrarch
Sidney’s poem Astrophil and Stella introduced the Italian sonnet cycle 
into English. However, it was not a simple case of imitation. Indeed2, 
Sidney mocks3 certain aspects of the Petrarchan convention. In 
Petrarch’s Canzoniere (1327-68), Laura is completely unattainable4. 
Laura de Noves (1310-48) was already married when Petrarch first saw 
her (and began his 40 year obsession). It is unknown if the poet ever 
even spoke to Count Hugues de Sade’s wife (i.e.5 Laura). Petrarch views 
his four decades of infatuation6 as a spiritually purifying experience. 
Astrophil has the frustration of what might have been. He could have 
married the object of his desire but he only really seems to fall in love 
with her once she is married to someone else. He certainly isn’t purified 
by his love, he’s just frustrated. Indeed2, his love has a very carnal edge7. 

The Influence of A&S
Astrophil and Stella has been hugely8 influential over the years. It 
sparked9 a craze10 for sonnet sequences. Almost all the active poets in 
the 1590s11 – including Shakespeare – imitated Sidney’s sonnet sequence. 
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet ‘borrows’ from its storyline as does Tom 
Stoppard’s film script Shakespeare in Love. Similarly, James’s song She’s a 
Star (1997) echoes Astrophil and Stella’s central conceit12.

There is also a Tangerine Dream song called ‘Astrophel and Stella’ 
(2007) - lots of silly hats!
>> Edmund Spenser’s elegy to Sidney is called Astrophel. 
>> The city of Sidney in Ohio, is named after13 Sir Philip. 
>> Monty Python produced an alternative life of Sir Philip Sidney (as a 

vice-squad police officer14 pursuing15 foreign pornography who is 
turned into16 Sidney). 

1 to disguise – hide, camouflage. 
Notice that ‘the skies’ and 

‘disguise’ are practically 
homophones

2 indeed – (emphatic) in fact
3 to mock – ridicule 
4 unattainable – unobtainable, 

out-of-reach
5 i.e. – (id est) that is 
6 infatuation – intense love, 

excessive passion 

7 edge – element, aspect 
8 hugely – enormously 
9 to spark – ignite, (in this case) 

start, provoke 
10 craze – trend, fashion 
11 For example, Samuel Dan-

iel’s Delia (1592), Henry 
Constable’s Diana (1592), 
Thomas Lodge’s Phillis 
(1593), Giles Fletcher’s Licia 
(1593), William Percy’s 

Coelia (1593), Spenser’s 
Amoretti (1594), Michael 
Drayton’s Idea’s Mirror 
(1594), Richard Barnfield’s 
Cynthia (1595), and Robert 
Tofte’s Laura (1597). Some 
700 sonnets were written 
in sequences in English in 
the six years following the 
publication of Astrophil and 
Stella!

12 conceit – extended metaphor 
13 to name after (UK English) – 

name for (US English), give B’s 
name to A to honour B

14 vice-squad police officer – 
policeman who fights crimes 
like drug-trafficking and 
prostitution 

15 to pursue – try to find 
16 to turn sb. into – magically 

convert sb. into 

Astrophil and 
Stella: Influences
She’s been in the skies forever
She’s tried to disguise1 her stellar views
- She’s a Star by James

Watch it at: http://goo.gl/ryaEpr

Watch it at: http://goo.gl/Vrg9vb
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C olin Firth is so closely associated with the stiff-up-
per-lip1 English aristocrat that he has played far 

too often2 on screen3 that it can come as quite a shock 
to discover that the actor is both socially conscious and 
a risk-taker in his roles of choice in low-budget4 films. 
Yet5 Firth has also starred in Tumbledown (1988) a film 
against the Falklands-Malvinas War, as a psychopath 
in Trauma (2004) and as a gay university teacher in A 
Single Man (2009).

An Activist & a Gentleman
The list of Colin Firth’s causes is seemingly endless. He is 
a longtime supporter6 of Amnesty and Survival Interna-
tional7. For the last 15 years he has been a fervent defender 
of the rights of asylum seekers8 in the UK. “I have met so 
many people who are unbelievably talented, brilliant, spe-
cial, a teacher from Ivory Coast, a ballet dancer from Alba-
nia, a poet from Iran. I’d like them to be my friends”.

In 2005 Colin Firth appeared covered in coffee for 
Oxfam’s ‘Make Trade Fair’9 cam-
paign. Not only did he lend10 his 
image but he got involved11 – 
becoming a director of a chain of 
coffee shops – ‘Progreso’, partly 
owned by12 Oxfam – which were 
launched13 across London high 
streets giving coffee farmers in 
developing countries a share14 of 
the profits. He took his responsi-
bilities seriously, even travelling 

to Ethiopia to meet producers directly affected by West-
ern coffee manufacturers’ oligopolistic practices. Firth 
even bought shares15 in the company for the farmers 
themselves. What’s more, Colin, his wife Livia and others 
opened an eco-friendly shop in West London, called 
‘Eco’. The shop offers environmentally friendly, fair-trade 
goods16, as well as expert advice17 on making homes and 
offices more energy efficient. 

Also in 2005 Colin and Richard Curtis18 made a sur-
prise visit to the House of Commons to persuade as 
many MPs as possible to attend19 a Make Poverty History 
march in Edinburgh. The rally coincided with the global 

concert Live 8, and aimed to per-
suade20 the delegates at the G8 
summit21 (that were meeting in 
the Scottish capital) to take action 
against Third World poverty. 

At the London Film Festival in 
October 2009 Colin and his wife, 
Livia, launched13 ‘Brightwide’ – a 
website to promote political and 
socially conscious cinema and to 
foster22 activism.23

1 stiff-upper-lip (adj.) – express-
ing emotionless fortitude

2 far too often – much too frequently 
3 Firth’s aristocratic roles 

include those in Valmont 
(1989), Circle of Friends (1995), 
Pride & Prejudice (1995), 
Shakespeare in Love (1998), 
Relative Values (2000), The 
Importance of Being Earnest 
(2002), Easy Virtue (2008), 

and Dorian Gray (2009). 
There are many more simply 
as an English ‘gentleman’.

4 low-budget – non-commercial, 
(opposite of ‘blockbuster’)

5 yet – (in this case) however 
6 supporter – backer, fan 
7 a non-governmental organi-

zation that defends the rights 
of tribal peoples

8 asylum seeker – refugee 

9 to make trade fair (make-made-
made) – make commerce just 
and equitable

10 to lend (lend-lent-lent) – (in this 
case) provide 

11 to get involved (get-got-got) 
– participate 

12 owned by – the property of 
13 to launch – start, create
14 share – part, portion 
15 shares – stocks 

16 goods – products 
17 advice – recommendations 
18 writer-director of Love Actu-

ally (2003)
19 to attend – (false friend) partic-

ipate in 
20 aimed to persuade – have the 

intention of convincing
21 summit – meeting, conference 
22 to foster – foment, promote 
23 http://goo.gl/nTw0CM 

COLIN FIRTH
The Subversive 
Gentleman
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Missionary Zeal1

Colin’s determination to change the 
world is in his blood2. All four of his 
grandparents were missionaries but he 
says “they weren’t the sort of mission-
aries who went around converting the 
natives and bashing people over the 
head with3 Christianity”. His parents 
David and Shirley were born in India 
and both chose academic careers4. 
David joined the RAF as a student 
teacher later becoming a history lec-
turer5 and Shirley went on to become a 
university teacher having studied alter-
native comparative religions. 

The Boy with the Accent
Colin was the eldest of three, born in 
1960 in Grayshott, Hampshire. Within 
two weeks the family moved to Nigeria 
since6 his father got a four-year teaching 
post there. On their return to England 
Colin was sent to the local primary 
school in Essex where he missed his 
African freedom: “I didn’t take kindly 
to7 being sent to school, to this rather8 
cold place where you’re given lots of 
instructions and nobody loves you”. 
Moreover, Colin’s ‘African’ accent was a 
problem and he had to change his way 
of speaking completely. 

After four years in Essex, the family 
moved again to Hampshire where he had 
to change his accent again. In 1972, when 
Colin was 11, David accepted an exchange 
year, teaching at a college in St. Louis, Mis-
souri. It was tough9 for Colin since6 he 
was in a class with boys who would regu-
larly bring drugs to school; Colin was seen 
as an English geek10. Despite his unhappi-
ness – or perhaps because of his isolation 
– he was academically successful. He was 
lonely and spent a lot of time reading. This 
demoralizing period was punctuated11 by 
happy family holidays when Davis and 
Shirley took the children on long trips 
around the USA in an old Volkswagen 
camper van12.

In 1973 Colin’s family arrived back in 
Winchester and his new classmates at 
the local comprehensive13 immediately 
started to call him ‘the Yank’ because of 
the Missouri twang14 he had picked up15 
in the States. To make matters worse16, 
his parents didn’t let him watch commer-
cial television, only the BBC. As a result, he 
was excluded from playground17 conver-
sations on the more popular ITV shows.

1 zeal – fervour, enthusiasm 
2 to be in one’s blood – be 

inherited 
3 to bash sb. over the head 

with – impose 
4 career – professional trajectory 
5 lecturer – (false friend) teacher 

in higher education
6 since – given that, as, because 

7 to take kindly to (take-took-
taken) – like 

8 rather – somewhat, quite, 
surprisingly 

9 tough – hard, difficult 
10 geek – unfashionable and 

socially inept person 
11 to punctuate – interrupt 
12 camper van –  

13 comprehensive (school) – 
(UK English) state secondary 
school that does not select its 

pupils on the basis of academic 
aptitude

14 twang – nasal accent 
15 to pick up – acquire 
16 to make matters worse – with 

the result that a bad situation 
becomes even worse 

17 playground (adj.) – during 
periods of recreation 

A Boy in 
Search of an 
Identity
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F ive-year-old Colin Firth was unimpressed with his 
cold, damp1 loveless Essex primary school. How-

ever, it didn’t take him too long to work out2 where he 
could get the love and attention he needed. He was cast 
as Jack Frost3 in the school pantomime4: “I was a hit5. 
I don’t know that I’ve been as much of a hit since, and 
I thought, “That is where the love and attention lies6.” 
Acting also helped him settle into7 school and fit in8 
with his classmates.

This precocious lesson was never forgotten though 
it lay dormant9 for almost10 a decade. At 14 he started 
drama classes with actress Freda Kelsall, a friend of Col-
in’s mother’s, and the teenager decided he would become 
an actor. 

At 15 Colin left the Winchester comprehensive11 with 
average12 O-Levels, unimpressed with the school system 
and leaving most of his teachers convinced that he 
would amount to nothing13 (“at most a shoe salesman”).

Colin went on to Barton Peveril College in Eastleigh 
to study for his English 
literature, religious stud-
ies and drama A-levels. 
At this local sixth-form 
college14 for the first time 
he discovered learning 
could be fun.

The Brit Pack15

With his faith in educa-
tion restored, Colin went 
on to the National Youth 
Theatre and Drama 
Centre London to com-
plete training as an actor. 

In these two centres he met many of the young talents 
who would soon become known – along with Firth – as 
the ‘Brit Pack’15: (Tim Roth, Gary Oldman, Rupert Everett, 
Miranda Richardson and Daniel Day Lewis).

Method Actor
In 1979 Colin had left home shortly before his 19th birth-
day and travelled to London. Although he made a lot of 
contacts at the National Youth Theatre, Colin’s time there 
was disappointing16. He got a job at the National Theatre 
but it was helping out in the wardrobe department17 
and making tea, so it didn’t further18 his acting ambi-
tions. As a result, he decided to start drama classes at the 
London School of Speech and Drama, which specialized 
in the Stanislavski method of acting.

1 damp – wet, rainy 
2 to work out – discover, 
determine 

3 a personification of winter 
4 pantomime – Christmas play 
5 hit – success, sensation 
6 to lie (lie-lay-lain) – be, reside 
7 to settle into – adapt to 
8 to fit in – have a better 

relationship with 
9 to lie dormant (lie-lay-lain) – be 
latent 

10 almost – nearly, just under 
11 comprehensive (school) – 

(UK English) state secondary 
school that does not select its 
pupils on the basis of academic 
aptitude

12 average – mediocre 
13 to amount to nothing – be 

unsuccessful in life 
14 sixth-form college – (UK 

English) educational institution 
in which students aged 16 to 19 
study for A-Levels 

15 wordplay on ‘the Brat Pack’ 
(= a group of young US actors 

in the 1980s)
16 disappointing – frustrating, 

unsatisfactory 
17 wardrobe department – sec-

tion of a theatre company that 
is responsible for costumes 

18 to further – advance, help  

Where the 
Love Lies
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The Feud1

It was while playing Hamlet in the Drama Centre’s end-of-
year production that Firth was spotted2 by playwright3 
Julian Mitchell, who cast Colin as the gay, public-school 
boy, Guy Bennett, in his 1983 West End production of 
‘Another Country’. 

When Another Country was made into a film in 
1984, Firth made his screen4 debut. However, his stage 
role5 as Guy Bennett was given to Rupert Everett, while 
Colin played Tommy Judd, Guy’s (straight6) communist 
school friend. Everett was no doubt insecure playing 
opposite someone who knew his role better than he did 
and he channelled7 his insecurity by being constantly 
obnoxious8 to Firth. This was the start of a longstanding 
public feud1 between Firth and Everett. Almost 20 years 
passed before they were able to work together again – in 
The Importance of Being Earnest (2002) – and a full 
reconciliation only came in St Trinian’s (2007), which 
included a couple of joking references to Another Coun-
try. Indeed9, in a scene near the end of St. Trinian’s the 
two actors end up in bed together and their rapproche-
ment10 was sealed11 with a kiss.

Colin’s Coronation
There is an inner12 sense of honorability and decency 
in Colin as a human being. He could never understand 
how the character of Mr. Darcy – a Byronic hero13 as 
far removed from14 his own personality as he could 
imagine – could have brought him such huge15 success. 
The BBC TV series Pride and Prejudice (1995) gave him 
such popularity among British women that – years later 
– Helen Fielding, the author of Bridget Jones’s Diary wrote 

the character Mark Darcy based specifically on Colin’s 
BBC performance. She was ecstatic when he reluctantly 
decided to play the role (‘again’) in the film version. In 
Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001) Colin conquered Ameri-
can women’s hearts, too. An independent critic Laura 
Tennant said “Firth might as well have “good husband 
material” tattooed across his forehead16, but despite this, 
or perhaps because of it, he makes a devastatingly sexy 
Darcy; and ladies, I mean devastating”.  

It took Colin 15 years to escape from the Darcy 
pigeonhole17 but his sublime performance in The King’s 
Speech (2010) won him the Best Actor Oscar and finally 
proved that he had found his own voice.

Further reading: Colin Firth: The Biography 
by Alison Maloney

1 feud – prolonged dispute, long-
term animosity 

2 to spot sb. – notice sb., identify 
sb.

3 playwright – dramatist 
4 screen – (in this case) cinema 
5 stage role – theatrical part 
6 straight – heterosexual 

7 to channel sth. – vent, express
8 obnoxious – extremely 
unpleasant 

9 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
10 rapprochement – détente, 

reconciliation 
11 to seal – formalize 
12 inner – internal, interior 

13 Byronic hero – lonely, 
mysterious, arrogant, 
humourless, anti-social 
but magnetically attractive 
character 

14 as far removed from – as 
different from 

15 huge – enormous, great  

16 forehead – brow, the part of 
the face above one’s eyes and 
below one’s hairline 

17 pigeonhole – categorization, 
restrictive type 

From Prince 
Hamlet to 
Prince Bertie
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F ollowing the abdications of first the 
Pope and then King Juan Carlos of 

Spain, Queen Elizabeth II must be feel-
ing the pressure. One can almost imagine 
the scene: it is early morning in Bucking-
ham Palace and the royal family is seated 
around the breakfast table for a traditional 
English breakfast1 . Prince William helps 
himself to a refreshing tea as he butters2 
his scone3 and tops it with4 delicious jam5. Duchess Kate 
is by his side and passes warm crumpets6 to Queen Eliz-
abeth. The subject7: the abdication of King Juan Carlos. 
The Queen bites into8 her scone3, which is covered in 
a generous dollop9 of clotted cream10, and confidently 
announces that it is her duty11 to go on12 for as long as she 
can. Abdication is what put her reluctant13 father14 on 
the throne15, so naturally the ‘A-word’16 is quite unpopu-
lar within17 the Queen’s household18. 

In September 2015, she will overtake19 her great 
grandmother, Queen Victoria, to become the longest 
reigning English monarch ever. 

Chicken for Charles
Victoria’s son Albert Edward only became king (as 
Edward VII) as an old man and Charles looks destined 
for the same fate20 – if he ever does become king. He may 

get some consolation from Britain’s crowning21 food of 
choice: coronation chicken. This is cold chicken in a cold 
curry sauce22 accompanied by salad or rice and peas23. 
The dish was invented in 1953 for Queen Elizabeth’s cor-
onation. It may sound distinctly unappetizing24 – British 
food was rather25 uninspired in the 1950s – but the big 
advantage of the dish was that it would avoid the need 
to cook26 on the day. The chicken curry and salad combi-
nation does, in fact, make27 a nice sandwich filling28.

>>  For more on British food visit: www.bestofbritain.es

1 notice that a tea, bread and 
butter breakfast is much 
more tradi-
tional than 
a ‘bacon-and-
eggs’ fry-up 

– whatever 
hotels tell you

2 to butter – cover in butter 
3 scone (UK English) – biscuit (US 
English), bread-like cake

4 to top A with B – cover A with B, 
put B on top of A

5 jam (UK English) – jelly (US 
English), fruit preserve 

6 crumpet /ˡkrʌmpit/ –  
7 subject – (in this case) 
theme for debate, topic of 

conversation 
8 to bite into (bite-bit-bitten) – 
start to eat 

9 dollop – blob, big formless 
mass

10 clotted cream – thick cream in 
coagulated lumps

11 duty – responsibility, obligation 
12 to go on (go-went-gone) – con-

tinue, endure  
13 reluctant – unwilling, disin-

clined, unenthusiastic

14 George VI, the central char-
acter in The King’s Speech 
(2010) starring Colin Firth 

15 to put sb. on the throne (put-
put-put) – make sb. monarch 

16 A-word – (in this case) abdi-
cation. We use the structure 

‘the initial-word’ to refer to 
an unmentionable matter 

17 within – in 
18 household – family unit 

(including servants and 
employees)

19 to overtake (-take/-took/-
taken) – surpass, exceed 

20 fate – destiny, (in this case) 
situation 

21 crowning – coronation, 

enthronement 
22 sauce – (false friend) liquid 

condiment added to food to 
moisten it (= make it less dry) 
and give it flavour 

23 peas – 
24 unappetizing 
– unattractive, 
unpalatable 

25 rather – quite, somewhat, 
surprisingly 

26 avoid the need to cook – not 
require cooking

27 does make – (emphatic) 
makes 

28 sandwich filling – combi-
nation of ingredients to fill a 
sandwich

Coronation 
Chicken
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English in 
Context

O ne of my ‘treasures’ is Past Worlds: The Times Atlas 
of Archaeology. It is a substantial book weighing in 

at 2.5kg with 319 A3-pages – it could easily be converted 
into a shield1! Past Worlds was published in 1988. In 
archaeological terms 25 years is an insignificantly small 
period of time. Unfortunately, as regards2 the technology 
of archaeology that quarter of a century has transformed 
the science. My precious tome needs a serious update.

The Science of Ancient Rubbish
Archaeology has been described as ‘the science of 
ancient rubbish’3. This somewhat dismissive4 epithet 
has the virtue that it focuses on stuff5 that has been 
discarded or lost. More respectfully we can say that 

archaeology is interested in material culture: structures 
and artefacts. Increasingly, we can enhance6 the picture 
of how people lived with ecofacts7. 

First Find a Site: Remote Sensing
Archaeologists have several ways of prospecting for 
potentially interesting sites8. The most obvious is aerial 
photography. When the sun is low in the sky it may be 
possible to see subtle contours in the landscape. Sub-
structures can also affect the growth of vegetation for 
example creating crop9 marks. Thermal imaging can 
also reveal substructures since stone cools more slowly 
that soil10. This is similar to false-colour satellite 
imagery11. 

Once a possible site has been found, it can be sur-
veyed12 using both low-tech and high-tech methods. 
Fieldwalking involves13 a trained14 team crossing and 
re-crossing an area looking for surface clues15. Once a 
prospective site has been located, ground-penetrating 
radar16 and resistivity surveying17 can be used to try to 
work out18 what is underground and where to excavate.

1 shield –  
2 as regards – in 

terms of, in relation 
to 

3 rubbish – garbage, 
waste, trash 

4 dismissive 
– disdainful 

5 stuff – (informal) objects, 
possessions 

6 to enhance – elaborate, 
improve 

7 ecofacts – environmental 
information directly related to 
human activities

8 site – location, area
9 crop – (in this case) field (used 

for growing cereals)
10 soil – earth (UK English), dirt 

(US English) 

11 false-colour satellite 
imagery – very high-altitude 
infrared photography that 
measures differences in the 
reflected heat of the earth

12 to survey – examine, study 
13 to involve – (in this case) 

mean, be 
14 trained – qualified, expert 
15 clue – indication 

16 ground-penetrating radar – 
machine that produces pulses 
of electromagnetic energy to 
create a 3D image of what is 
underground

17 resistivity surveying – 
passing an electrical current 
between two wires inserted 
into the ground

18 to work out – determine 

The Language
of Archaeology
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English in 
Context

Relative Age
The most basic principle of excavation is that soil1 accu-
mulates in layers2, so stuff3 in the same layer is likely 
to4 be of a similar age. This isn’t always true; some ani-
mals – such as hyenas – tend to dig5 a lot in and around 
their dens6, but it’s a good rule of thumb7. The care-
ful registering of what is found in each layer is called 
stratigraphy. 

Stratigraphy is very useful for determining relative 
age but it doesn’t tell us anything about absolute age 
unless one of the objects in the layer can be dated with 
some precision. 

Absolute Age
Fortunately, modern science has a range8 of dating 
tools9. Dendrochronology is the analysis of tree rings. 
The yearly growth of a tree is affected by climate and 
other factors. Trees in the same region will therefore 
exhibit a similar pattern10 of rings over a series of years. 
These patterns can then be sequenced with older and 
younger trees to make a record which in some cases 
stretches back 11,000 years11. 

Thermoluminescence dating is used to date pot-
tery12. When ceramics are heated above 500ºC – part 
of the process of firing pots13 – this ‘resets’ the clay14’s 
radioactive clock. As a result, it is possible to measure 
when pottery was made. In theory thermoluminescence 
can date ceramics that are 50,000 years old but cur-
rent evidence suggests that pottery was only invented 
30,000 years ago.

The most famous measure of age is radiocarbon 
dating15 (a.k.a.16 carbon dating) which takes advantage 
of the fact that radiocarbon – a radioactive isotope of 
carbon – declines at a known rate after an organism has 
died. Carbon dating can be used for organic materials 
and can date them to about 60,000 years ago. 

The downside17 of carbon dating is that it needs a 
relatively large18 sample of the organic material, which 
is destroyed in the dating process. A better means of19 
counting the carbon-14 atoms is accelerator mass 
spectrometry (AMS). This is less destructive as it needs 
only a minute20 sample of carbon. AMS can date organic 
material to around 80,000 years ago.

Archaeomagnetism uses changes in the earth’s 
magnetic field to date objects back millions of years. 

There are many other dating methods21, which in 
combination can be used to form an accurate22 pic-
ture of the relative and absolute ages of artefacts at a 
specific site23.

1 soil – earth (UK English), dirt (US 
English)

2 layer – stratum (plural ‘strata’)
3 stuff – (informal) objects 
4 is likely to – will probably 
5 to dig (dig-dug-dug) –  

6 den – lair, home 
7 rule of thumb – very practical 

(but not always precise) guide
8 range – variety 
9 dating tool – instrument or 

method for determining how 
old sth. is 

10 pattern – design, sequence, 
configuration 

11 to stretch back 11,000 years 
– extend 11,000 years into the 

past 
12 pottery – ceramic objects 
13 pot – (in this case) ceramic 

container 
14 clay – type of earth used to 

make pottery12

15 radiocarbon dating – the 
measurement of the decay 
of the isotope carbon-
14 (= radiocarbon)

16 a.k.a. – also known as 

17 downside – drawback, 
disadvantage 

18 large – (false friend) big 
19 means of – way of, method of 
20 minute /mai’nju:t/ – very small 
21 see http://goo.gl/3351TY for 

a summary 
22 accurate – precise and realistic 
23 site – location, area

Dating 
Artefacts
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False Friends

>>  barrow
In everyday English this means:
a. a two-wheeled handcart1 used 
especially by street vendors
b. a wheelbarrow2

However, in archaeology it refers to 
an ancient burial mound3.

>>  BP
In everyday English this is the initial-
ism for British Petroleum. However, 
in archaeology this initialism means 
‘before the present’. Bizarrely, ‘the pres-
ent’ is defined in archaeology as 19504!

>>  chopper
This is an informal everyday word for 
a helicopter. However, in archaeology 
it is a heavy unifacial5 stone tool6 
for chopping7.

>>  henge
In archaeology a henge is a circu-
lar ditched8 enclosure9. Many 
such ‘henges’, do of course con-
tain10 stone circles. Notice the name 
‘Stonehenge’ is a misnomer11 – it is a 
henge with standing stones.

>>  Panini
This is a widely12 used word in coffee 
shops for Italian toasted sandwiches. 
However, in archaeology it refers 
to the tribe of chimpanzees and 
bonobos. 

>>  slag
In everyday English this is an offen-
sive informal countable noun mean-
ing a promiscuous woman. In archae-
ology it is an uncountable noun refer-
ring to the stony13 waste14 separated 
from metal during smelting15.

>>  tell
In poker this is an involuntary action 
that reveals one’s true reaction. How-
ever, in archaeology it is an artificial 
mound16 formed by the accumulated 
remains17 of ancient settlements18.

>>  tribe
In everyday English (and anthropol-
ogy) this refers to a small primitive 
community. However, in taxonomy19 
it is a taxonomic rank20 between 
‘family’ and ‘genus’. For instance21, 
our family is Hominidae, our tribe is 
Hominini, our genus is Homo and 
our species is Homo sapiens (and our 
subspecies Homo sapiens sapiens).

1 handcart – 
2 wheelbarrow –  
3 burial mound 
– tumulus 

4 the year the term 
was invented 

5 unifacial – back-bladed, 
with only one cutting edge

6 tool – utensil, implement 

7 to chop – cut by impact (e.g. with an axe)
8 ditched – surrounded (= encircled) by a 

ditch (= trench, channel)
9 enclosure – special area, compound
10 do contain – (emphatic) contain 
11 misnomer – name that is not logically 

correct 
12 widely – extensively 
13 stony (adj.) – rocky 

14 waste – detritus, debris 
15 smelting – extraction of metal from rock 

using heat
16 mound – hill, accumulation 
17 remains – detritus, debris 
18 settlement – (in this case) town or village 
19 taxonomy – the classification of organisms 
20 rank – level 
21 for instance – for example 

Archaeological 
False Friends
Archaeologists use a series of 
words differently from those English 
speakers who live in the present.
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Pronunciation

Homophones
You can learn how to pronounce some of these difficult 
words through their homophones: 

Term Homophone

adze2 /ædz/ ads3

awl4 /ɔ:l/ all

bier5 /biər/ beer

cache6 /kæʃ/ cash

cella7 /’selə/ cellar8,9 seller10,9

frieze11 /fri:z/ freeze

hoard12 /hɔ:rd/ horde

knapping13 /ˈnæpiŋ/ napping14

torc15 /tɔ:rk/ torque16, talk9

urn17 earn

ware18 /weər/ where, wear

wattle19* /’wotəl/ what’ll

* ‘Wattle’ is usually referred to in the expression ‘wattle 
and daub’20 /dɔ:b/. 

A Few More Pronunciation Pitfalls
You just have to learn the pronunciation of:
>>  burial21 /ˈberiəl/
>>  hieroglyphs /ˈhairəˌglifs/
>>  papyrus /pəˈpairəs/

1 wordplay on ‘all talk and no 
trousers’ (= impressive but 
empty declarations)

2 adze – 
3 ads – advertisements, 
publicity 

4 awl – handheld tool 
(= utensil) with a 
strong sharp point for 
perforating 

5 bier – movable 
wooden platform on 
which a cadaver is 
transported to a burial place

6 cache – collection of objects 
that were intentionally buried

7 cella – inner sanctum of a 
temple 

8 cellar – underground room 
9 UK pronunciation 
10 seller – sb. who sells, vendor 
11 frieze – band of decoration on 

a wall, which may be painted 
or in bas-relief

12 hoard – deposit of objects 
buried in the ground for 

subsequent recovery or as a 
symbolic act

13 knapping – technique for 
making stone tools and weap-
ons by striking flakes from a 
core with a stone instrument

14 napping – taking a siesta 
15 torc – bronze or gold neck-ring, 

often spirally-twisted

16 torque – (mechanics) force 
that causes rotation 

17 urn – vase with a lid, especially 
one used for storing the ashes 
of a cremated person

18 ware – types of ceramics 
19 wattle – interwoven hazel 

rods
20 wattle and daub –  see photo
21 burial – interment, inhuma-

tion, (ceremonial) act of put-
ting a cadaver underground 

Awl, Torc & 
No Trousers1: 
Pronouncing 
the Past
Archaeology uses a dozen 
or so words that can create 
pronunciation problems.

6
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US vs UK

T he traditional spelling of the study of our material 
past is ‘archaeology’. However, in 1890 the US Gov-

ernment Printing Office decided to save money by elim-
inating the letter ‘æ’ and replacing it with a simple ‘e’. As 
a result the spelling ‘archeology’ was born. From then 
on1 both spellings existed in the USA. There has even 
been the suggestion that ‘archaeology’ implied a classi-
cal, humanist-based approach2, while ‘archeology’ sug-
gested a modern anthropological, social-science-oriented 
approach. This distinction does not stand up to3 analy-
sis. Anyway, while ‘archeology’4 is more frequently used, 
notice the spelling of the US Archaeological Resources5 
Protection Act6 of 1979 and The Society for American 
Archaeology. British English uses ‘archaeology’, ‘archaeo-
logical’ and ‘archaeologist’.

There is a similar story of palaeo- vs. paleo- (e.g. UK 
‘palaeontology’, US paleontology’). However, the cave-
man7 food favoured8 by people like Miley Cyrus (see 
p. 38) tends to be spelt ‘paleo diet’ in both the USA 
and Britain. 

Other Spelling Differences
Here are some more US-UK spelling differences:

US UK Pronunciation

amphitheater amphitheatre /ˈæmfiθiətər/

artifact artefact /ˈa:tifækt/

ax axe /æks/

catalog catalogue /ˈkætəlog/

jewelry jewellery /ˈʤu:ləri/

medieval mediaeval /meˈdi:vəl/

sepulcher sepulchre /ˈsepəlkər/

Sherds and Shards
Archaeology texts may refer to ‘shards’9 /ʃa:rdz/ and 
‘sherds’ /ʃɜ:rdz/. Etymologically, these are just two spell-
ings (and pronunciations) of the same word. However, 
increasingly ‘sherd’ is used as an abbreviation of ‘pot-
sherd’10, making it a more specific term. This is not a dif-
ference between US and British English.

1 from then on – after that 
2 approach – methodology 
3 to stand up to (stand-stood-
stood) –resist 

4 + ‘archeological’ and 

‘archeologist’
5 resources – assets, reserves 
6 act – (in this case) law 
7 caveman – troglodyte 
8 to favour – prefer 

9 shard – piece of broken ceramic 
or glass with sharp (= cutting or 
pointed) edges

10 potsherd – piece of broken 
ceramic with sharp (= cutting or 

pointed) edges from an archae-
ological context

Spelling out 
the Past
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Translation

ERROR DETECTIVES
Spelling on Signs

What’s wrong with these signs?

5. A sign in the UK.

Answers on p. 86

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. A sign in an Anglo university!
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Grammar
Focus

T his article aims to1 clarify the 
differences between the vari-

ous tenses used2 to talk about the 
past in English by comparing them. 
It is not suitable3 as an introduc-
tion to the past but rather4 should 
be used as an overview when all 
(or most) of the tenses have been 
learned independently.

1. Past Simple vs. 
Present Perfect Simple

The past simple5 (-ed, did) 
refers to past time and there 
is no association with the pres-
ent. Usually ‘when’ is import-
ant in a past simple sentence. 
Either we say explicitly when or 
we assume6 the other person 
knows when.

Tense markers7 include: yes-
terday, ago, last (week/month/
year etc.), in (2012), at (12 
o’clock), then, when, once, on 
(Monday), etc.

The present perfect tense 
(have/has done) always tells 
you sth. about now. If we 
explicitly say when sth. hap-
pened, we cannot use the pres-
ent perfect.

A good way to test if the 
present perfect simple should 

be used is to ask yourself if you can 
make a corresponding sentence in 
the present simple.

It is useful to consider the present 
perfect as a ‘bridge’ tense which con-
nects past events/actions with pres-
ent result, or suggests that sth. has 
happened until the present (and may 
continue or not).

Tense markers include: for, already, 
yet, still, always, never, ever, lately8, 
recently, today, this week/month/
year, so far9, up to now. 

The two tenses can often be used 
to describe the same event, but the 
focus is different:
-  I’ve lost my mobile phone.  (= I don’t 

have my mobile phone now so I 
can’t tell you her phone number).

-  I lost my mobile phone last night 
(= it was last night when I lost my 
mobile phone, so I didn’t leave it on 
the bus this morning. The speaker 
may even have found it again).

News is usually presented in the 
present perfect. After that, the details 
(when? where? why? how?) are given 
in the past simple:

-  The former10 Prime Minister 
has been assassinated. 
She was killed in front of 
her home by a gunman 
at 10:00 last night.

Just to confuse things, the Brit-
ish and Americans use these 
tenses differently when refer-
ring to something that hap-
pened very recently.  In UK 
English we say ‘have just done’ 
while in US English they say 
‘just did’:
-  Kevin has just left. 
(UK English)

-  Madison just left. (US English)

Combinations: the present 
perfect simple and the past 
simple are never used together 
in the same sentence.

1 to aim to – intend to, will try to 
2 used – (in this case) that are used (= utilized)
3 suitable – apt, appropriate 
4 but rather – (in this case) by contrast it 

5 a.k.a. ‘the simple past’ and ‘the preterite’
6 to assume – (false friend) presume, 

suppose
7 tense marker – word or phrase which 

suggests the use of a specific tense
8 lately – recently 
9 so far – up until now 
10 former – ex- 

Combining & 
Contrasting 
Past Tenses
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Focus

2. Present Perfect Simple 
vs. Present Perfect 
Continuous1        

The present perfect simple focuses 
on the (present) result of an action.

Tense markers include: How 
much...? How many....? and numbers 
(e.g. 100 miles, 18 cigarettes, etc.), 
always, ever.

The present perfect continuous 
(‘have/has been doing’) focuses on 
the activity and the result of the 
activity. Whether2 it is completed or 
not is not important.

The present perfect continuous 
often refers to activities which have 
recently finished.

Tense markers include: How long...?

-  I have been driving all day. I have 
driven 300 km.

-  He’s been cleaning the windows 
(and his clothes are dirty)

-  He’s cleaned the windows. (= the 
windows are now clean)

Combinations: these two tenses 
are not used together in the 
same sentence.

3. Past simple vs. Past 
Continuous

The past continuous (was/were 
doing) is a dependent  tense. It usu-
ally refers to an action in progress 
at a particular moment or when 
something else occurred (in the 
past simple):
-  I cut my finger while I was prepar-

ing the food. (= I was preparing the 
food before I cut my finger, at the 
time I cut my finger and, probably, 
after cutting my finger).

However, it is possible to use 
two sentences in the past con-
tinuous together if two events 
which happened over a period of 
time coincided.
-  While I was cleaning the house she 

was enjoying herself in the pub!
The past continuous is used for tem-
porary situations. If a situation is 
more permanent, we use either the 
past simple or ‘used to’.

The past continuous is not used 
for talking about habits. For habits 
we use either the past simple or 
used to.

Combination: as we have 
seen, these tenses regularly 
appear together:
-  They were laughing so loudly that 

they didn’t hear the telephone.
-  I caught a taxi because I was run-

ning late3.
-  She read his letter on the Tube as 

she was coming into the city centre. 

The two tenses combine naturally in 
narrative. The past simple tells you 
what happened; the past continuous 
gives background4 information:
-  A gentle wind was blowing causing the 

leaves5 on the tree to rustle6 quietly. 
The guard was dozing7 in his sentry 
box8, lulled9 by the chirping10 of a 
dozen little birds. Suddenly, there was 
a low rumbling11 and the ground12 
began to shake13. Over the crest of the 
hill a column of enemy tanks appeared 
one after the other...

1 Remember that the continuous tenses 
are not used with ‘stative verbs’ (e.g. like, 
hate, prefer, want, satisfy, believe, know, 
realize, remember, understand, hear, 
taste, smell, weigh, belong to, consist of, 
contain, depend on, involve, lack, pos-
sess, appear and seem)

2 whether – ‘if’ (though ‘if’ is not used before 

‘or’)
3 to be running late – be late, be behind 
schedule 

4 background (adj.) – contextual, situational 
5 leaves – foliage 
6 to rustle – make a soft noise (like paper)
7 to doze – be half-asleep, slumber 
8 sentry box –  

9 to lull – calm and send to sleep 
10 chirping – tweeting, noise of 

small birds
11 rumbling – thundering, 

reverberation 
12 ground – terrain 
13 to shake (shake-shook-

shaken) – tremble 

Past Contrast: 
Simple or Continuous
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He had already worked as a model when he 
started his career in music.

We had only just 
arrived on the beach 
when a huge wave 
crashed in and 
soaked us.
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4. Past Simple vs. 
Past Perfect Simple 

The past perfect tense (had done) 
tells you that one thing in the past 
happened before another thing in the 
past. If we list events in chronological 
order we usually use the past simple. 
The past perfect simple is used to 
clarify the sequence of events when 
we break the chronological order.

Tense markers include: already, 
before, when, how many times...?, 
just.
-  When he arrived at the cinema his 

girlfriend had already left.

Combinations: as we have seen, 

these two tenses combine naturally:
-  I arrived last night. You didn’t see 

me because you had already gone 
to bed. 

-  He came through2 to chat as soon 
as he had finished making the coffee.

-  By midnight she had finished her 
work, fed3 the cats and tidied up, so 
she went to bed.

-  I had only just finished the article 
when he called asking why it4 was late.

5. Past Perfect Simple vs. 
Past Perfect Continuous

The past perfect continuous has 
the same relationship to the past 
perfect simple as the present per-
fect continuous does to the present 

perfect simple.
The past perfect continuous (had 

been doing) is used to talk about 
an activity which took a certain 
period of time before something 
else happened.

The important thing is not the 
result but the activity. We are inter-
ested in the continuity or duration of 
the activity or situation.

Tense markers include: How long...?
-  Tony looked tired. He had been 

working all day. He had written 
three chapters of his novel.

Combinations: the past perfect 
simple and past perfect continuous 
cannot appear together in the same 
sentence. The past perfect contin-
uous combines naturally with the 
past simple:
-  This had been going on5 for 

months, so we finally called 
the police.

-  When she finally arrived I had been 
waiting for nearly6 an hour.

1 you find the present tense – (wordplay) a. 
there is the present tense; b. the present is 
tense (= stressful)

2 to come through (come-came-come) – 
enter the room from the kitchen 

3 to feed (feed-fed-fed) – give food to 

4 it – (in this case) the article 
5 to be going on – be happening 
6 nearly – almost, just under 

Past Perfect 
Contrasts & 
Combinations
Nostalgia is like a grammar lesson; you find 
the present tense1, but the past perfect.
HISTORIAN OWENS POMEROY
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6. Past Simple vs. 
Past of Intention

The past of intention (‘was/were 
going to’) expresses what someone 
planned or intended to1 do in the 
past. Usually this plan was never ful-
filled2 because something convinced 
the person to do something else.
-  I was going to fly to New York but 

after the accident I decided to go 
by train.

Combinations: the past of inten-
tion can combine with the past 
simple, the present simple or the 
future simple.

7. Past Simple vs. Used to
‘Used to’ (negative, ‘didn’t use to’) 
emphasizes that something hap-
pened regularly over a period of time 
but does not happen now. 
-  I used to smoke when I was 

younger (but I don’t any more).
‘Used to’ cannot be used to say how 
often sth. happened.
-  We went to Africa three times in 

my childhood. (not ‘we used to go... 
three times...’)

‘Used to’ cannot be used with spe-
cific time periods (e.g. ‘for five years’):
-  The English controlled parts of 

France for over four centuries. (not 
used to control...”).

Combinations: As the first exam-
ple shows, ‘used to’ can combine 
with the past simple and the present 
simple. ‘Used to’ can also combine 
with the past perfect:
-  I used to follow a ‘paleo diet’ 

because I had heard that it 
was healthier.

8. Used to vs. Would
‘Would’ can be used to talk about 
past routine. With ‘would’ we have 
to mention a specific time (if not, it 
sounds like a conditional). ‘Used to’ 
is used to talk about past routine, 
discontinued habits and past states. 
‘Used to’ is much more common 
in modern English. If in doubt, use 
‘used to’:
-  I used to go jogging3 every morning.
-  I would go jogging every morning 

when I lived in New York.
-  I used to have a dog (not ‘would’).
-  There used to be a post office 

on the corner of that street. 
(not ‘would’)

-  He used to be handsome but now 
he’s fat and bald4!

-  The Crimea used to be part of 
The Ukraine.

Combinations: As the examples 
show, ‘used to’ and ‘would’ are fre-
quently used with the past simple.  
-  When I was a child, we would enter-

tain ourselves without needing an 
adult to tell us what to do. 

They can combine with the past con-
tinuous too:
-  He would never tell anybody where 
he was going.
They can also be combined with 
each other:
-  When I was a child we used to 

walk to the village every morning 
and the local5 dairy6 would sell us 
fresh milk.

1 to intend to (+ infinitive)  – (have the inten-
tion of (+ -ing)

2 to fulfil (UK English) – fulfill (US English), do, 
undertake, perform, carry out

3 to go jogging (go-went-
gone) – 

4 bald /bɔ:ld/ – with no hair 
on top of one’s head 

5 local – neighbouring, near-by
6 dairy – place where milk is extracted from 
cows

More Past Contrasts 
& Combinations

26
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Front-Line French
In 1914 Britain, a nation famous for its capacity to 
learn foreign languages, sent millions of young men 
to France on an unorthodox language-exchange pro-
gramme. The French resolutely learned no English from 
this scheme1. The British, however, adopted and even 
‘improved’ the language of their hosts2. This is the story 
of ‘trench French’3.

Imposing English Morphology
The monolingual British soldiers encountered4 French 
mainly5 as a spoken – rather than6 a written – language. 
They heard a stream7 of sounds that they could not con-
nect to any obvious meaning. As a result, a process of 
‘reinterpretation’ (i.e. perversion) of the sounds began so 
that phrases could be remembered in English morpholog-
ical terms. 

“The Tooter the 
Sweeter”
Perhaps the most famous 
example of “Tommies’ 
French” is ‘toot8 sweet’. This 
is a corruption of tout de 
suite! (= at once, quickly). An 
extended version was ‘Alley9 
toot sweet’ from allez tout 
de suite! (= go away!, clear 
off!). A famous Punch10 car-
toon of 1917 had a Tommy11 
shooing away12 a group of 
inquisitive French children 
saying, “Nah13 then, alley 
toot sweet, an’14 the tooter 
the sweeter15!”

First Contact
The British soldier’s first conversation in French probably 
involved16 a local asking Parlez-vous français?. This first 
moment of incomprehension led to17 a noun and a verb: 
‘a parley-voo’ came to mean ‘a Frenchman’ and ‘to par-
ley-voo’ meant ‘to speak French’. A popular First World 
War Song said, “Over the top18 with the best of luck 
– Parley-voo!”

As Every Monoglot Knows
Tommy Atkins11 knew, as all good monoglots19 know, 
that if you spoke loudly enough and slowly enough to 
Johnny Foreigner20 he would understand you if he 
made a little effort. To make things even easier for the 
French speaker, Tommy would end his English sentence 
with ‘comprey?’. This was the British rendition21 of com-
prenez? (= [do you] understand?)

1 scheme – programme, project 
2 one’s host – sb. who invites one 
as a guest

3 also known as ‘front-line 
French’ or “Tommies’11 
French”

4 to encounter – (in this case) 
experience 

5 mainly – primarily 
6 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 
7 stream – series, sequence 
8 toot – sound like a trumpet 
9 alley – passageway, backstreet
10 a well-known satirical 

magazine 
11 Tommy (Atkins) – personifica-

tion of the typical British soldier 
in World War One

12 to shoo away – make sb. go 

away 
13 nah – (slang) now 
14 an’ – (slang) and 
15 the tooter the sweeter – (in 

this case) the faster the sweeter 
(i.e. better)

16 involved – (in this case) 
occurred with 

17 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 
in 

18 to go over the top (go-went-
gone) – leave of the relative 
protection of the trench and 
attack the enemy

19 monoglot – sb. who can speak 
only one language

20 Johnny Foreigner – anybody 
who is not British

21 rendition – version 

Trench French

2
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Slang

A nother classic example of front-line French is ‘san 
fairy Ann!’, which is what the Tommies1 heard 

when the French said ça ne fait rien (= it makes no 
odds2). The phrase was even sometimes distorted into 
‘aunt Mary Ann’.

Then there was ‘Come on tally plonk3?’, which meant 
‘How are you?’, “What’s up?”, from comment allez-vous?).

Finally, ‘napoo’ meant ‘finished’, ‘empty’, ‘gone’, 
non-existent’, ‘dead’, “it’s no use arguing4 any longer” or 
even “(it’s) no good”. It comes from the British reinterpre-
tation of il n’y en a plus (= there is none left). The word 
was even turned into5 a verb: to be napoo’d (= be killed 
in action):
- Atkins was napoo’d by a whiz-bang6 this morning.

Proper Names7

Many local toponyms were impossible for the Anglos 
in France. The most famous name change was Ypres8 
being converted into ‘Wipers’ / ˈwaipəz/. The third 
great confrontation at Ypres is normally referred to as 

the Battle of Passchendaele. This is pronounced ‘pas-
sion-dale’ in English, distinct from both the French and 
the Dutch pronunciation!

There was less excuse for changing Bois d’Elville 
(where battles were fought9 in 1916 and 1918) to 
“Devil’s Wood”.

After the War
The lives of British and French soldiers and French civil-
ians were on hold10 until the conflict came to an end. 
Many wartime conversations about that dreamed-of 
moment would begin ‘Apree ler gare finne’. This meant 
‘after the war’, ‘when the war is over’11 – from après la 
guerre finie (though more correctly it should be après 
que la guerre sera finie). 

For better or worse much of these ‘Trench French’ 
expressions did not survive the end of the war. They 
emerged in a specific context and were not generally 
taken home where people did not want to be reminded 
of12 that context. 

An exception that proves the rule is ‘wulla’. The cor-
rect French term – voilà (= there you are) – continued to 
be used in rather13 pompous British circles but the ‘wulla’ 
spelling disappeared for 90 years. However, it has been 
recently resurrected as ‘Wuala’ the name of a cloud-stor-
age14 service (similar to ‘DropBox’, ‘Google Drive’ or Mic-
rosoft’s ‘One Drive’).

1 Tommy (Atkins) – personifica-
tion of the typical British soldier 
in World War One

2 it makes no odds – it doesn’t 
matter

3 plonk – inferior wine. Probably 
a corruption of vin blanc

4 to argue – disagree 

5 to turn sth. into – convert sth. 
into 

6 whiz-bang – (WW1 slang) 
small-calibre high-velocity 
projectile 

7 proper name – name of a 
person or place (in contrast to a 
‘common noun’)

8 where important battles 
were fought in 1914 and 1915

9 to fight a battle (fight-fought-
fought) – wage a battle 

10 to be on hold – be in a state of 
suspense, be on ‘pause’

11 to be over – have finished
12 to be reminded of – cause sb. 

to remember 
13 rather – quite, somewhat 
14 cloud-storage (adj.) – relating 

to a way of storing digital data 
on the internet (as opposed to 
on one’s hard drive)

More Front-line 
French

2
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Quotations

We’ll/They’ll be Home by Christmas
The naïve optimism at the beginning of the war can be 
summed up1 in this phrase. The populace2 trusted 
in3 a quick war. Military strategists, however, were well 
aware4 that the war would last5 a long time. Similarly, 
Kaiser Wilhelm told his troops6 in August 1914, “You will 
be home before the leaves7 have fallen from the trees”.

We’re Here Because We’re 
Here Because We’re Here
This famous line from a WW1 song reflects the trapped8 
futility9 felt by the soldiers in the trenches10. Folk-
singer Ian McCalman, who has made a CD of First World 
War songs, comments, “there were very few songs with 
any animosity towards the Germans. [...] The wrath11 
of the soldiers was directed at their own 
Command12.”

Lions Led13 by Donkeys
The incompetence of the British generals was 
proverbial14 during and after the war and 
this phrase has come to encapsulate the idea 
of brave15 men receiving orders from fools16. 
However, the phrase dates back to the 1870s. 
In fact, a higher percentage of generals were 
killed in the First World War than in previous 
wars because they tended to visit the front line 
every day to see the situation for themselves. 
55 French generals, 71 German generals and 78 
British generals were killed during the war.

The War to End (all) Wars
This naïvely optimistic term for the Great War was 
briefly17 popular at the beginning of the conflict. Popular 
opinion demanded that the Great War should serve a pur-
pose and it was soon being called ‘the war to end wars’. 
The phrase probably came from the title of H.G. Wells’s 
book, The War That Will End War (1914) written before 
the start of the conflict. However, in 1916 Prime Minister 
David Lloyd George commented cynically, “This war, like 
the next one, is a war to end wars”.

Dulce Et Decorum Est 
(Pro Patria Mori)
This line18 from Horace’s Odes 
was taken by Wilfred Owen as the 
title of his most famous and most 
bitterly19 anti-war poem, the 
most famous piece of literature to 
be produced by the war. Owen’s 
irony in the use of the phrase, 
which means “It is sweet and 
proper20 to die for one’s country” 
was made even more poignant21 
by his death in the final days of 
the war.

1 to sum up – synopsize 
2 populace – general public 
3 to trust in – (in this case) 

believe it would be 
4 to be well aware – be fully 

conscious 
5 to last – continue for 
6 troops – soldiers 
7 leaves – foliage 

8 trapped – caught, cornered, 
imprisoned 

9 futility – pointlessness, 
senselessness 

10 trench –  
11 wrath – anger, fury 
12 command – (in this case) 

commanders, generals
13 to lead sb. (lead-led-led) 

– direct sb., captain sb.
14 proverbial – legendary, (in this 

case) infamous 

15 brave – (false friend) coura-
geous, valiant 

16 fool – idiot 
17 briefly – for a short time 
18 line – (in this case) phrase 
19 bitterly – resentfully, 

indignantly 
20 proper – appropriate, correct 
21 poignant – tragic, emotive 

The Great War 
in Five Famous 
Phrases
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Etymology

Chat
You probably know the word ‘chat’ from the internet as 
an abbreviation of ‘chat room’. A number of sources1 
will tell you that ‘chat’ has a rather2 disgusting Great 
War origin. Here’s Ben MacIntyre’s explanation in The 
Last Word (2009), “A ‘chat’ was a slang word for ‘louse’3, 
widely4 used by British soldiers in the First World War. In 
quiet moments on the Western Front, the men would sit 
around picking lice3 out of5 their uniforms and talking, 
an activity that became known as ‘crumbing up’ or ‘chat-
ting’.” It’s a great story, but unfortunately it’s not totally 
true. Shakespeare used ‘chat’ as an abbreviation of ‘chat-
ter’ (= idle talk6) on several occasions three centuries 
before the Great War. It is, however, true that trench 
slang7 called lice3 ‘chats’ (or ‘chatts’), which was probably 

an abbreviation of ‘chattels’ (= [in this case] livestock8). 
During the war ‘to chat’ therefore meant both to have 
a relaxed conversation and to search for lice – and no 
doubt often they were done simultaneously.

Tank
A tank was originally a lake or pond9 used for irrigation. 
The word was adopted into English in the 17th Century 
from tānkh in Gujerati10. It then began to be used for an 
artificial receptacle for storing11 water. We still talk about 
a ‘fish tank’12. In 1914 the First Lord of the Admiralty, 
Winston Churchill, decided Britain needed a motorized 
vehicle that could resist machine-gun fire and penetrate 
enemy lines. Two years later the secret vehicles were 
ready to send to France but for maximum impact, they 
had to be kept secret. They were therefore13 transported 
in crates14 marked ‘tanks’ so that spies might think they 
were water tanks. Bizarrely, these Mark 1 Tritton tanks 
were called ‘big Willies’ by the British troops15.16 The vehi-
cles needed improvement and it took the British some 
time to learn how to use them effectively with infantry 
but they made an important contribution to the end of 
the war. The German command17 weren’t convinced that 
these vehicles could play an important role and so they 
only built 20 (compared to several thousand Allied tanks).

1 source – (in this case) docu-
ment that offers information 
(e.g. a book)

2 rather – somewhat, 
surprisingly 

3 louse (plural ‘lice’) – 
4 widely – extensively 
5 to pick A out of B – extract/

eliminate A from B

6 idle talk – inconsequential 
conversation 

7 trench slang – the argot of 
British soldiers on the Western 
Front in WW1

8 livestock – farm animals 
9 pond – small body of water, 

very small lake 
10 Gujarati – the Indic language 

of Gujarat in northwest India 
(spoken by 40 million people)

11 to store – keep, accumulate
12 fish tank – glass-sided con-

tainer for observing and exhib-
iting fish 

13 therefore – for 
this reason 

14 crate –  

15 troops – soldiers 
16 ‘Willie’ has been a British 

schoolboys’ term for a penis 
since 1905. ‘Will’ has had the 
same meaning since the 16th 
Century 

17 command – (in this case) 
commanders, generals 

A Chat About 
Tanks
Two English terms that have 
been adopted into many of 
the word’s languages have the 
most curious word histories.
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Words

Generating Hate
One of the problems of the War was to generate suffi-
cient hatred1 and nationalism to justify the enormous 
sacrifice required. This was made more difficult by the 
fact that the British, German and Russian royal families 
were all closely2 interrelated. The British royals changed 
their name from Saxe-Coburg to Windsor to sound less 
German and the Russians changed the name of their 
German-sounding capital from St. Petersburg to Petro-
grad. The British banned3 music by German composers 
and the Germans stopped saying Güten Morgen (= Good 
Morning!), replacing it with Gott strafe England (= God 
punish4 England). The British picked up5 the middle 
word ‘strafe’ /streif/ and began to use it to mean ‘attack 
fiercely’. Then, in the Second World War it began to be 
used in reference to a low-flying aircraft attacking a 
ground6 position.

At the beginning of the war, Germany sacked7 all its 
English teachers and, when Italy joined8 the Allies in 
1915, German restaurants stopped serving ‘Italian salad’. 
The British even stopped calling German shepherd 

dogs9 (from deutscher Schäferhund) by that name and 
began calling them ‘Alsatians’, even though there was 
no connection between the dogs and the French province 
of Alsace. Meanwhile10, in the USA people began to call 
sauerkraut11 ‘liberty cabbage’ and even ‘hamburgers’ 
had their names changed to ‘liberty sandwiches’.

The French tried to change the name of eau de 
Cologne to ‘eau de Provence’ (because Cologne is in Ger-
many) but the new name never caught on12.

Calling the Germans Names
The war generated a series of nicknames13 for the 
German enemy, most of which can still be found in imbe-
cilic sports journalism before major England-German 
soccer matches14. The earliest is ‘the Hun’. Although, 
this term really refers to the nomadic people led15 by 
Attila in the Dark Ages, surprisingly it was Kaiser Wil-
helm II who first applied it to modern German service-
men16 when in 1900 he urged his soldiers who were off 
to contain the Boxer Rebellion in China to “fight like the 
Hun”. The following year the British began to use ‘Fritz’ 
(a German nickname for ‘Friedrich’) to refer collectively 
to the Germans. At the end of the war ‘kraut’ began to 
appear – an abbreviation of sauerkraut11, considered typ-
ical German food. Finally, ‘Jerry’ – based on the first syl-
lable of ‘German’ – didn’t appear until 1919. All four terms 
should be avoided17, though ‘the Hun’ and ‘kraut’ are the 
most offensive.

1 hatred – hate, resentment
2 closely – intimately 
3 to ban – prohibit, forbid
4 to punish – discipline, penalize 
5 to pick up – adopt 
6 ground (adj.) – terrestrial 
7 to sack – fire, dismiss, make 

unemployed
8 to join – affiliate to, enter, enlist 
with

9 German shepherd dog – see 
photo

10 meanwhile – at the same time, 
simultaneously 

11 sauerkraut – pickled cabbage, 
cole conserved in vinegar

12 to catch on (catch-caught-
caught) – become popular

13 nickname – informal name 
14 soccer match – official game 

of football

15 to lead (lead-led-led) – captain, 
govern 

16 servicemen – soldiers and 
sailors

17 should be avoided – should 
not be used 

Great Words 
from the 
Great War
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Words

The War with Three Names
While it lasted1 the 1914-18 war was known as ‘The 
Great War’ and the expression is still used. It was 
first referred to as World War One in 1939 when 
it was clear that World War Two was imminent. 
Finally, ‘the First World War’ was coined2 in 1947. 

New Words Year by Year
In many ways the Great War was the first modern war 
with the bombing of cities from aircraft and the compre-
hensive3 use of technology for killing. As a result many 
new terms entered the vocabulary including:

Year Term

1914 air raid4, Western Front5; 

1915 bomber, front line, gas mask, shell shock6

1916 conscientious objector, gas 
attack, shell hole7, tank

1917 ace8, air force, camouflage, chemical 
warfare9, depth charge10, fighter11, flame-
thrower12, and walking wounded13

1918 cease-fire14

Anachronisms
Two of the terms we most associate with World War Two 
actually15 come from World War One. Everybody knows 
that the Allied invasion to liberate France of 6th June, 
1944 was called ‘D-Day’. However, the code name for the 
beginning of an operation in fact dates from 1918. The ‘D’ 
by the way doesn’t mean anything, it just reinforced the 
initial letter of ‘Day’.

The Second World War was brought to an end16 by 
the US bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. However, the 
concept of an ‘atomic bomb’ was already 30 years old 
having first been coined2 in 1914. The adjective ‘nuclear’ 
dates from the same year.

1 to last – continue, endure, go 
on 

2 to coin – (of words and expres-
sions) invent

3 comprehensive – extensive, 
wide

4 air raid – attack by bomber 
planes

5 Western Front – area of con-
flict in Western Europe

6 shell shock – post-traumatic 
stress syndrome

7 shell hole – crater caused by 
an explosion

8 ace – expert pilot
9 chemical warfare – the use of 
chemical weapons (e.g. poison 
gas)

10 depth charge – type of bomb 

used against submarines
11 fighter – small attack 

aeroplane
12 flame-thrower – weapon that 

projects ignited fuel (a direct 
translation of the German 
Flamenwerfer)

13 walking wounded – (literally) 
people who are injured in 
war but are still able to walk, 
(colloquial) person/people 
having mental or emotional 
difficulties

14 ceasefire – truce, armistice 
15 actually – (false friend) in fact
16 to bring sth. to an end (bring-

brought-brought) – conclude, 
terminate 

New Words 
from World 
War One
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Idioms

>> to go AWOL /ˈeiwol/ 
[go-went-gone]
= be missing, leave without saying 
where you are going. The acronym 
‘AWOL’ stands for1 ‘absent without 
leave’, though it has been reinter-
preted as ‘absent without official 
leave’, which formally makes more 
sense. The expression was popular-
ized in World War One2 as to distin-
guish those soldiers who were not 
where they were supposed to be 
from those who actually3 intended 
to4 desert:
- Her biological father went AWOL 

years ago and then turned up5 

on a TV show asking for her 
forgiveness. 

- Damn! My keys have gone AWOL 
again. 

>> over the top/OTT /ou ti: ti:/
= excessive, outrageous6 or over-
done7. During the Great War, to go 
over the top meant to leave the rel-
ative safety of one’s trench to attack 
the enemy:
- The hat she was wearing was a bit 

OTT, don’t you think?
- It was a bit over the top of him to 

sack8 her just because she criti-
cized his management style. 

>> zero hour 
= the exact time at which something 
is scheduled9 to happen. The term 
started as a military one in the Great 
War but is now in general use:
- OK, but make sure you’re back here 

for zero hour or we’ll leave without 
you.

>> to drop a bombshell
= give a piece of unexpected bad 
news:
- The party leader dropped a bomb-

shell when he announced his 
resignation10. 

>> to be like walking 
through a minefield11

= be in a very delicate situation in 
which it is very easy to provoke 
strong opposition:
- Choosing the site for a new nuclear 

power plant was like walking 
through a minefield. 

>> a war of attrition
= a process in which one tries to 
exhaust one’s rival rather than12 
having a decisive victory. The expres-
sion originally described the war on 
the Western Front:
- Google and Microsoft seem to be 

involved in a war of attrition. 

>> to put a sock in it [put-put-put]
= shut up!13 The expression was first 
recorded in 1919 and so may have 
emerged from the 1914-18 War. It has 
been suggested that ‘it’ is the horn14 
of a gramophone but it probably 
refers to somebody’s mouth:
- If you’re just going to make stupid 

suggestions, put a sock in it!

1 to stand for (stand-stood-stood) – represent, 
signify  

2 it seems to have originated in the Con-
federate Army in the American Civil War 

3 actually – (false friend) really 
4 to intend to – plan to
5 to turn up – (in this case) reappear 

6 outrageous – scandalous 
7 overdone – excessively theatrical, 
overdramatic

8 to sack sb. – dismiss sb., fire sb.
9 to schedule – programme, plan 
10 resignation – (false friend) departure, 

leaving, renunciation

11 minefield – area of terrain in which there 
are mines (= underground bombs)

12 rather than – as 
opposed to, instead of 

13 shut up! – silence!, be 
quiet!

14 horn – (in this case)  

First World War 
Expressions
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Phrasal Verbs

>> to shoot down (in flames)
[shoot-shot-shot]
= forcefully destroy a proposal or 
argument. The allusion is to a war-
plane being destroyed:
- I thought it was a brilliant sug-

gestion but they shot it down (in 
flames).

>> to skive off
= shirk1 one’s responsibilities, go 
AWOL2. The base verb (‘skive’) prob-
ably comes from the French esquiver 

(= escape, avoid):
- In my old job we could skive off 

whenever we liked but there’s 
much more control round here.

>> to dig (oneself) in
= prepare to resist an attack, get 
ready to defend oneself. The allusion 
is to soldiers preparing defensive 
trenches:
- United started the second half a 

goal up3 and dug in determined to 
maintain their advantage. 

>> to conk out
= stop functioning; die. This phrasal 
verb comes from early aerial war-
fare4. The last sound a warplane’s 
motor made before it stopped func-
tioning was often ‘conk’:
- The car conked out on the motor-

way. It was terrifying.
- Jack looks like5 he could conk out 

any minute. Call an ambulance!

>> to muck about
= enjoy oneself instead of6 doing 
a task7; waste time. The expression 
was first used by Kipling but was 
taken up8 by soldiers in the trenches 
who were literally living in muck9:
- Stop mucking about and do what 

you were told to. 

>> to muck in (with sb.)
= participate with everyone else. 
Originally, it meant to share10 rations, 
sleeping quarters11 and certain 
duties12:
- Beryl really seemed to enjoy muck-

ing in with the lads13. 

>> to mock sth. up
= make a (full-sized) model of sth. 
The verb ‘to mock sb.’ means to 
ridicule. However, ‘mock’ has also 
acquired the idea of ‘simulation’. 
For instance14, a ‘mock exam’ is a 
practice exam in which the results 
are not recorded15. The phrasal 
verb seems to have arisen16 in the 
new aircraft industry. The noun 
‘mockup’ (= model, simulation) is 
more common than the phrasal verb 
these days:
- We sent the mockup of the cover17 

to the page-designer.

1 to shirk – be negligent of 
2 to go AWOL (go-went-gone) – leave without 

saying where you are going
3 to be a goal up – have scored one more goal 

than one’s rivals
4 aerial warfare – use of warplanes 
5 to look like – appear as if 
6 instead of – rather than, as opposed to 

7 task – job 
8 to take sth. up (take-took-taken) – adopt 
9 muck – mud, dirt, earth 
10 to share – use in common, divide up 
11 sleeping quarters – nocturnal 

accommodation 
12 duty – responsibility, job
13 lad – young man 

14 for instance – for example 
15 to be recorded – be registered, be official 
16 to arise (arise-arose-arisen) – emerge, 

appear
17 cover – (in this case) front page of a 

magazine 

Phrasal Verbs from 
the First World War
The Great War produced half 
a dozen phrasal verbs:
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Picture Description: Cars

1. Look at the two pictures:
>>   What do they have in common?
>>   How are the two vehicles different?
>>   Which do you think is safer?
>>   Which do you think is 

more comfortable?
>>   If you had the opportunity to 

travel in one of them which 
would you choose? Why?

2. Look at the first picture.
>>   Describe the photograph in detail.
>>   What materials is the car made of?
>>   Describe some of the accessories 

you can see on the car.
>>   Describe the surroundings.
>>   Where do you think they are?
>>   What’s the weather like?

3. Look at the second picture.
>>   How is this car structurally 

different from the other car?
>>   Describe the surroundings.
>>   What do you think is the attitude 

of the people in the top right-
hand corner of the photo?

4. Do you like travelling by 
car? Why/Why not?

>>   Do you know how to drive?
>>   If not, why not? 
>>   If so, do you consider it a pleasure 

or a tedious necessity?

Answers from p. 71
1. The word can be spelt ‘aesthetic’ or ‘esthetic’ but not ‘sthetic’.
2. English has to be written with a capital ‘E’.
3. It’s ‘syrup’ with a ‘u’.
4. ‘Sustainable’, not sustanaible
5. Don’t even think of it!

>>   Now listen to the picture description 
on the audio scripts (track 12). 

>>   How are the examinee’s comments 
different from yours?



AUDIO SCRIPTS
The following pages contain the transcriptions 
of what is spoken on the audio files.

SPOKEN-ENGLISH TIPS
Spoken English is significantly different from the written language: 
A more limited vocabulary is generally used 
and it is, by definition, more colloquial.
Moreover1, spoken English uses many more 
incomplete or badly constructed sentences. 
On the other hand, intonation and stress can be used in speech.

HOW TO USE THE AUDIO SCRIPTS
Follow our eight-step process to get the most out of the audio scripts:

Before you listen we recommend that you read through 
the relevant section of the footnotes2 (not the text itself). 
This should give you some idea of the subject3 and help you 
to understand the more difficult vocabulary as you listen.

When you listen the first time, don’t expect to 
understand everything; listening practice should 
not be a painful4 process. Simply see how much  
meaning you can extract from the recording.

Listen more times going back to the footnotes 
to integrate the information you have.

Once you understand reasonably well, do the relevant exercise.

Finally, read the audio scripts as you listen again.

Stop each time you get lost or encounter a 
structure that interests or confuses you.

Repeat words or phrases whose pronunciation surprises you.

Two or three days later, listen to the text again without 
reading to see if your understanding has improved5.

This process is intense and time-consuming. However, it will 
eventually6 solve the problem most learners have of relating7 the 
spoken word to the written. Once you’ve done that, the rest is easy!

1 moreover – what’s more, furthermore
2 footnotes – notes at the bottom of the page (in 
this box)

3 subject (n.) – (in this context) theme 
4 painful – (in this context) arduous, unpleasant
5 to improve – get better 
6 eventually – (false friend) in the end 
7 to relate – associate, connect, link 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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YES NO. 14 TRACK LIST

1. A Interview about Archaeology
(with Dr Mary Prendergast) (15m13s)

2. Slang: Trench French (0m30s)

Mini-debates (34m04s)
3. Popular Festivals (15m16s)
4. Homicide Rates (6m16s)
5. The US Political Aristocracy (12m30s)

6. Pronunciation:
Awl Torc and No Trousers (0m28s)

Monologues: Personal Failure (11m41s)
7. Monologue 1 [British English] (3m16s)
8. Monologue 2 [US English] (3m42s)
9. Monologue 3 [British English] (2m37s)
10. Monologue 4 [Irish English] (2m04s)

11. Picture Description (4m02s)

Total time: 1h06m10s
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1 right – (in this case) OK 
2 just – (in this case) recently
3 to get back (get-got-got) – return 
4 to dig sth. up (dig-dug-dug) – excavate 
5 bones –  
6 site – location, (in this case) 
excavation 

7 Middle Stone Age – period of 
African Prehistory from 280,000 
years ago to 25,000 years ago 

8 up into – (in this case) until, till
9 to look for – try to find 
10 though – however 
11 trade – commerce 
12 marker – indicator 

YES: Right1, I have the great pleasure 
to be talking with Dr Mary Prender-
gast who is an archaeologist from the 
St. Louis University in Madrid, who’s 
just2 got back3 from digging up4 
some bones5 in Kenya, I believe. Did 
you find anything?
Dr Mary Prendergast (MP): I did. 
I was looking at fauna, at animal 
bones that had already been dug 
up4 from the coast from sites6 going 
all the way from the Middle Stone 
Age7, so maybe 70,000 ago up into8 
the Islamic period. What I really was 
looking for9, though10, was quite 
late, I’m looking for the first evidence 
of commerce – trade11 across the 
Indian Ocean. So we’re talking about 
the last 2000 years or so looking for 
biological markers12 of that trade11.

A Interview about 
Archaeology
(with Dr Mary Prendergast)
(15m13s)



Stone tool Photo by José Manuel Benito Ivarez
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13 just – (in this case) only 
14 quite a lot – (qualifier) a reasonable amount
15 y’know – (pause filler) like, sort of, kind of, I 

mean
16 right? – (pause filler) OK?, y’know, like
17 rude – (false friend) impolite, discourteous 
18 analysis (plural ‘analyses’) – examination 
19 our cousins – (in this case) a related species 
20 to realize – (false friend) become conscious 
21 do have – (emphatic) have 
22 interbreeding – miscegenation, 

hybridization 
23 stone tool – implement/utensil 

made out of rock 

24 task – job 
25 skilled – talented, capable 
26 hunter – sb. who kills wild animals 
27 large – (false friend) big 
28 scary – frightening, terrifying 
29 game – (in this case) animals that are 

hunted for food
30 trash disposal – eliminating garbage, 

removing waste, getting rid of rubbish 
31 to narrow – (in this case) reduce, decrease
32 sort of – (pause filler) kind of, like, y’know, I 

mean
33 cusp – point of transition between 

two states, (in this case) determining 

characteristic 
34 whether – (in this case) if 
35 tough – (in this case) difficult
36 levallois stone tools – stone tools23 made 

using the levallois technique (= a method 
developed in the Palaeolithic in an area near 
Paris)

37 main – principal, primary 
38 skill – ability, capability, talent 
39 knapper – sb. who makes stone tools23 
40 it took him years – he spent years learning 
41 to assert – (in this case) affirm, emphasize 

YES: Right1, OK. Well, let’s talk about 
something completely different. One 
of the things I think which amateur 
or... people who are just13 interested 
like me are fascinated by is the whole 
question of the Neanderthals. What 
were they like?
MP: Well, we know quite a lot14 
about them now compared to 100 
years ago. What we used to think 
about them; many, many Neanderthal 
sites6 had been excavated in Europe 
in the 1800s and the typical image 
was – y’know15 – if I say to you, “Oh, 
what a Neanderthal that guy is” – 
right?16 – You think brutish, rude17, 
uneducated and I think that’s a legacy 
from this stereotype that we had of 
the Neanderthals being our ances-
tors but a much more brutish ver-
sion of us and not being particularly 
intelligent or capable. Our views have 
changed a lot. First of all because of 
genetic analyses18 we now know that 
the Neanderthals are our cousins19 
but not our direct ancestors. And 
now, of course, things are getting 
even more complicated as we real-
ize20 we do have21 some Neanderthal 
DNA in us which implies some inter-
breeding22 between modern humans 
and Neanderthals. But we also know 
they were much more sophisticated 
than we previously thought. So, very 
capable of making stone tools23 that 
are efficient that are very good at 
cutting and doing a whole variety of 
tasks24; very skilled25 hunters26 able 
to get very, very large27 and frankly 

quite scary28 game. The 
game29 that existed in 
Europe prehistorically, 
we’re talking about very, 
very large27 and fierce 
animals. And in a lot of 
other ways they were like 
us. They seemed to have 
organized their homes 
the way we do – right?16 
– different areas for cook-
ing and trash disposal30 
and etcetera. And so with 
every passing decade 
the differences between 
us and them seem to – I 
wouldn’t say disappear – 
but they are narrowing31. 
YES: One of the things 
that I ’ve seen that 
seems to be a – sort 
of32 – cusp33 of the dif-
ference at the moment 
is whether34 they were 
capable of art. What do 
you feel about that?
MP: That’s a tough35 one. We don’t 
have a lot of evidence of symbolic 
expression with Neanderthals. That 
doesn’t mean they weren’t com-
plex thinkers. If you’ve ever tried to 
make a… what we call a ‘levallois 
stone tool’36 which was the main37 
technological method for Neander-
thals, it’s very difficult I assure you. 
I could never do it. It takes a lot of 
skill38. I have a friend who is an 
excellent knapper39 and it took him 
years40 to be able to do it. So they 

were absolutely capable of complex 
thought and planning. Perhaps they 
didn’t need symbolic expression in 
the same way that modern humans 
do. One of the current theories for 
this – sort of32 – explosion of art we 
get in Upper Palaeolithic Europe with 
modern humans is that it was a way 
of – sort of32 – group expression – 
right?16 – asserting41 group identity 
perhaps as a – sort of32 – response 
to an increased population den-
sity in Europe. Think about, I always 
say to my students, think about a 
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42 college (adj.) – university 
43 pretty much – (false friend) more or less 
44 clique – in-group, exclusive group 
45 I mean – (pause filler) y’know, like, well, sort 

of, kind of
46 to be to blame – be responsible 
47 actually – (false friend) in fact, really
48 major (adj.) – important, significant 
49 last stand – (in this case) the final place of 

survival before extinction 
50 to hang on (hang-hung-hung) – (in this 

case) survive 
51 matter – question 
52 scattered – dispersed 
53 to rebound – recover 
54 to have trouble (have-had-had) – find it 

difficult to (+ infinitive)
55 to support – (in this case) back, defend, 

approve of 
56 to be to do with – be related to 
57 to thin (out) – (in this case) decrease, 

decline
58 to catch (catch-caught-

caught) – capture and 
kill, hunt

59 rabbit –  
60 shift – change 
61 towards – (in this case) 

near to, around 
62 approximately 12,000 years ago 
63 towards – in the direction of
64 broad-spectrum – varied 

65 sort – type, kind
66 trapping – snaring  

67 rather than – instead of, as opposed to 
68 hunting – chasing and killing
69 to get (get-got-got) – (in this case) kill

college42 campus where you have 
lots of people around who are all 
pretty much43 the same. They form 
cliques44 and distinguish themselves 
by their music or their way of dress-
ing. Perhaps modern humans were 
doing the same thing.
YES: Right1. I mean45, the other big 
question in relation to Homo nean-
derthalensis is why they disappeared 
and do you think we’re to blame46?
MP: Hm... This has always been a 
tough35 question and there’s still 
quite a lot of debate and actually47 
Spain plays a major48 role in that 
debate because we are really the last 
stand49 for Neanderthals in Europe. 
Neanderthals seem to hang on50 in 
the Iberian Peninsula a lot longer. For 
a long time people thought maybe it 
was climate change but Neanderthals 
have survived quite a few fluctuations 
in climate and seem to have been 
quite adaptable. So I’m not a big fan 
of that theory. Many people say it was 
simply a matter51 of overpopulation; 
that Neanderthals had always been 
quite scattered52 with low-population 
densities. Modern humans simply… we 
reproduced ourselves quite quickly 
across the European continent and at 
a certain point when you get down to 
a relatively small number of people in 
a Neanderthal population that pop-
ulation is not going to rebound53, 
right? You can do this with animal 
populations. We have lots of models 
for this of how populations of animals 

go extinct. There’s really no evidence 
for violent conflict with Homo sapiens 
– with modern humans – so I’d have 
trouble54 supporting55 that with any 
of the evidence we currently have.  
YES: I mean45, because one of the 
things I read recently was to do 
with56 their preferred game29 thin-
ning out57 or disappearing and that 
they weren’t very good at catching58 
rabbits59.
MP: Ah, yeah, that’s right. Yeah, I 
have heard this theory before and 
that could be. Modern humans 

certainly… there’s – sort of32 – this 
shift60 towards61 this end of the 
Pleistocene62 – so we’re talking about, 
although I think this starts to happen 
quite late – right?16 – in the last 30 
thousand years or so – towards63 a 
very broad-spectrum64 diet catch-
ing58 rabbits59 and birds and all 
sorts65 of small fauna that would 
require trapping66 skills38 rather 
than67 hunting68 skills38. And it’s 
true what we see with Neander-
thals is a lot more – sort of32 – the 
types of game29 you might get69 by 
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70 spear –  
71 prey (adj.) – predatory 
72 behaviors (US English) – 

behaviours (UK English) habits 
73 to have something to do with 

(have-had-had) – be in some way 
related to 

74 as well – too, also 
75 to research – investigate, prepare 
76 stuff – things, (in this case) articles 
77 to get one’s act together (get-got-got) – 

organize oneself in an efficient way, be less 

chaotic 
78 broad – wide, (in this case) inclusive
79 just – (in this case) quickly 
80 to back up – (in this case) return to an ear-

lier point in an explanation 
81 ape – big primate with no tail 
82 great ape – anthropoid ape (gorillas, orang-

utan and chimpanzees)
83 within – inside, in 
84 to branch off from – separate from
85 to share – (in this case) have 
86 just – (in this case) simply 

87 does that make sense? – do you under-
stand that?, have I explained myself?

88 to think sth. over (think-thought-thought) – 
consider sth., meditate over sth. 

89 the homophone ‘napper’ means sb. who 
sleeps in the afternoon

90 to link – connect, associate 
91 knapping – manufacturing stone tools23

92 hand tool – utensil that can be held in one’s 
hand and does not require electricity 

93 developments – (in this case) evolutionary 
advances 

throwing a spear70 – right?16 – very, 
very large27 fauna. And it’s possible. 
It’s possible that because they are 
quite different – sort of32 – prey71 
behaviours72 in the two populations 
that has something to do with73 it 
as well74 and that might help explain 
the thinning57 of the population.
YES: OK, changing subjects a little 
bit. One of the things that’s caused 
me a lot of problems research-
ing75 some of the stuff76 for this 
magazine is the difference between 
‘hominids’ and ‘hominins’ and I think 
the definitions have changed in rel-
atively recent past. You archaeolo-
gists should get your act together77. 
Could you explain this to me, please?
MP: Yes. OK. I know it is confusing 
and to be honest I often use them 
interchangeably because if you’re 

talking about anything in the human 
line either one is correct. And the 
reason is that hominid is a more 
broad78 category than hominin. So 
let me just79 back up80 and explain. 
Both of these terms come from tradi-
tional Linnaean taxonomy. So hominid 
is our family – right?16 – We all belong 
to the ‘hominid’ family and ‘hominin’ 
is tribe, which is a lower level down 
in taxonomy, in other words it’s more 
specific. The reason for the shift60 is 
it used to be seen that some of the 
other apes81 – so gorillas and chim-
panzees for example – had been put 
into a separate category, the ‘pon-
goides’ or ‘pongids’ I’m not sure. 
It was so long ago; it was before I 
went to school. And with the advent 
of genetic analyses18 beginning in 
about the ’80s we realized20 we are 

so closely related to the great apes82 
– to the chimpanzees especially – but 
also to gorillas, that it made more 
sense to have us all in one taxo-
nomic category, which is now the 
hominids. So ‘the hominids’ refers 
to humans and other great apes. 
And then, more specifically within83 
that, the hominins is anything in the 
human ancestor line – right?16 – after 
branching off from84 the chimpan-
zees. Now the only area where this 
could get quite confusing is humans 
and chimpanzees last shared85 a 
common ancestor about five-to-eight 
million years ago according to genetic 
analyses18, let’s say six million years 
ago to make it a round number. If we 
find fossils in the six-five million year 
window sometimes we’re not sure 
is this is an ancestral human or an 
ancestral chimp? Classifying that is 
difficult. But after Lucy etcetera aus-
tralopithecines, everything else in our 
line: ‘hominins’ is correct. And hom-
inid is still correct, it’s just86 more 
general. Does that make sense?87

YES: I think so. I’ll have to think it 
over88. But I think it’s clearer now 
than it was. I was reading an article 
recently about Bruce Bradley at the 
University of Exeter, who apparently 
is an expert knapper39 which I am 
but in another sense.89 Basically, I 
mean45, his theory is that you can 
link90 each of the different advances 
in the formation of tools23 in the 
knapping91 skills38 of creating hand 
tools92 etcetera to developments93 
in the human brain or the hominid 
brain – or hominin brain even. Is that 
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94 to take things too far (take-took-taken) 
– exaggerate 

95 to be spot on – be absolutely correct 
96 step – stage, procedure 
97 chain – (in this case) sequence
98 raw materials – the basic materials from 

which sth. else is manufactured 
99 to knap – make stone tools23

100 in the first place – from the start 
101 to figure out – determine 
102 huge – enormous, great 
103 amount – quantity 
104 it come out the way you planned – the 

desired result
105 does begin – (emphatic) begins 
106 Acheulean handaxe – type of stone tool23 

originally found in the Saint-Acheul 
suburb of Amiens in France 

107 teardrop-shaped – with the form 
of a teardrop 

108 kind – type, sort 
109 to put in (put-put-put) – invest 
110 willingness – readiness, disposition 
111 over and over again – repeatedly 
112 to bleed (bleed-bled-bled) – lose blood 
113 to toughen sth. up – make sth. more 

resistant 
114 quite a bit – significantly 
115 does require – (emphatic) requires 
116 to work – function, (in this case) fracture 
117 to flake – break, fracture 
118 to knock – hit 
119 hammerstone – hard cobble120 

used to strike the tool stone; 
rock used as if it were a 
hammer 

120 cobble – hard rounded stone 
121 PhD – DPhil, doctorate (in philosophy)
122 on a weekly basis – every week 

taking things too far94 or would you 
agree with that?
MP: No, I think that he’s spot on95 
that we know that the process of cre-
ating stone tools23 requires a series 
of steps96 which become cognitively 
more and more complex over the 
course of human evolution. I am not 
a neuroscientist so I can’t talk about 
which parts of the brain are acti-
vated or anything as this happens 
and I know that there is an interest 
in connecting what we’re discovering 
to the evolution of the brain itself as 
a structure and I can’t speak to that. 
But I can tell you that there’s a very 
clear – sort of32 – what we call it ‘the 
operating chain’97, a series of steps96 
between finding the raw materials98 
– right?16 – the rocks you’re going 
to knap99 in the first place100, fig-
uring out101 what you’re going to 
make from them and doing it in an 
efficient way –  right?16 – especially 
if you’re transporting materials over 
a long distance, you don’t want to 
carry a huge102 amount103 of heavy 
rock and then not have it come out 
the way you planned104. And that 
process does begin105 as early as 
two million years ago we start to get 
tools23 that are increasingly complex. 
The most famous example of this, 
a bit later than two million though, 
are what are known as Acheulean 
handaxes106, these beautiful – sort 
of32 – teardrop-shaped107 tools23 
that are worked on both sides; they’re 
perfectly symmetrical and some of 
them are enormous. And they were 

obviously quite complex to make and 
we’re talking about – y’know15 – early 
hominins – or hominids, whichever 
you wish – at about 1.5 million years 
ago. So, absolutely quite complex.
YES: Have you done any knapping91?
MP: Unfortunately, I’ve tried the 
kind108 with the ‘k’. I do a lot with-
out the ‘k’89 – right?16 – I have tried. 
I’m not good at it. I’m sure I could… 
this is like playing piano – right?16 – I 
mean45, if I had put in109 more effort 
perhaps I could become better. It is 
very difficult. It of course requires 
time and patience. It requires a 
willingness110 to cut yourself over 
and over again111 and to bleed112 

repeatedly. And so you toughen 
up113 your hands quite a bit114. It does 
require115 an understanding of how 
the raw material98 works116. You 
have to have a sense of the physical 
properties of the stone and an expec-
tation of how it will flake117 when you 
knock118 it and the angle at which you 
knock it with your hammerstone119 – 
right?16 – this rounded cobble120 you 
use to create the stone tool23. I do 
have21 a good friend who is an expert 
knapper39. In fact he had worked 
with Bruce Bradley for his PhD121 and 
he has probably been knapping for 10 
years and practising – y’know15 – on 
a weekly basis122 and he is excellent. 
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123 to be headed (US English) – be heading (UK 
English), be going 

124 right now – at the moment 
125 further and further back – deeper into 

the remote past 
126 to overlap – partly coincide 
127 issue – question 
128 to be aware of – be conscious of 
129 to engage – interact with, have a debate 

with 
130 link – connection 
131 journal – (false friend) academic magazine 
132 primary source – (in this case) original 

academic study
133 ivory-tower discipline – area of academia 

that is isolated from the real world 
134 Holy Grail – (in this case) very desirable 

discovery 

135 to look for – search for, try to find 
136 key – crucial 
137 find (n.) – discovery 
138 a couple of – several, various 
139 gonna – (slang) going to
140 to slip one’s mind – not remember 
141 cave – cavern 
142 ‘the Rising Star Cave’ near Krugersdorp
143 remains – fragments, fossils, remnants

There are very few people like that in 
the world.
YES: OK, so, what’s the future of the 
past?
MP: Ah, well, I mean45, certainly if 
we’re talking about Neanderthals 
and modern human origins, genetic 
analysis is clearly where things are 
headed123 right now124 and any-
body who wants to study archaeol-
ogy should also have a foundation 
in genetics or at least be able to 
understand enough to read critically. 
Just13 this past year we got the oldest 
human DNA from Atapuerca in Spain. 
So, things are clearly moving faster in 
terms of genetic discoveries and we’re 
moving further and further back125. 
So part of it is that archaeology is 
now overlapping126 a lot more with 

other disciplines – biology, chemistry, 
physics, etc. Another issue127 is I think 
archaeologists have become much 
more aware of128 our responsibility 
to the public. This is a development... 
For example, in my home country in 
the US of course we have the issue127 
where most archaeology is the archae-
ology of indigenous Americans, Native 
Americans and most archaeologists 
are not Native Americans and there’s 
a responsibility there to engage129 the 
descendent community – living Native 
Americans – in the excavation of 
sites6 to which they feel an ancestral 
link130, right? So there’s a new – sort 
of32 – connection to the public. Many 
archaeology journals131 are becom-
ing open access so that the public 
can directly go to primary sources132, 

rather than67 simply reading about 
the results in a newspaper. And so in 
that way I think archaeology is open-
ing up a lot more than it had done in 
the past. It used to be quite a – sort 
of32 – ivory-tower discipline133.
YES: Right1, and is there a ‘Holy 
Grail’134 that you think that the people 
are looking for135 or...?
MP: Uy! Well, I think of course in 
every period of time and in every area 
in the world there are certain key136 
finds137 – right?16 – that we really, 
really want. And in some ways I think 
we are starting to get these ‘Holy 
Grails’134, particularly in the field of 
human evolution there have been a 
couple of138 really important finds137 
in the last few years, again most of 
which have been actually47 discover-
ies in the lab – right?16 – genetic anal-
yses18. More recently… it’s gonna139 
slip my mind140, but there’s a cave141 
in South Africa… ‘Star’ something142, 
that is just86 phenomenal and it is 
just2 beginning to be published. We’re 
talking about huge102 collections of 
early human remains143 and so, that’s 
a bit of a ‘Holy Grail’134. And those 
kinds108 of things are happening with 
more and more frequency these days 
as there’s more financing for human 
evolution research than there was in 
the past because field expeditions are 
quite expensive.
YES: Excellent, well thank you very 
much. It was fascinating.
MP: Thank you.

2. Slang: Trench French (0m30s)
Commentary: listen to these 
expressions and names in corrupted 
French from the Slang article (from 
pp. 76-77).
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144 to ban – prohibit 
145 Guy Fawkes’ Night – celebration of the 

failure of a Catholic conspiracy to destroy 
Parliament in an explosion on 5th November, 
1605. It is the face of the 
leading conspirator, Guy 
Fawkes, that is used at the 

‘anonymous mask’ (via the 
comic and movie ‘V’ for 
Vendetta) 

146 plot – conspiracy 

147 to blow up (blow-blew-blown) – destroy in 
an explosion 

148 it was 1605!
149 in most British cities an effigy of Guy 

Fawkes is burned on 5th November 
each year 

150 money for the Guy? – penny for the Guy?, 
way in which British children finance their 
Guy Fawkes’ Night celebration by transport-
ing an effigy of Guy Fawkes around town 
and asking for money (equivalent to “trick 

or treat?” in the USA)
151 Bloody Mary – Mary Tudor 
152 to get one’s own back on (get-got-got) – 

take revenge for 
153 to think through sth. (think-thought-

thought) – fully consider sth. and under-
stand its consequences 

154 quite – reasonably 
155 wanna – (slang) want to
156 are likely to – will probably 
157 whereas – by contrast 

3. Popular Festivals
(15m16s)

Englishwoman (EW): In England 
they have an annual burning of the 
effigy of the Pope in Lewes. Do you 
think that this should be banned144, 
this kind108 of thing, this kind108 of 
celebration, festivals?
Irishman (IM): Does anybody know 
what the history of that was? Why in 
Lewes?
Englishman (EM): Yes, yes, because 
they… it’s part of the whole Guy 
Fawkes’ thing145 which is, a sup-
posed, I mean45, there’s a lot of con-
troversy historically, but it was a 
supposed Catholic terrorist plot146 to 
blow up147 Parliament with the king 
in it in 1606, I believe. I think it’s 1606 
or 1604, one of those two dates. Cer-
tainly not 1605!148

American man (AM): Early 1600s.
EM: Early 17th Century. Right. And so 
there are festivals all around England 
with Guy Fawkes149 and ‘money for 

the guy’150 and all of that type of 
thing.
EW1: Yes.
EM: I believe that the date also hap-
pened to coincide in the town of 
Lewes with the dates when some 
local people were martyred under 
Bloody Mary151 who was the last 
Catholic monarch of the country 
and so to – sort of32 – get their own 
back on152 that, there is the idea of 
burning an effigy of the Pope in gen-
eral. It’s certainly not meant to be 
the specific Pope, the Pope now or 
anything. And I really don’t believe 
it’s – sort of32 – seen as an anti-Cath-
olic thing. I don’t think people think 
through153 it that much. It’s just86 
part of their Guy Fawkes’ – sort of32 
– thing there. I think there also might 
be an element to which, thinking out 
loud, Arundel which is the – sort 
of32 – the big, the most important 

Catholic public school, and by public 
school I mean45, private elitist school 
in England, is not a million miles 
away; it’s quite154 close by. So it may 
be, there may be a little bit of – sort 
of32 – “OK, you people may be over 
here but we’re still – y’know15 – very 
– sort of32 – Protestant Anglican” – 
whatever you wanna155 call it – “in 
this town”. Although I imagine it’s not 
very religious either. The festival is 
much more of a – sort of32 – excuse 
for shopping – like everything else in 
Britain.
EW1: Yes.
EM: But would you find that offen-
sive? The fact that they burn the 
effigy of the Pope?
IM1: No, absolutely not, no.
EM: I mean45, for me, banning144 
something like that depends on 
whether34 there’s a local commu-
nity who are likely to156 be offended. 
And I don’t think that is the case, 
whereas157 I would ban144, for exam-
ple, the Orange Marches in –we’ll get 
a lot of hate mail for this now – for… 
in Northern Ireland because they are 
directly offending a local community. 

Mini-debates
(34m04s)
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158 on – (in this case) later 
159 I bet you – I’m sure that 
160 an alternative name for Guy Fawkes’ 

Night referring to the big public fires 

that are typically lit at 
night

161 baked potato – jacket 
potato 

162 to find out (find-found-found) – discover 
163 to be professionally offended – perma-

nently feel insulted 

So, for me, I make that distinction.
AM: It’s more incendiary in a sense. 
What’s interesting about the burning 
of the Pope, I mean45, it’s something 
that… what’s interesting… what I find 
interesting is that is 400 years, more 
than 400 years on158 and they’re still 
celebrating this. And like you said, I 
imagine, if we were to go there and 
talk to the local people I bet you159 a 
large27 percentage of them wouldn’t 
even know the history and why 
they’re doing that.
EW1: No, but the same with Guy 
Fawkes. I mean45, a lot of people they 
celebrate Guy Fawkes’145 not because 

of the original reason for the celebra-
tion. It’s just86 a great…
IM1: It’s Bonfire Night160.
EW1: It’s Bonfire Night and baked 
potatoes161.
EM: Yeah, it’s a way of extending 
Halloween.
IM1: Yes, exactly.
EW1: It’s just13 a ‘fiesta’…
EM: A festival, yeah.
EW1: …a festival and enjoyable, used 
to be when were young.
AM: Well, I bet you159 could find 
out162 if people would be offended 
just86 by making it illegal and see if 
anyone’s offended but…

EM: But yeah, but I mean45… but 
you… I mean45, there would be 
people, I’m sure you could find some-
body who would be offended, but 
there are people who are – sort of32 
– professionally offended163.
EW1: The Pope might be offended.
EM: I’m more worried about...
IM1: Does he know that it happens? 
Probably not.
EW1: No.
EM: But they must be aware of128 
it. I would’ve thought they would be 
aware of it. It would be on Google, 
so…
IM1: I’m sure there’s a long list 
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164 kind of – (pause filler) sort of, y’know, like, 
I mean

165 to be above sth. – transcend sth., not be 
affected by sth. 

166 like – (pause filler) y’know, I mean, sort of, 
kind of 

167 to tear (tear-tore-torn) – shred, pull to 
pieces 

168 paper – (in this case) photograph

169 to allow – permit 
170 (protest) march – demonstration 
171 to wander around – walk about 
172 as far as I know – to my knowledge 
173 to have gone on so long – have existed for 

so many years 
174 the king of England (George III) at the 

time of the American Revolutionary 
War 

175 by A and B alike – by both A and B 
176 that’s the thing – that is the essential 

aspect 
177 to defeat – triumph over, be victorious over 
178 to beat (beat-beat-beaten) – be victorious 

over, defeat 
179 to give up (give-gave-given) – stop 

all over the world of things that – 
y’know15 – he probably doesn’t like, 
but I mean45, you have to – kind 
of164 – go, be above165 it too. But I 
mean45, it’s that the same thing like 
in the States, when Sinead O’Connor 
– like166 – tore167 his... y’know15 – got 
the paper168 and just86 tore it in front 
of the camera. I mean45, that was 
provocative.
AM: It was, yeah.
EM: But that’s at a specific individual. 
IM1: Yes.
EM: And I think if they were making 
the effigy of the Pope to look like 
whoever we have…
IM1: The present Pope, for example.
EM: Yeah, then I think that would 
probably be, they should probably 
not allow169 them to do that. But 
just13 as is this – sort of32 – abstract 
figure.
EW1: And if it was really supposed to 
be against and say something they’d 
probably do other things as well74 
and go on marches170 and…
IM1: Yes.
EM: Wander around171 streets with 
things burning.
EW1: Yes and say things.
EM: Which is always an important 
part of festivals. No, no, I mean45, as 
far as I know172 it’s not anti-Catho-
lic in any sense which may sound 
bizarre. Y’know15, obviously if you’re 
burning an effigy of the Pope it is 
anti-Catholic, but I don’t think the 
people perceive it as that.
EW1: No.
IM1: No, I’m sure people would’ve 
said something years before if there 
were. Y’know15, it seems to have 
gone on so long173 without any con-
troversy that – y’know15...

EM: Do you have anything in 
America?
AM: I was thinking about this. Not 
that specifically a celebration, or fes-
tival specifically, can be specifically 
offensive but…
EM: You should start burning King 
George174 or something!
AM: But there is one celebration 
which is ‘cinco de Mayo’, the 5th of 
May, which is celebrated by Mexican 
Americans and Americans alike175. 
But…
EM: What do they celebrate? What 
happens on the 5th of May?
AM: That’s the thing176. If you were 
to ask the majority of Americans who 
celebrate on this day and their idea of 
celebrating this day means wearing a 
poncho and a sombrero and drinking 
tequila.
EM: So like any British person 

coming back from the south of Spain, 
basically?!
AM: For example, yeah. In reality 
the specific date commemorates the 
Battle of Puebla which I think was in 
1860, 1862, which is when the Mexi-
can army defeated177 the French in 
Mexico. But basically it celebrates 
Mexican culture, it’s a celebration of 
Mexican culture.
EM: If we celebrated every time 
we’ve beaten178 the French… Sorry.
IM1: Or beaten the Irish. You’d never 
give up179.
EM: Yeah, but we’re not allowed169 to 
celebrate that.
AM: But what I find offensive and 
many people find offensive in the 
States not only the Latino commu-
nity, but there’s this general idea 
that it’s the way that people cele-
brate it is very stereotypical, as I said 
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180 to have nothing to do with – be com-
pletely unrelated to 

181 anchor (US English) – anchorman, anchor-
woman, presenter, newsreader

182 to go back and forth (go-went-gone) – (in 
this case) exchange humorous comments 

183 quite – (in this case) somewhat, rather, 
reasonably 

184 just as – equally 
185 to be engrained in – be firmly established

186 almost – practically, nearly 
187 Mass – the Roman Catholic Eucharist 
188 instead of – rather than, as opposed to 
189 ought to – should 
190 alien – (in this case) extra-terrestrial 
191 for want of – for lack of, because I can’t 

think of 
192 witchcraft – magic, paganism 
193 (and) stuff like that – and so on, et cetera 
194 say – for example 

195 if you like – as it were 
196 to turn into – become 
197 with a sheet over 

one’s head – 
198 sugar rush – state of 

hyperactivity caused 
by an excessive con-
sumption of sugar 

199 and stuff – et cetera, 
and so on

before wearing sombreros or drink-
ing tequila and has nothing to do 
with180 celebrating Mexican culture. 
I know just13 recently this year 2014 
a very large27 cable-television news 
channel had a morning program 
where the anchor181 and the co-an-
chor were – kind of164 – going back 
and forth182 on May 5th making jokes 
about Mexicans and the co-anchor 
was wearing a sombrero and drinking 
tequila. And the Latino community 
was…
EW1: Quite183 offended.
AM: …rightly offended by that.
IM1: But he wasn’t wearing a poncho.
AM: But that I find very offensive. It’s 
not the celebration itself but the way 
that people… 
IM1: Perceive it.
EM: …perceive it.
EW1: The stereotypical image.
AM: The stereotype, yeah.
EM: But why is that, for example, dif-
ferent from the way that Americans 
celebrate St. Patrick’s Day?
AM: In my opinion it’s not really. I 
find that just as184 stereotypical.
EM: But do people take offence at the 
way that Americans celebrate St. Pat-
rick’s Day in the way they do with 5 
de Mayo I think you said?
AM: No, no, no.
EM: So, what’s the difference?
AM: Perhaps St. Patrick’s Day is basi-
cally white Americans of European 
heritage, that’s one possibility and 
perhaps another is that holiday, St. 
Patrick’s Day, is so engrained in185 
American culture tha…
IM1: It’s almost186 more American 
than against any other… Yes.
AM: What I think, a typical Irish on 

St. Patrick’s Day would 
go to Mass187, right? 
Instead of188…
EW1: I thought they 
went to the pub.
IM1 : What ’s the 
difference?
EM: After Mass.
IM1: After Mass.
AM: But in the States 
it’s going en masse to 
the bar to get drunk. I 
mean45, it’s just13 a cele-
bration, it’s a day to get 
drunk.
EW1: En masse!
IM1: I found when I 
was in America for St 
Patrick’s Day they cele-
brated more than in Ire-
land. In Ireland it’s one 
day, in New York it was 
a week. Y’know15, with… 
– y’know15 – all the win-
dows of… what do you 
call them? ….the shops 
like Bloomingdale’s or whatever with 
green everything, including the river.
EW1: It’s a commercial thing.
EM: Yeah, but so many of these 
things are commercial excuses, now, 
as well74.
IM1: The river going green and…
EM: But I mean45, generally speak-
ing, should we just86 relax or should 
we take an attitude that we really 
ought to189 – sort of32 – think about 
the fact that we live in a multicultural 
society and instead of188 burning an 
effigy the Pope, burning an effigy of 
an alien190 or something? I mean45, 
because the other side of things if 
you’re talking about people being 

offended... a major48 religion – for 
want of191 a better word – in Britain 
now is Wiccan, is people being into 
witchcraft192 and stuff like that193. 
And there are major48 reasons if 
you’re into that for finding, say194, 
Halloween immensely offensive. I 
mean45, that’s – y’know15 – one of 
their sacred moments if you like195 
and it’s turned into196 – sort of32 – 
children wandering around171 with 
sheets over their heads197 getting 
sugar rushes198 and stuff199.
AM: Sure.
EM: So, if you want to be offended 
you can be offended by anything.
EW1: But then you could be offended 
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200 flak – criticisms, censure, condemnations 
201 to censure /ˈsenʃər/ – criticize, condemn 
202 to behave – act, conduct oneself 
203 to censor /ˈsensər/ – suppress, expurgate
204 broadcasting – (in this case) TV
205 to condone – accept, overlook, disregard 
206 telephone box – 
207 bowler hat – 

by Christmas these days – y’know15 – 
I mean45, if you… – y’know15. I think 
it’s this...
IM1: You can be offended by any of 
them.
EW1: Offended by Mother’s Day.
IM1: If you’re not a mother or you 
don’t have one.
EM: So you said, you rightly, you said 
that rightly the Hispanic-American 
community were offended by these 
people, these anchors181 wearing big 
hats and drinking tequila for break-
fast. It was a breakfast programme, 
you said?
AM: Yeah, it was morning, breakfast, 
an early-morning program.
EM: I thought I might have been 
imagining that part. And I mean45, 
would you say it should be banned144 
or should they just86 accept the 
flak200?
AM: What should be banned, the 
holiday?
EW1: Perhaps they should…
IM1: The attitude to it.  
EM: No, that they should be cen-
sured201 – those people – for behav-
ing202 like that.
AM: Censored203 no. But I mean45, 
it’s really, really offensive and I think 
those types of, that type of commen-
tary, especially on national… from a 
national broadcasting204 company 
is…
IM1: It’s almost186 condoning205 it as 
well74. It’s like if people, say for exam-
ple, normal people on the street want 
to think that that’s one thing and it’s 
bad enough, but on television for 
the presenters to actually47 say, “Oh 
it’s OK to have jokes about this.” It’s 
almost186 like saying, – y’know15…
EM: But isn’t it also… I mean45, the 
fact is that most people relate to 
other nationalities through stereo-
types. In, for example, most of the 
world a large27 part of English learn-
ing is... the symbols of it are the tele-
phone boxes206 which no longer 
exist, bowler hats207 which I don’t 
believe – having lived in London 
for a decade – I ever saw anybody 
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208 there’s – (sub-Standard 
English) there are 

209 leprechaun – 
210 shamrock – Irish clover 
211 to be wrapped in – be 

draped in, be covered by 
212 out of – from 
213 is much more – (slang) 

are many more
214 in jest – as a joke, 

humorously  

215 behaviour (UK English) – behavior (US 
English), conduct

216 did apologize – (emphatic) apologized 
217 to write in (write-wrote-written) – write a 

letter to a TV programme
218 background – antecedents, circumstances 
219 to tar and feather sb. – publicly humiliate 

sb. by covering his torso with either pine tar 
(= a viscous substance from pine trees) or 
bitumen/asphalt (= a corrosive carcinogenic 
extract of petroleum) and then plumage 

(which adheres to the tar)
220 I dunno – (pause filler) y’know, I mean, sort 

of, (literally) I don’t know 
221 annoying – irritating 
222 baddie – bad guy, villain 
223 a whole load of – a lot of 
224 assumption – supposition 
225 to deny – (in this case) negate, nullify 
226 to get beyond (get-got-got) - overcome227

227 to overcome (-come/-came/-come) – (in 
this case) refute, disprove

wearing a bowler hat, much less in 
the rest of the country. Obviously 
you see a lot in Northern Ireland but 
that another question. The etcetera, 
etcetera, etcetera… there’s208 all of 
the ways in which things are pre-
sented so if you’re saying – y’know15 
– Irish culture is leprechauns209 and 
shamrocks210 and St. Patrick’s Day, 
English culture is bowler hats207 and 
umbrellas and whatever – y’know15 – 
the Americans as – sort of32 – being 
wrapped in211 flags and everything. 
We approach other people’s cultures 
through stereotypes.
EW1: But I think those things are also 
used by tourism. I mean45, in Ireland 
as well74 probably.
IM1: Yes. We make money out of212 
leprechauns209.
EW1: Yeah. Come and see… yeah.
EM: Sure but what I’m saying is that 
Mexican tourist, the Mexican tourist 
office presumably makes money out 
of212 mariachis and people with big 
hats.
AM: Sure. I think the difference in this 
specific case is that it’s… the celebra-
tion is much larger27, there is much 
more213 people that celebrate in the 
United States, the Mexicans and Mex-
ican-Americans in the States, than in 
Mexico itself.
EM: Right.
AM: Yes, if you do it in jest214. it’s cer-
tain these people shouldn’t been cen-
sored203, but they really need to think 
about it.
EW1: They should perhaps apologize 
or change their behaviour215. 
AM: They did apologize216. But 
still, if I was part of that community, 

I’d be… I would be 
offended and…
EM: But if they were 
there with gin and 
tonics and wear-
ing bowler hats 
because of some-
thing, because some 
prince or princess or 
some British prince, 
one of these people, 
one of these royals 
who got married, you 
wouldn’t expect there 
to be phone calls and 
people writing in217.
EW1: But there isn’t 
the same relation-
ship and historical 
background218.
IM1: But there isn’t 
the same… but it’s not 
the same because 
it ’s not to have 
somebody…
EM: They used to tar 
and feather219 us!
IM1: Somebody with a bowler hat207 
having a gin and tonic and talking like 
– I dunno220 – Princess Ann or what-
ever that isn’t that offensive because 
it’s not… like that, that’s almost186 like 
some kind108 of great image.
EW1: Well – I dunno220 – I think 
it’s... but the stereotype; no, the ste-
reotype, I find the stereotype quite 
annoying221 actually47.
EM: Yeah, I think I do as well74. But I 
would allow169… I mean45, the differ-
ence is I would accept somebody’s 
freedom to do that in the same way 
as all of the baddies222 in Hollywood 

are British have British accents and 
blah, blah, blah, blah. That’s their 
freedom to do that. I don’t like those 
stereotypes just86 because it means 
that people make a whole load of223 
assumptions224 about one that is 
denying225 your own individuality. 
They’re saying this is… y’know15 – 
you like doing this, you do this, you 
do that because of your nationality. 
And that’s just86 boring. I mean45, it’s 
not offensive, it’s boring because you 
have to get beyond226 that.
EW1: Yeah, it is tiring as well74 to 
have to try and overcome227 it.
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228 sluggish – slow-moving, stagnant 
229 crime – (semi-false friend) illegal act 
230 most likely – most probably 
231 CSI – crime-scene investigation 
232 CCTV – closed-circuit television 
233 a TV documentary show about police 

investigations in the USA 
234 crime (adj.) – (in this case) detective 

235 to spot – identify 
236 clues – evidence, indicators, hints 
237 a bit of you – some organic material (e.g. a 

skin flake, a hair, a little blood)
238 to fall off (fall-fell-fallen) – be left at a crime 

scene
239 stage – point, level 
240 snowball effect – cumulative effect 

241 to implement – implant, use 
242 to be going on – be occurring, be 

happening 
243 your average – (informal) a typical 
244 chancer (UK English) – sb. who exploits an 

opportunity, risk-taker 

4. Homicide Rates
(6m16s)

Englishwoman (EW2): Apparently 
the homicide rate in the US has fallen 
to close to what it was in the 1950s,  
which has resulted in a declining 
prison population for several years. 
Why, even in a sluggish228 econ-
omy, are fewer people committing 
crimes229 or are they? 
American man (AM): I’d have to 
say… I’d have to say it’s an improve-
ment in how the police have been 
trained and I think most likely230 
technology and the technology that 
we have today.
Englishman (EM): CSI231!
AM: Yeah, your forensic scientists 
and I think with CCTV232.
EM: On Forensic Files233 they always 
catch everybody!
AM: They do, they do. What is inter-
esting about these types of television 
shows I was reading that…
EM: It’s absolutely addictive.
AM: Besides being addictive, I think 
people… they’ve interviewed people 
in the States and actually47 even 
though the homicide rates have being 
the lowest in over 50 years people 
feel, don’t feel safe and psycholo-
gists attributed that to the all of these 
televisions shows, forensic crime234 
shows. 
EW2: But surely everybody is well 
trained now in spotting235 – y’know15 
– clues236 and learning how to…
EM: But it’s almost186… but it’s almost 
impossible to – sort of32 – be some-
where and not – sort of32 – let a bit 

of you237 fall off238, in one sense. I 
mean45, it’s got to that – sort of32 – 
stage239 of technology. But is it really 
that? I mean45, I get the feeling that 
from what I was reading that fewer 
crimes229 are being committed and not 
just13 that they’re catching more people 
because if it were catching more 
people in one sense you’d be having 
prisons full and prisons aren’t full.
AM: But I think it’s – kind of164 – a 
snowball effect240. I mean45, once, 

once these sorts of technologies 
have been created and they start to 
implement241 them and use them in 
the police force, people realize20… 
It’s – kind of164 – a preventative mea-
sure because people realize that if 
I’m gonna139 do this I’ll probably get 
caught and as a result…
EM: But there’s… I mean45, all of 
that type of argument for me sug-
gests that there’s much more – sort 
of32 – logic going on242 in the head 
of your average243 delinquent than 
really there is. I mean45, what tends 
to happen in terms of the social-psy-
chological studies of these things 
is people see an opportunity and 
they’re chancers244 and they take it. 
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245 to end up in – result in 
246 murder – unlawful premeditated killing 
247 slightly – a little 
248 crime (adj.) – delinquency 
249 less – (informal) fewer 
250 straight – directly 
251 gaol (UK English) – jail (US English), prison 
252 sensible – (false friend) reasonable 
253 parole violation – infringement of the 

conditions under which one is released 
from prison early 

254 to come up (come-came-come) – be 
mentioned 

255 a 2005 book by Steven Dubner and 
Steven Levitt

256 does fit – (emphatic) fits, coincides
257 nicely – well, convincingly 
258 criminal (adj.) – delinquent 

259 upsurge – increase 
260 crack – crack cocaine 
261 pretty (adv.) – rather, very 
262 unleaded – without the metal lead264

263 to take sth. out (take-took-taken) 
– eliminate 

264 lead /led/ – (Pb.) a soft metal 
265 the slightest – the most insignificant 

So – y’know15 – it’s the typical – sort 
of32 – seeing an open window type 
situation or – y’know15 – if seeing 
somebody alone at night who you 
can attack for whatever reason, blah, 
blah, blah.
AM: But does that necessarily end up 
in245 a murder246 or homicide? I think 
it’s slightly247 different robbing some-
one or murdering someone.
EM: But it’s the crime248 rate that’s 
going down in the prison population 
rather than67 just13 the homicides, I 
believe.
Irishman (IM2): Isn’t it a mixture 
between less249 crimes229 and the, 
yeah, fewer crimes, sorry, and a fall-
ing prison population? But I think the 
prison population is falling because 
the US government is for… partly 
because of recession is trying to limit 
the amount103 of people who go into 
prison. Making things, for example, 
smaller crimes229 like maybe having 
a marihuana cigarette or something 
you used to go straight250 to gaol251 
for that but – y’know15 – they’re being 
a little more easy on those types of 
crimes229.
EM: And more sensible252 sentenc-
ing. I mean45, it’s…
IM2: And not so heavy on parole 
violations253, stuff like that193.
EM: Some of the sentencing in the 
1990s and that – sort of32 – period 
was just86 crazy.
IM2: Yeah, the ‘War on Drugs’.
EM: ...which they’ve lost.
IM2: Is that the end of it? The war on 
drugs?
EW2: It’s legal in most states now, so.
EM: I’m not sure it’s most. Have you 
heard about this controversial theory 
that came up254 in Freakonomics255?

IM2: Controversial how?
EM: They linked90 the falling 
crime248 rate which started 
to fall in the mid-90s I think 
to the institution of abortion 
rights.
IM2: Legalizing abortion, 
yeah.
EM: And so a generation of – 
sort of32 – unwanted children 
had not been born and it’s 
actually47 I mean45, the evi-
dence that there’s been from 
that time of writing that 10 
years ago to now would tend 
to even probably reinforce 
that. I know it’s a controver-
sial theory but that, the fact 
of people having children 
they wanted to have. And it 
does fit256 very, very nicely257 
statistically with the age when people 
start… those ‘unborn children’ as it 
were would’ve started their crimi-
nal258 lives.
AM: Yeah, but I mean45, we’re talking 
about this has been declining since 
the 1950s.
 EM: What has been declining?
AM: The homicide rates and crime 
rates.
EM: No, it hasn’t.
AM: Hasn’t it?
EM: There was a huge102 upsurge259 
in the 1970s, through the 1960s, 
through the 1970s, through the 1980s, 
to what to the end of the 1980s the 
whole crack260 epidemic and then 
it started to go down. It’s now at the 
1950s or near the Eisenhower rates.
AM: Oh, right. OK. My mistake.
EM: No, but I mean45, the crime in 
America was…
AM: ’70s and ’80s yeah, pretty261 

bad. I think there was an upsurge259 
in the ’70s and especially in the ’80s. 
Right. Yeah, yeah, yeah.
IM2: Yeah, another controver-
sial, speaking of the unwanted 
babies, another controversial thing I 
heard was they we’re talking about 
unleaded262 petrol saying when that 
was taken out263 somehow it had 
less of an effect on people. Appar-
ently it made people maybe more 
aggressive or something, the lead264 
in the petrol. I don’t know if it’s been 
proven.
AM: Oh, really?
EM: What would completely stop me 
from committing the slightest265 
type of crime248 in the United States 
is seeing those documentaries of 
American prisons!
IM2: Oh, yeah.
EM: That would keep me well on the 
right side of the law I can tell you.
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266 to run for (run-ran-run) – present oneself 
as a candidate for 

267 overall – in general
268 when it comes to – as regards, in relation to 
269 on the ticket – as presidential or vice-pres-

idential candidate 

270 too great an example – a very good 
example 

271 to play a part – affect, have an influence on 
272 to reach – get to, arrive at
273 to pick – select 
274 for a while – for some considerable time 

275 it’s pretty damning – it suggests that 
something is very wrong 

276 to be alive and kicking – be effective 
277 within – (in this case) to 
278 baggage – (in this case) implications, 

associations 

5. The US Political Aristocracy
(12m30s)

Englishwoman (EW1): Hilary Clin-
ton is the favourite to win the next 
US election and Jeb Bush recently 
insinuated that he might run for266 
President. Do you think family mem-
bers of previous presidents should be 
allowed169 to run for266 president? 
And why do you think people feel 
comfortable with it?
American Man (AM): In the US? The 
political dynasties in the US, I think, 
I think, overall267, Americans tend 
to be nostalgic when it comes to268 
politics. Like you have the great polit-
ical dynasties the Kennedy family, the 
Bushes, the Clintons.
Englishman (EM): I heard that the 
last, sorry to interrupt you, the last 

time the Republicans won without a 
Bush on the ticket269 was Nixon.
AM: Yeah.
EM: Which is incredible!
EW1: Which isn’t too great an exam-
ple270 of, I mean45, yeah that’s a long 
time ago but…
EM: I’m sorry you were saying.
EW1: True.
AM: Yeah because Regan had…
Irishman (IM1): George Bush.
AM: …Bush as his Vice-President. 
Yeah.
EM: George H.
AM: I think there’s a number of rea-
sons it happens in the State… in the 
States. One is I think were nostal-
gic when it comes to268 politicians, 

especially the Presidents. And I think 
the electoral system itself plays 
a part in271 it. Because in order to 
reach272 the running for the presi-
dency you, the party picks273 the can-
didates and then these candidates are 
voted in the primaries and the people 
that vote in... there’s208 very few 
people that actually47 vote in the pri-
maries to elect these candidates that 
then run for the president for each 
party. And I think people tend to vote 
for people that they know and the 
people that they know are from these 
families that have been in politics for 
a while274 either because they’ve…
EM: But if… I mean45, if you vote on 
the basis of name recognition, it’s 
pretty damning275.
EW1: But do they vote even though 
that candidate might prove to be inef-
fectual or they don’t like his politics 
or well… ?
AM: I don’t think you could… I think 
the idea of nepotism is, I think it’s 
incorrect to use that here. I still think 
meritocracy is alive and kicking276 
in the States even in politics. I think 
to get to that level of politics you 
still need to, to prove yourself. For 
example, let’s take Hillary Clinton for 
example in 2008, she lost out to the 
candidacy, the presidential candi-
dacy within83 the Democratic Party 
– to Obama, right? Even though she 
is a Clinton, she is Hillary, she still 
has to prove herself within277 that 
small group of people. But you need 
still to prove yourself. But of course 
having that name can be used to her 
advantage but it can also have, it can 
also be, can also carry negative bag-
gage278 as well74.
EW1: Yeah, because – like166 – for 
Bush perhaps somebody would have 
to prove that they’re actually47 not 
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279 to go the same way (go-went-gone) – do 
the same things 

280 to be more sb. – be more like sb. 
281 far from it – definitely not 
282 in fact, ‘Jeb’ is an acronym for ‘John Ellis 

Bush’
283 to get out (get-got-got) – become public 

knowledge 
284 to make sense (make-made-made) – be 

logical 
285 pretty damn – very 
286 he became Prime Minister of Britain in 

1783 aged only 24
287 to be the pits – (US English) be deplorable 
288 to be related – be members of the same 

extended family 
289 to throw sth. at sb. (throw-threw-thrown) – 

(informal) give sth. to sb.

290 wealthy – affluent, prosperous, rich 
291 pretty much – more or less 
292 to run (run-ran-run) – (in this case) be a 

candidate for the Presidency 
293 nowadays – these days 
294 could afford – had enough money 
295 to be involved in – participate in 

going to go the same way279.
AM: Sure. Exactly, he’s going to have 
to prove it every single day that he’s 
not his brother, that he is more280 his 
father.
EM: So basically you’re saying that 
hereditary Republicanism in the 
United States is not the same as 
hereditary Republicanism in Syria or 
North Korea.
AM: No, far from it281, far from it.
EM: What is ‘Jeb’? Is that his name or 
is it a shortened form?
IM1: Jebediah or something. It must 
be something like that.282

EM: If that gets out283 he’s never get-
ting elected: Jebediah!
IM1: But there must be some kind108 
of like Biblical sounds. Jeb, what is 
that?
EM: Biblical. It sounds Biblical.
EW1: Jezebel, no. Jeb.

IM1: No, but he sounds like some-
thing from the Beverly Hillbillies.
EM: I don’t know, but Jebediah would 
make sense284.
EW1: Jeb.
IM1: Yeah.
EM: Because, I mean45, it’s interesting 
we had William Pitt and then William 
Pitt the Younger and then we basi-
cally stopped doing any of that, didn’t 
we? I mean45, we’ve had…
IM1: Because nobody was younger 
than William the Younger!
EM: William Pitt was pretty damn285 
young when he was Prime Minister.286

IM1: He was the pits287!
EM: In the last two hundred years I 
don’t think there has been a Prime 
Minister who’s related288. I mean45, 
obviously the Royal family tend to be 
related!
EW1: To everyone.

IM1: Greeks.
EM: But not in politics. Oh, I heard 
that the Queen was descended from 
Mohammed?
EW1: Oh yes, I heard that one.
AM: Really?
EM: And somebody else interesting, 
yes. Yes, it’s quite exciting.
IM1: Mohammed Ali.
EM: No, Mohammed the Prophet.
AM: Just79 to throw some statistics 
at289 you, in the last 100 years in the 
US the 17 presidents that we’ve had 
over the last 100 years only 4 came 
from wealthy290, politically con-
nected families. Two of which were 
Bush…
EM: But they all came from 
wealthy290 families pretty much291, 
didn’t they? Well, you have to have 
over a million to run292, don’t you?
AM: Nowadays293, yes. I think in the 
early 19th Century I don’t think so. But 
I imagine that they came from not 
necessarily wealthy290 families but 
families that could afford294 to send 
their children to university.
EM: But you’ve got the Roosevelts.
IM1: Yeah, the Roosevelts.
EM: The Kennedys trying to…
AM: The Kennedys.
EM: without actually47 producing 
more than one president.
AM: Only one president, yeah. The 
entire Kennedy family’s involved 
in295 politics in one way or another 
but…
EM: And then the Bushes and the 
Clintons.
IM1: But the Clintons weren’t that par-
ticularly rich. He wasn’t, was he?
AM: No, no, no.
IM1: I don’t think the Clinton was very 
rich before he started.
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296 car dealer – sb. who sells cars 
297 wealth – affluence, capital, prosperity 
298 amounts – (in this case) sums 
299 to be raised – be reared, be brought up 
300 complex beast – complicated system 
301 asset – bonus, plus, positive thing 
302 nickname of George W. Bush 

303 grey (UK English) – gray (US English), (in 
this case) nondescript, unremarkable 

304 whereas – by contrast, while
305 profile – (in this case) public image 
306 was meant to be – was supposed to be 
307 counting – calculation of the number of 

votes received by each candidate

308 dodgy – (colloquial) dishonest 
309 to be involved in – (in this case) be respon-

sible for 
310 the actual votes – (emphatic) the ballot 

papers themselves 
311 to look particularly hard at – scrutinize 

AM: No, his family… I can’t remember 
I think, I think Clinton’s dad was a car 
dealer296 or sold cars or something.
IM1: That seems to make sense.
EM: But I’m not talking about the 
family in the past, I’m talking about 
the amount103 of personal wealth297 
they have when they start planning 
on doing these things. I think in the 
post-war period they all tend to be 
over a… have over a million dollars, 
which presumably is not – sort of32 – 
just86 anyone in America.
AM: No.
EM: It’s being one of the 1% rather 
than67 being part of the 99% 
presumably.
AM: Sure.
EM: Or even in the case of…
IM1: And Obama? Was Obama? 
Obama had lots of money?
EM: Yeah, I mean45, not lots of 
money on the level that’s…
EW1: But enough money to do…
EM: But not, I mean45, not like the… 
I can’t even remember what he’s 
called. What was the name of the last 
Republican candidate?
IM1: Mitt Romney.
AM: Mitt Romney.
EM: Mitt Romney had huge102 
amounts298 of money and Obama 
didn’t have those sorts of quantities 
but I think he’s – sort of32 – family 
personal wealth297 was significantly 
over a million. So I mean45, it wasn’t, 
he wasn’t poor. That doesn’t mean 
he wasn’t coming from poor origins. 
I mean45, obviously the origins are 
a different question – I dunno220 – I 
think…
AM: That’s what’s important for me 
the origins more so than. He did well 
enough to make enough money to…
EM: Sure, he knows how to do 

something right.
AM: I think he was 
raised299... his mother is 
an anthropologist right? I 
mean45, Obama’s mother? 
Look, US politics it’s a com-
plex beast300 and, yeah, as 
you say nowadays293 you 
need to have money to be 
able to even think about 
going into politics. Not only 
at the President… to the 
level of President, but to 
get into Congress or in the 
Senate.
EM: The surprising thing 
there was the fact that 
being the son of George 
H. Bush was an asset301 in 
terms of name recognition 
for Dubya302 because his 
father was such a grey303 
politician. I mean45, he 
really didn’t inspire any-
body whereas304 presumably there 
are people who think that George 
W. is wonderful or whatever but I 
mean45, he’s somebody who has a 
very clear profile305 and so there 
would be detractors obviously most 
of, a lot of them outside the United 
States, and detractors within83 the 
United States but there would also be 
other people who like that. But you 
just86 can’t have really an opinion 
about the father because he’s just13 
– y’know15 – grey303. But, I mean45… 
but apparently Jeb was meant to 
be306 the big – sort of32 – political 
hope of the family. He’s much more 
intelligent, blah, blah, blah. Isn’t that 
the case?
AM: That’s what they say, yeah.
EM: That’s what they say.
IM1: But isn’t Jeb Bush, wasn’t he the 

one where all the counting307 went 
on in Florida where all the recounts 
that thing went on that time. That 
dodgy308…
AM: Yeah, he was the Governor of 
Florida.
EM: But I mean45, I don’t think he 
was directly responsible. That was 
his State, but I mean45, I don’t think 
he was directly involved in309 the 
voting.
IM1: He wasn’t counting the actual 
votes310.
AM: He was the Governor of the State 
at the time, yeah.
EW1: But do you think you can 
actually47 say then that you’re not 
allowed169 to run for266 office if 
you have… I think that’s a bit… goes 
against the whole idea of…
EM: No, I don’t think you can say that. 
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312 at some stage – at some point 
313 nearly – almost 
314 to fill up –  
315 Bill Clinton 
316 personable – affable, amiable
317 any grain of truth – any basis in fact, any 

true aspects
318 guy (US English) – bloke (UK English), man 

319 I’d rather – I would prefer to 
320 it all comes down a lot to – in essence it is 

a question of 
321 the intervening time – (in this case) the 

period between 2008 and now 
322 to be written in stone – be permanent 
323 i.e. Britain has had a woman Prime 

Minister 

I think there should be a culture… I 
think there should be a culture where 
people look particularly hard at311 
those cases…
EW1: Yes. 
EM: …and say – y’know15 – does 
this person… do they have personal 
merits? I mean45, again, the problem 
with the Clintons I think was that, I 
mean45 – y’know15 – the family story 
about the Clintons? Do you know the 
anecdote about they go to a… sup-
posedly when they were young… at 
some stage312, I don’t know when, 
they went through a garage, a petrol 
station, a filling station and she said, 
“I nearly313… I nearly married that guy 
who is filling up314” and he315 says 
to her – I dunno220 – this is probably 
completely invented. But this is what 
people said at the time – “Where 
would you be now if that, if you had 
married him?” and she said, “The wife 
of the President of the United States’. 
Simply meaning that he... that the 
person that she had married got to be 
President of the United States.

EW1: Oh, yes, the women behind 
the…
EM: And she was the brilliant lawyer 
apparently much more than he was. 
I mean45, he’s a very personable316, 
likable person but I think the – sort 
of32 – brilliance, the intelligence was 
always hers and so – y’know15 – I 
mean45, whether34 that anecdote has 
any grain of truth317 I don’t know, 
but I think there is an element of that 
being the case.
IM1: Don’t you think that also there 
was a lot of, well, because Hillary Clin-
ton was a woman as well74 running 
with Obama.
EW1: And still is a woman, actually47!
IM1: Because I heard actually the 
story, I don’t know if it’s true, that 
some man when he was asked in an 
interview in the States I don’t know 
from where, probably not New York 
or Los Angeles, probably Kansas 
or Midwest or whatever. Maybe I’m 
just13 stereotyping. The guy318 said 
“I’d rather319 vote for a black man 
that vote for a woman”. I mean45, like 

basically he’s saying well – y’know15 
– I don’t care what colour the man is 
but I’d vote for him more than vote 
for any women. It’s like – y’know15…
AM: It’s true.
EW1: Well, yeah, well it all comes 
down a lot to320 the voter and what 
they are voting for, then.
EM: It’d be interesting to see how 
much that’s changed in the inter-
vening time321 because I mean45, 
the change in a lot of the perceptions 
certainly in urban America of all sorts 
of things, all sorts of minorities. The 
speed of change is absolutely incred-
ible. The… just I mean45, things that 
seemed to be – sort of32 – written in 
stone322 just86 are not any more.
IM1: Yeah.
EM: So, yeah, I think that type of 
thing… it’s all about – sort of32, 
y’know15 – part of the thing is just86 
seeing television series with a woman 
president and this type of thing.
IM1: Yes, there are more series now 
with women.
EM: You have to be able to imagine.
IM1: Yeah.
EW1: Yes.
AM: And more women…
IM1: Sigourney Weaver can be the 
President, you know? I saw a series 
with her. Why not, can’t some women 
be President or… you know? 
EM: Yeah.
IM1: Maybe she should run.
EM: Well, we’ve been there, done 
that.323

6. Pronunciation: Awl Torc 
and No Trousers (0m28s)
Commentary: listen to these archae-
ological words from the pronuncia-
tion article (p. 69).
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324 failure – fiasco, debacle, (opposite of ‘suc-
cess’, ‘triumph’)

325 manifest (adj.) – obvious, conspicuous 
326 bankruptcy – insolvency 
327 daily (adj.) – everyday, quotidian 
328 upset – setback, reverse
329 rather – quite, somewhat 
330 ill-prepared – unprepared, badly prepared 
331 life-altering – that change one’s life 
332 to beat around the bush (beat-beat-

beaten) – prevaricate, procrastinate 

333 career – (false friend) trajectory 
334 failed to – didn’t 
335 to carry sth. through – put sth. into effect, 

continue with sth. until it is successful 
336 to put in (put-put-put) – do, dedicate 
337 on the X front – as regards X, in terms of X
338 subject – academic discipline, area of study  
339 to fail sth. – not pass sth., fluke sth. (US 

English) 
340 a thorn in one’s side/flesh – trauma 
341 since – (in this case) given that, as 

342 teens – adolescence 
343 unrequited – that is not reciprocated 
344 occurrence – event, incident 
345 so far – up until now 
346 lack of – absence of, deficient 
347 to trip – (in this case) activate 
348 circuit breaker – automatic device 

(= mechanism) for stopping the flow of 
current in an electric circuit as a safety 
measure

7. Monologue 1 
[British English]
(3m16s)

Failure324 is a complicated con-
cept that means different things to 
different people. There are mani-
fest325 failures324 like divorce, bank-
ruptcy326 and prison and then there 
are the little daily327 upsets328 in our 
lives. Thankfully I haven’t suffered 
any of the manifest325 failures324 I’ve 
mentioned and I think I’m rather329 
ill-prepared330 emotionally for them. 
I don’t think my daily327 failures324 
have really prepared me in any way 
for one of the major48 life-alter-
ing331 ones. So I better stop beating 
around the bush332 and name my 
failures324.

Well, we should start with my 
musical career333. I quite liked the 
idea of playing a musical instrument 
as a child and I was given piano 
lessons, and trumpet lessons, and 

trombone lessons, and guitar lessons 
but I failed to334 carry any of them 
through335. I think I just86 wasn’t 
ready for the hours of practice that 
musicians have to put in336. I still love 
music and I admire people who can 
play an instrument well, but on the 
musical front337 I’m resigned to my 
status as a spectator.

Academically, the two subjects338 
I failed339 at school were chemistry 
and geography. Neither represents 
a thorn in my side340, but since341 I 
don’t dislike either subject338 I can 
imagine myself studying them just86 
to pass the exams one day. 

In fact, I think one’s teens342 are 
the great period of failure324 in life, 
certainly it was in mine. Competitive 
sports and unrequited343 love teach 
you to accept failure324 as a regular 
occurrence344 at that age. Sure, later 
in life, there are romantic fiascos and 
failures324 at job interviews but you 
don’t tend to live them as intensely as 
you did failures324 in adolescence.

In conclusion, my life hasn’t 
seen too much failure324 so far345. 

However, this maybe because of lack 
of346 ambition! The other day I heard 
an electrical expert saying that if you 
never trip347 the circuit breaker348 
that means that the electrical 

Monologues: 
Personal Failure324

(11m41s)
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349 rather – (in this case) quite
350 to fail – be unsuccessful 
351 step – move, stage 
352 towards – (in this case) for 
353 eventual – (in this case) final 
354 success – triumph 
355 sin – immorality 
356 knowledgeable – well-informed, (in this 

case) experienced, sagacious
357 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – tackle, 

handle, manage 
358 embarrassed – humiliated 
359 disappointed – discouraged, depressed, 

frustrated 
360 to get over (get-got-got) – recover from 
361 bruised – hurt, offended 
362 to embrace – (in this case) accept 
363 just how – (emphatic) how 
364 enlightening – revealing, illuminating 
365 countless – innumerable 
366 to share – (in this case) comment on 
367 misstep – misjudgement, blunder, mistake 
368 to turn sth. into – convert sth. into 
369 to be about to – be going to 
370 clerk (US English) – shop assistant (UK 

English) 

371 scenario – (false friend) hypothetical 
situation 

372 confident – sure, optimistic 
373 to handle – tackle, manage 
374 Boy! (US English) – Wow!, damn!
375 to be mistaken – be wrong, be under a 

misconception 
376 to exchange pleasantries – make phatic 

conversation, say ‘hello’
377 puzzled – confused, perplexed
378 indeed – (emphatic) really 
379 frasco vs. fracaso

capacity that you have contracted 
is too high. I rather349 like that as a 
metaphor. It’s only by living danger-
ously, by accepting the risk of fail-
ing350 that you can really live life to 
the full. So, ironically, failure324 may 
in fact be proof that you are living 
life to its full potential rather than67 
just13 playing safe all the time. As the 
great philosopher Homer... Simpson 
once said, “Trying is just13 the first 
step351 towards63 failure324”. More 
seriously I think our whole society is 
oriented towards352 failing350 being 
part of eventual353 success354. I think 
it was Allan Meltzer who said, “Cap-
italism without failure is like religion 
without sin355, it doesn’t work”. 

8. Monologue 2
[US English]
(3m42s)

Failure324 is an inevitable part of 
life. Actually47 I think it can serve 
to make each and every one of us 
more knowledgeable356 and, over-
all267, just86 better people. Notice 
that I’ve used ‘can’ here because I 
think it depends on how we deal 
with357 situations in which we have 
failed350. Naturally, the initial emo-
tional response to failure324 is to 
feel frustrated, embarrassed358, dis-
appointed359 or demoralized. How-
ever, if you are able to get over360 
your bruised361 ego and embrace362 

failure as a learning opportunity, 
you’ll realize20 just how363 produc-
tive and enlightening364 making mis-
takes can be. I’ve failed350 at count-
less365 things. Without getting too 
personal, I can share366 some of my 
missteps367 and how I reflected on 
them and turned them into368 learn-
ing experiences.

I’ll never forget one experience I 
had while I was living in Argentina. 
I was studying at the university at 
the time and was in the process of 
improving my Spanish, or at least 
that’s what I thought. One day I was 
in need of some shampoo, so I went 
into a shop to buy some. I thought 
I was all prepared for the conver-
sation I was about to369 have with 

the clerk370. Before going in I played 
through several possible scenarios371 
and felt confident372 that I could 
handle373 the conversation accord-
ingly. Boy374, was I mistaken375! After 
exchanging pleasantries376, I asked 
the clerk370 for a bottle of shampoo 
or what I thought was a bottle of 
shampoo. On seeing the puzzled377 
look on his face I knew immediately 
that I had made a mistake and that 
something had indeed378 gotten 
lost in translation. He quickly replied 
by correcting me, “Oh, what you’re 
looking for is a ‘bottle’ of shampoo, 
not a ‘failure’ of shampoo”. You see I 
had confused the Spanish words for 
‘bottle’ and ‘failure’,379 which are simi-
lar to someone learning the language. 
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380 funny – amusing 
381 not so much so – (in this case) it wasn’t so 

funny 
382 attempt – effort 
383 sourdough bread – bread made by a long 

fermentation of dough using naturally 
occurring lactobacilli and yeasts

384 pancake-shaped – having 
the form of a crêpe

385 to resemble – look like 
386 brick – 
387 loaf of bread – unit of bread 
388 to try sth. out – experiment with sth. 

389 batter – semi-liquid mix-
ture of flour392, egg, and 
milk or water (used for 
making crêpes)

390 dough –  
391 to be way off – (colloquial) 

be completely wrong 
392 flour – powder (= particles) obtained by 

grinding grain, typically wheat, and used to 
make bread

393 to throw sth. off (throw-threw-thrown) – 
(in this case) distort

394 needless to say – evidently, obviously 

395 halfway – reasonably 
396 to avoid – evade, try not to experience 
397 to sum up – summarize, synopsize 
398 to go on (go-went-gone) – continue 
399 no way back – nothing one can do to 

rectify the result
400 to retake an exam (-take/-took/-taken) – 

do an exam again 
401 to be over – have finished 
402 glad – happy, content 
403 turn sth. to my advantage – convert sth. 

into an advantage for me
404 amongst – among, (in this case) for 

It’s funny380 now, not so much so381 
at the time, though. However, I do 
have21 to say that since that day I 
have never forgotten the meaning of 
those two words in Spanish.

Another anecdote I can share366 
is from my experiences learning how 
to make bread. When I started, most 
of my attempts382 were a complete 
disaster. My first attempt at making 
sourdough bread383 resulted in a 
flat pancake-shaped384 bread that 
resembled385 a brick386 more than 
a loaf of bread387. During another 
bread-making session, I was trying 
out388 a new formula and somehow 
ended up with a batter389 instead 
of188 a dough390. I thought I had cor-
rectly calculated the amounts103 of 
each ingredient, but something was 
way off391 in my water calculation. 
In order to correct this I thought it 
would be a good idea to add more 
flour392. I had put so much flour in to 
correct the hydration of the dough390 
that I ended up throwing off393 all 
the calculations of the ingredients. 
Needless to say394, that loaf of 
bread387 was not a winner. However, 
had I not persevered and learned 
from these mistakes, I wouldn’t have 
been able to acquire the knowledge 
that I have today and make half-
way395 decent bread at home.

So, in conclusion, I believe prog-
ress happens through a process 
of experimentation, failure324, and 
adaptation. Failure324 is inevitable 
and rather than67 avoiding396 it, we 
should focus on how we deal with357 

it and learn from it. There’s a quote 
by Samuel Beckett that sums up397 
failure324 very well. He said, “Go on398 
failing350. Go on. Only next time, try 
to fail350 better.”

9. Monologue 3 
[British English] 
(2m37s)

Em… well failure324 to me is, is a very 
strong word and it seems to, espe-
cially in English, suggest that it was 
a complete disaster and – y’know15 
– like a real low point. And the best 
example I would think are exams 

when there’s no way back399, you 
can’t retake the exam400, your life… 
it feels like your life’s over401. Em… 
and I think failure, everything can be 
learned from obviously, the failures… 
I’ve never actually47 failed an exam 
apart from my driving test, but I was 
glad402 about that. So actually47 per-
haps because I’m a positive person 
even that failure I can turn to my 
advantage403 because I was just86 
happy that I never had to drive again. 
Being a terrible, terrible cook and 
especially when I was younger my 
failures324 were famous amongst404 
my friends. Erm… and the biggest fail-
ure to use that word or in the end it 
was quite funny, it was a dinner party 
that I invited everyone to, to try and 
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

405 recipe – instructions for preparing food 
406 luckily – fortunately 
407 pickles – vegetables preserved in vinegar 
408 oven – 

409 (red) raw – completely uncooked 
410 jolly – merry, drunk 
411 concerned – worried 
412 terrific – great, fantastic 
413 fondly thought of – remembered with 

nostalgia
414 properly – correctly, appropriately 

415 to look for – search, try to find 
416 cabin crew – team of people who work on 

a passenger plane 
417 one’s parents – one’s mother and father 
418 to apply for – solicit 
419 career – (false friend) professional 

trajectory 
420 people who have supposedly had sex in 

an aeroplane 
421 round – phase 
422 topic – (false friend) theme 
423 to discuss – (false friend) debate 
424 to ensue – (in this case) take place, occur 
425 to break the ice (break-broke-broken) – 

start to interact 
426 to throw in one’s two cents (throw-threw-

thrown) – give one’s opinion, participate 

427 sudden – unexpected
428 dwarf-tossing – ‘sport’ in which partici-

pants see how far they can throw an unusu-
ally small person 

429 to giggle – laugh in a childish way 
430 to chuckle to oneself – laugh furtively 
431 to have it in the bag (have-had-had) – have 

it under control, be triumphant 
432 to scrub up – improve one’s appearance 
433 overcoat – long warm coat
434 to head for – go to 
435 to greet – welcome 
436 to manage to – be able to 
437 no matter – irrespective of 
438 to roll with the punches – adapt to 

adverse circumstances 
439 disappointment – reversals, frustration 

prove that I could cook. And I found 
this amazing recipe405 on the inter-
net. I spent all day marinating the 
chicken. I had everything prepared 
and luckily406 I managed to have 
some olives and some pickles407 
to keep everyone going and lots of 
wine while we were waiting for this 
chicken. And it should have only 
been about an hour. And 45 minutes 
to one hour the chicken was in the 
oven408, the oven was on and the 
chicken was red raw409. An hour and 
a half, two hours later everyone was 
getting a little bit more jolly410 and 
less concerned411 about the chicken 
and the chicken was still raw409. And 
nobody really remembers how the 
dinner party ended, but about three 
o’clock in the morning everybody 
went home without having eaten 
any chicken. And as a dinner party 
that was a huge102 failure324, but 
also it was a terrific412 night and it’s 
still… amongst my friends it’s very 
fondly thought of413 as my... ‘the 
great chicken failure’. Em… I’ve also 
failed quite beautifully to make gaz-
pacho for my family and Spanish 
omelettes. And although I haven’t 
recovered or learned how to make it 
properly414 I’ve just86 accepted this 
situation that – y’know15 – as a cook 
I’m a failure324 or it’s just86 not my 
area of expertise, so I’ll leave it to the 
professionals.

10. Monologue 4
[Irish English] 
(2m04s)

Years ago when I’d just left school a 
job offer appeared in the local news-
paper. Aer Lingus, the Irish airline 
company, were looking for415 cabin 
crew416. So, urged on by my par-
ents417, I decided to apply for418 the 
job; a career419 in the skies sounded 
pretty261 good at that time especially 
during the 1980s depression in Ire-
land. I figured I’d become a member 
of that ‘mile-high club’420 I heard so 
much about but still didn’t know what 
it meant. There would be several 
rounds421 of interviews, the first of 
which was held in a hotel. I was put 
at the table with six or seven other 
candidates. We were given a topic422 
to discuss423 by a couple of138 people 
who were monitoring us. 
Sport was the topic422. A 
debate ensued424 with every-
one trying to out-debate each 
other. Being a man of few 
words, I found it difficult to 
break the ice425 and throw 
in my two cents426. But a 
sudden427 flash of inspiration 
and out it came: dwarf-toss-
ing428. People were at first 
speechless, then they started 

to giggle429 and the debate became 
more relaxed. I could see that the 
monitors were chuckling to them-
selves430 and making notes. “Yes”, I 
thought to myself, “I have it in the 
bag431”. I believe it was thanks to 
the dwarves that I was selected for 
the next interview. I scrubbed up432 
once more, borrowed my dad’s over-
coat433 and headed for434 Dublin air-
port. I was greeted435 by two overly 
nice ladies and immediately felt like 
a Neanderthal. I managed to436 men-
tion a few different types of aircrafts 
that I read that Aer Lingus used over 
the years but something told me it 
wasn’t happening and sure enough 
my career419 in the sky was not to 
be. So, what I did learn for that expe-
rience? I learned not to be afraid 
to open my mouth and speak no 
matter437 how ridiculous it may seem, 
well, on certain occasions that is. And 
I learned to roll with the punches438 
and accept disappointment439.
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

440 very high off the ground – a long way 
down 

441 to bounce along – move up 
and down 

442 shape – (in this case) condition 
443 bell – 
444 in good nick – (colloquial) in 

good condition 
445 to be worth – be valued at, cost 
446 to be out of one’s league – be too expen-

sive for one 

447 showroom – place in which 
cars are exhibited 

448 to own – have, possess 
449 the races – (in this case) 

Formula One competitions 
450 tyre (UK English) – tire (US 

English) 
451 flat (flat-flatter-the flattest) – close to the 

ground 
452 to be on display – be being exhibited 
453 to have nerves of steel (have-had-had) 

– be fearless, not be easily frightened
454 to go away with (go-went-gone) 

– overwhelm
455 to push –  
456 a while – some time 
457 seating – seats 
458 upholstery – soft 

padded textile covering 
that is fixed to seats 

459 room [U] –  space 
460 gadgets – devices, technology

11. Picture Description
(4m12s)

Examiner [British English]: James, 
could you describe the two pictures of 
the cars?
Examinee [Irish English]: Yeah, well, 
there are two cars. So, on the left the 
first one is a vintage car. It’s an old car 
– I dunno220 – maybe the beginning of 
the 20th Century, and it’s red and it’s 
very high that’s the first thing I noticed, 
especially compared to the other 
car. It’s very high off the ground440 
which seems to me really uncomfort-
able for the seat. You’re sitting there 
and bouncing along441. It probably 
doesn’t go very quickly either. Oh, it’s 
husband and wife, I think. I think that’s 
a woman on the right. It’s very typical 
I think in Britain to do this kind108 of 
thing. Maybe it’s like the Brighton race 
or one of these things. And the car is in 
very good shape442, though. It seems 
to have a lot of lights and bells443 on 
the side of it and very well painted. 
And it seems to be… obviously they like 
to – y’know15 – renovate and keep the 
car in good nick444. It doesn’t seem 
to be going very quickly, though. It 

seems to be stopped. I always think it’s 
very strange how the people who drive 
these cars always look strange. They 
don’t ever look like normal people. 
They look like as if they should be in 
a movie, you know? As I said, to me 
I would worry about the comfort of 
the car. It seems very light and then 
high off the ground so that you would 
bounce along441. It must’ve been really 
uncomfortable. But then at the time 
it must have been so exciting to have 
a car, not everybody did. You had to 
be really rich. I suppose… I don’t know 
how much that car would be worth445 
now. 
Now on the right, well, I actually47 
think this is… it’s good but it’s a bit out 
of everybody’s league446. It’s a For-
mula One car. It’s a yellow Renault car, 
probably in a showroom447, maybe 
the latest model for the Formula One 
racing. I think it’s more like an idealis-
tic car for people because most people 
are never going to own448 or drive 
one of these. It’s like a fantasy car that 
people see in the races449. One thing, 

it’s very low to the ground compared 
to the other car, which could be equally 
uncomfortable. This car goes extremely 
quickly. The tyres450 have to be 
changed every so often and it’s lower 
and flatter451 in the front because it’s 
more aerodynamic. As I said, it’s in a 
showroom, so it’s either from last year’s 
Formula One and it’s on display452 or 
it’s the new car that’s going to be used 
this season. They’re always improving 
these cars because it’s like minimal 
seconds that they can improve on last 
year’s performance or whatever. As I 
said, I don’t think most people would 
ever drive one of these things. You 
really want to have nerves of steel453 
to do so because it would just86 go 
away with454 you, whereas304 this 
one you’re probably going to push455 
it – the one on the left – you end up 
pushing it after a while456. I dunno220 
– maybe the one on the left could be 
more environmentally friendly, I’m not 
sure. I’m not really sure about any of 
this, but I think it would be.
Examiner: OK, thanks. In general do 
you prefer vintage or modern design?
Examinee: I prefer modern design 
because in the end I would just86 
prefer the comfort of the car. This one 
is all very romantic, this one on the left, 
the vintage car. But the comfort this 
one I wouldn’t think it’s too comfort-
able, but modern cars in general are. 
They tend to make things much more 
comfortable in every way like machin-
ery, seating457, upholstery458, room459 
in the car and adult gadgets460 and 
things. Yeah, I think I’d prefer the 
modern car.
Examiner: Thank you.
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PAGE EXERCISE

PAGE EXERCISE

112 1. Illustrations Round-up: see if you can 
identify most of the objects and actions 
illustrated in the footnotes of this issue.

113 2. Title Tag: can you match these alter-
native titles to the news, language news 
and health news articles on pp. 7-11?

 3. Anthropology: identify the distin-
guishing attributes of humans accord-
ing to the article on pp. 28-33.

114 4. Word Search: find archaeological 
words from pp. 34-41 and pp. 66-67.

115 5. Prepositions: replace the prepositions 
in this text about the paleo diet (p. 38).

116 6. Crossword for general vocabulary revision.

117 7. Sentence Transformation for general 
syntax revision of structures in this issue.

118 8. Debates: listening comprehension 
for audio tracks 3-5 (pp. 94-105).

119 9. Too Many Words: find the unnecessary words 
in this extract from the internet article on p. 12.

 10. US vs. UK: fill the gaps in the chart.
This relates to the whole magazine.

 11. False Friends: see if you remem-
ber the false friends marked in the 
footnotes throughout the magazine.

120 12. Pronunciation: can you identify the archae-
ological homophones of these words (p. 69)?

 13. Have you learned the pronunciation of 
the words highlighted in the magazine?

 14. Vandalizing Prehistory: Fill the 
gaps in this text relating to p. 25.

121 15. Word Game: test your vocabulary and 
understanding of English morphology.

122 16. Phrasal Verbs: how many new phrasal verbs 
have you learned this month? This exercise 
tests for the phrasal verbs in the footnotes.

  17. Cinema: a reading comprehension about 
the article on Peter Weir (pp. 48-51).

 18. Society: test your knowledge of 
the expressions on pp. 46-49.

123 19. Economics: a cloze exercise using a 
text answering the article on p. 16.

124 20. Homophones: replace the homophones 
so that this excerpt from an article about 
P.A.R.S.N.I.Ps makes sense (pp. 14-15).

 21. Internet Listening: test your listening compre-
hension of this fascinating talk about our origins.

125 22. Idioms: fill the gaps in this exercise relat-
ing to the WWI expressions on p. 82.

 23. Words: fill the gaps with words that 
were coined during WWI from pp. 80-81.

 24. Listening comprehension on the 
interview (audio track 1, pp. 88-93).

126 25. Travel: fill in the megalithic names on 
this map of Southeast England (pp. 22-25).

 26. Grammar: test your knowledge 
of the past tenses (pp. 72-75).

127 27. Phrasal Verbs: have you learned 
the WWI multi-word verbs on p. 83?

 28. Monologues: a true-false listening com-
prehension on audio tracks 7-10 (pp. 106-109).

 29. Wordplay: another word game – relating 
to the history article on pp. 42-45.

128 30. US vs. UK: fill in the chart with 
archaeological terms from p. 70.

 31. Does war make us more civilized? Do 
this cloze exercise relating to the second 
debate (audio track 4, pp. 100-101).

129 32. False Friends: relating to the article on p. 68.
 33. Slang: match these ‘trench French’ 

expressions to their origins (pp. 76-77).
 34. Quotations: complete these 

famous quotes about WWI (p. 34).

130 35. Translation: correct this 
text about archaeology.

131-133 Answers
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1. Illustrations Round-Up. Many of the definitions in the footnotes are illustrated. Test how well you have learned the 
meanings of these words by matching the pictures to their definition. Notice that we have changed [many] of the 
pictures to help you fix the concept in your mind:

an adze
an ant
a baby’s bottle
a baked potato
a bandage
a bear
a bell
binoculars
a bone
a bottom (UK), 

a butt (US)
a bowler hat
a brick
a bullet

cash
a city wall
a cloud
coins
a crate
a crow
a deer
to dig
dough
an eel
to fill up
a fire hydrant
to flip a coin
footprints

a gibbon
a goat
a gramophone 

horn
grooming
a hairbrush
a hammer
a handcart
a hare
to harvest
a leprechaun
a lift operator
a log
a moth

a musket
Noah’s ark
a nurse
nuts
an octopus
an oven
a partridge
to peel
a pigeon 
a pine cone
to push (a 

vehicle)
a rabbit
a reindeer

sausages
shadow play
a shamrock
shields
a slideshow
a slot
a sparrow
a spear
a stone tool
stretcher-bearers
string
a tail
a tap water
a teardrop

a thumb
a torc
a trap
a trench
a tyre (UK), a 

tire (US)
a wheel
a wheelbarrow
a wolf
a woolly rhino
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2. Title Tag. Read i. the News (pp. 7-8) and ii. Science News (pp. 10-11) articles. Then try to match the alternative titles 
given below to the originals, without looking at the magazine. This can be one or two exercises: 

i.
1. Decline in Crime a. Saintly in Cyberspace
2. Strange Bedfellows b. Le ’ashtag
3. Stranger Bedfellows c. Concerned about Kate
4. New on Your Tablet d. Kitty the Outcast
5. Royal Worries e. British Delinquency Down 
6. Surfin’ Californianisms f. Mein Miscegenous Führer 
ii.
1. Life Expectancy Test a. Too Many Smoothies 
2. Stand Up for a Better Butt b. Mesolithic Mutts
3. Just Enough Juice c. The First Ethnic Cleansing 
4. Triumphal Ark d. Stand Up or Fall Down Dead
5. Caveman’s Best Friend e. I Noah Man with a Round Boat
6. Forced out by Farmers f. Island Paradise 
7. The Ideal Isle g. Bums on Seats

3. Anthropology. Read the article about what makes us uniquely human on pp. 28-33. Then, decide which of the 
following 28 characteristics distinguish us from nonhuman animals (✔ = yes, ✖ = no, ❓ = possibly), according to 
current thinking:

altruism art
community rules on property, 
sex and murder

compassion concept of time consciousness

cooking
corporal and capital punishment 
for transgressions

culture

domestic violence drug abuse empathy

infanticide intelligence and reasoning language

manners need to share knowledge numeracy

opposable thumbs gossip pantomime

playfulness in adulthood with 
strangers

pretence of monogamy science

self-medication sense of justice tool use

war

ii. Colloquial English uses a shortened form of many animal names (some were used in the article). Complete the chart:

official name shortened form

1. chimp

raccoon 2. 

crocodile 3. 

4. gator

5. hippo

6. possum

7. rhino

cockroach 8. 

kangaroo 9. 
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Remember to write down any new vocabulary. Moreover, if there are any words you don’t 
recognize, find them in the articles and write down the context as an example sentence. 

Clues
1. A radioactive isotope (carbon-14) used 

for archaeological dating
2. Dating using tree rings
3. Archaeological dating using the orientation 

and intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field
4. Member of a nomadic or semi-nomadic 

community who subsists by killing wild 
animals and collecting wild plants 

5. A technique for finding or studying archaeological 
sites by walking systematically across a ploughed 
field collecting artefacts on the surface

6. The only other species of Homo to live 
in Europe in the last 50,000 years. 

7. The analysis of the order and position of 
layers of archaeological remains

8. A formal term for a cave-dweller
9. A ‘new’ species of Homo that lived in Asia.
10. Procreate with another species or subspecies
11. Culturally significant objects (UK spelling)
12. Biofacts, organic material found at archaeological sites
13. Hominids minus chimpanzees and bonobos 
14. Ceramic objects
15. A monkey, ape, lemur, human or archbishop
16. Agriculture
17. Exchange without money as a medium 
18. A popular name for Flores Man (Homo florensis)
19. Area in which a species lives
20. Cord
21. Utensils
22. Cranium with its mandible 

4. The wordbox contains 22 archaeology-related words that appear in Yes 14 on pp. 34-41 – try to find them. Once you 
have found some, use the synonyms and definitions given below to find the rest:

P O T T E R Y I G N I M R A F G

H Y H P A R G I T A R T S R E R

N R S T T R O G L O D Y T E T O

E E T F I E L D W A L K I N G U

A R C H A E O M A G N E T I S M

N E A S G N N T M O E R V N C H

D H F K R I O I R M I U E E D S

E T E D E E R B R E T N I M N R

R A T N E A H B R P R I M A T E

T G R H N C C O I A H L V V R T

H R A G A E O H A O C O T A G R

A E E T C R R F M R S O N N K A

L T O O L S D I A I G K I R E B

W N S P P S N E N C T R U D A K

C U I H O I E E A A T O N L A Y

C H Y H N U D T C S L S B Y L R
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5. Homophones. Read the article about the Paleo Diet on p. 38. Here is another text about it. However, in this case we 
have changed 37 words for their homophones. Change them back so that the text makes sense:

A serious paleo diet is knot about gorging on meet, a gross stereotype of the human diet before the advent of farming. 

“That’s the big mistake everyone makes on paleo diets,” says nutritionist Sarah Bowles-Flannery. “They go mad on 

meet butt there diet should be three-quarters vegetables and fruit, the wrest lean protein and healthy fats such as 

nuts, avocados and seeds.” The biggest element inn the paleo diet should be greens. Watt the paleo diet banns – sugar 

and potatoes – has a lot inn common with a traditional healthy diet. The other too mane foodstuffs witch are off-limits 

– serials and dairy products – come from extrapolating lactose and gluten intolerance to the hole population; but most 

peepul are knot lactose and gluten intolerant. Bowles-Flannery concludes, “Most of the benefits come from cutting out 

sugar and processed foods and knot eating grains awl the thyme.”

Reading about the paleo diet on the internet you’d think that it was a panacea. Their are claims that is cures sinus 

infections, headaches, fatigue, musculoskeletal panes, depression, ADHD, Crohn’s disease, colitis, tinnitus, the 

autoimmune disease Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, dementia and autism! Its 

a wonder that humanity has survived the last 10,000 years given awl the diseases and conditions that the ‘Paleos’ 

associate with serials and dairy. 

“The paleo diet trend is a dangerous fad,” says Lucy Jones, a spokeswoman for the British Dietetic Association (BDA). 

“There isn’t any proof that it improves health, and it’s demand that ewe exclude food groups essential to health such 

as dairy, grains and legumes could leave peepul seriously deficient inn essential vitamins and calcium, knot to mention 

constipated from the lack of dietary fibre.” Besides, asks Jones, watt was the life expectancy for hunter-gatherers? 

About 20? Indeed, only a minority of hour paleo ancestors wood have maid it to there forties, and many children wood 

have dyed before they reached the age of 15. 

When you have finished doing the exercise, read the article again – it’s interesting!
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31 32 33 34

35 36 37 38

39 40 41 42

43 44 45 46 47 48

49 50 51 52 53 54

55 56 57 58

59 60 61

Across
1. armour of a crustacean; 

projectile
2. inferno
6. cart; tumulus
8. quarrel, argument
9. exclamation of pain
11. an infectious viral disease 

that affects the central 
nervous system

13. indefinite article
14. negative adverb. 

Homophone of ‘know’
15. culturally significant 

object (UK spelling)
16. thing that is known to be true
17. perform
19. road (abbreviation)
20. marine mammal; emblem; 

adhesive. Anagram of ‘sale’
22. colour
23. subject pronoun. 

Homophone of ‘eye’
24. fragment of broken 

glass or pottery
25. firm, compact; difficult 
29. therefore. Homophone 

of ‘sew’
31. dark silhouette
34. same as 9 ACROSS
35. British slang spelling and 

pronunciation of Ypres – 
for your windscreen?

37. Associated Press 
(initialism)

38. South Africa (initialism)
39. United Arab Emirates 

(internet address)
40. would rather
41. allude
43. hominid (but not a hominin)
45. little demon, fiend
47. id est (Latin initialism)
49. large marine flatfish

51. contrastive conjunction. 
Anagram of ‘tub’

53. devotional image. 
Anagram of ‘coin’

54. preposition. Activated?
55. since; while
56. small unsweetened cake 

similar to a US biscuit
57. solid object with a circular 

base that tapers to a 
point – traffic or pine?

58. pronoun, number. 
Homophone of ‘won’

59. upper leg
60. elevated. 

Homophone of ‘hi’
61. chases and kills. 

Anagram of ‘shunt’

Down
1. small brown bird
2. multitude. Homophone 

of ‘hoard’
3. English language 

teaching (initialism)
4. untruth; recline
5. attic
6. rear; sponsor
7. industrious insect. 

Anagram of ‘tan’
9. same as 54 ACROSS
10. the 1914-18 conflict (5, 3, 3)
12. same as 47 ACROSS
15. projectile
16. Financial Times (initialism)
18. soft metal; leash, clue
20. form 
21. got up
22. same as 8 ACROSS
24. portion; stock
26. advertisement 

(abbreviation)
27. flower
28. same as 34 ACROSS
29. apparent
30. conjunction. 

Homophone of ‘oar’
32. fast rabbit. Homophone 

of ‘hair’

33. tailless primate; imitate
36. US bucket. Homophone 

of ‘pale’
37. exist. Anagram of ‘era’
40. sports field; frequency
42. aspect
43. talk in a relaxed way; louse
44. potato mixture; cannabis 

– type of tag?
46. chemical symbol for the 

metal of 18 DOWN
47. skin irritation
48. same as 58 ACROSS
49. head covering
50. powdery burnt residue; 

species of tree
52. you and me – American?
53. tavern with accommodation
55. @
58. Open University 

(initialism)

Test how well you have 
retained the vocabulary from 
this issue of Yes by doing 
the following crossword

If you find the crossword difficult, 
do the easy clues (in bold) first. 
This will make the rest of the 
words much easier to find.

Crossword
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7. Sentence Transformation. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same thing as the first sentence. 
The word in bold must be one of the words you use to fill the gap; do not change the form of this word. Each gap 
requires between two and five words. Page (p.) and footnote (n.) references for each structure are given:

1. Do you have the right to vote in municipal elections?
entitled (p. 8, n. 11)
___________________________________________________ vote in municipal elections?

2. Women have double the probability of dying from that disease as men.
likely (p. 10, n. 6)
Women ___________________________________________________ die from that disease as men.

3. I was incapable of finding a decent hotel in that town.
able (p. 10, n. 8)
I ___________________________________________________ find a decent hotel in that town.

4. 66% of mothers say they prefer our product.
three (p. 12, n. 16)
___________________________________________________ mothers say they prefer our product.

5. United won a spectacular victory but City weren’t as fortunate.
such (p. 16, n. 5)
United won a spectacular victory but City ___________________________________________________.

6. Andy Murray has few possibilities of success at the French Open.
cards (p. 17, n. 1)
___________________________________________________ against Andy Murray at the French Open.

7. As regards Denisovans, we don’t know if they ever reached Europe.
concerned (p. 20, n. 4)
As far ___________________________________________________, we don’t know if they ever reached Europe.

8. Amanda proposed some very creative solutions to the problem.
forward (p. 27, n. 3)
Amanda ___________________________________________________ some very creative solutions to the problem.

9. I wasn’t able to open the jar but my wife could.
manage (p. 29, n. 6)
I ___________________________________________________ the jar but my wife could.

10. A strategy of confrontation is full of dangers.
fraught (p. 29, n. 13)
A strategy of confrontation ___________________________________________________ dangers.

11. Did Charles II come after James II or was it vice-versa?
round (p. 35, n. 17)
Did Charles II come after James II or was it ___________________________________________________? 

12. Modern humans are descended from Homo habilis, according to the theory.
goes (p. 36, n. 11)
Modern humans are descended from Homo habilis, ___________________________________________________.
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8. Debates: Varied Listening. Listen to the Mini-Debates (audio tracks 3-5) and answer the questions according to 
what the speakers say. Obviously, this can be done as three separate exercises:

1. Debate 1: Listen to the first debate and, as you do, fill the gaps in the sentences with the words you hear. The 
sentences are in the same order in which you will hear them:

1. In England they have an annual burning of the __________________ of the Pope in Lewes.

2. The festival is much more of an excuse for _______________________ – like everything else in Britain.

3. If we were to go there and talk to the local people I bet you a __________________ percentage of them wouldn’t even 

know the history and why they’re doing that.

4. It’s Bonfire Night and baked ______________________________.

5. In reality the specific date commemorates the Battle of Puebla which I think was in 1860, 1862, which is when the 

Mexican army defeated the __________________________ in Mexico.

6. Perhaps St. Patrick’s Day is basically white Americans of European ____________________________.

7. And there are major reasons if you’re into that for finding, say, Halloween _________________________ offensive.

8. In, for example, most of the world a large part of English learning is... the symbols of it are the telephone 

_________________________, which no longer exist.

9. But if they were there with gin and tonics and wearing bowler hats because of something, because some prince 

or princess or some British prince, one of these people, one of these _______________________ who got married, you 

wouldn’t expect there to be phone calls.

10. Yeah, it is tiring as well to have to try and ____________________________ it.

2. Debate 2: Listen to the second debate and answer the questions:

1. Which two social indicators have fallen in the USA?

2. Why does the American think that fewer crimes are being committed?

3. What metaphor does the Englishman use to describe the opportunity to commit a crime?

4. Which war did the USA lose, according to the Englishman?

5. What legal change is the falling crime rate controversially linked to?

6. When was the crime rate highest in the USA, according to the speakers?

7. What public health change has been linked to the fall in the crime rate?

8. Why wouldn’t the Englishman commit a crime in the USA?

3. Debate 3: Listen to the third debate and listen again and answer the questions, according to what you hear:

1. Which two other examples of countries with hereditary republicanism are given?

2. Which British Prime Ministers were father and son?

3. Which of these US political families are mentioned?

the Adams the Bushes the Clintons the Kennedys the Roosevelts 
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9. Too Many Words. Read the article on p. 12. Below we reproduce the first paragraph from ‘Looking Forward to the 
Future’. However, in this version, there is an unnecessary word in each line. Identify it and write it on the right. Don’t 
look back at the article until after you have finished the exercise:

1. Space stations, robots and an advanced technology: all of these 1 __________________________________________________
2. things have traditionally been found in sci-fi movies. But just as life 2 __________________________________________________
3. often imitates art, so many of these once pie-in-the-sky concepts 3 __________________________________________________
4. are even starting to become reality. 4 __________________________________________________
5. People will be able to get transplants whenever they may need 5 __________________________________________________
6. them within the next 50 years, according to the 80% of respondents 6 __________________________________________________
7. said. Perhaps a little grossly, these organs will be grown in labs. 7 __________________________________________________
8. Also more than a half (51%) of respondents believe computers will be 8 __________________________________________________
9. able to create art as skilfully as humans do it. 9 __________________________________________________

10. US vs. UK. Fill the gaps in the following chart. We give the page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference of where you 
should have encountered the terms in Yes 14:

Definition UK  US  reference

backside bottom 1_______________________ p. 10, n. 10

a compartment for raising and lowering people 2________________________ elevator p. 16, n. 10

paper money 3________________________ bank bills p. 17, n. 15

habits, conducts behaviours 4_______________________ p. 31, n. 15

absorbent pad for menstruation sanitary 5________________ sanitary napkin p. 45, n. 11

soil earth 6_______________________ p. 53, n. 17

give B’s name to A to honour B name A after B name A 7____________ B p. 54, n. 1

fruit preserve 8__________________________ jelly p. 64, n. 5

be going be heading be 9____________________ p. 93, n. 123

prison 10________________________ jail p. 101, n. 251

a tone between black and white grey 11_______________________ p. 104, n. 303

sb. who helps customers in a shop shop assistant 12______________________ p. 197, n. 370

a pneumatic ring around a wheel 13_______________________ tire p. 450, n. 450

11. False Friends. Throughout the magazine false friends are identified and explained in the footnotes. The following 
sentences contain false friends from Yes 14 that are incorrectly used here. Correct the underlined words in the 
following sentences so that they make sense. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given:

1. She sat on the wall balancing her legs like a little girl. (p. 10, n. 9)
2.  According to the academic, Noah’s ark was enormous but it wasn’t especially large because it was circular. 

(p. 13, n. 11)
3. The raw carrots tasted fine but they were too bland. (p. 14, n. 4)
4. He repeated the topic that bosses work harder than their employees. (p. 14, n. 11)
5. There has been a spate of political resignations ultimately. (p. 15, n. 17)
6. Every child should receive a college education. (p. 16, n. 8)
7. Expressing racial injuries is a serious offence in my country. (p. 34, n. 9)
8. The corner shop has a good range of ailments and cleaning products. (p. 38, n. 7)
9. Crocodile eggs are very sensible to changes in temperature. (p. 44, n. 6)
10. There is a beautiful old sauce next to the pond. (p. 64, n. 22)
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12. Read the article on pronunciation (p. 69). Then, without looking at the article, write ‘archaeological’ homophones 
next to each of these words: 

1. ads  _________________________________________________________

2. all  _________________________________________________________

3. beer  _________________________________________________________

4. cash  _________________________________________________________

5. seller  _________________________________________________________

6. freeze  _________________________________________________________

7. horde  _________________________________________________________

8. napping  _________________________________________________________

9. talk  _________________________________________________________

10. earn  _________________________________________________________

11. what’ll  _________________________________________________________

12. where  _________________________________________________________

13. Pronunciation Round-up. Throughout the magazine we provide the phonetic transcription of the words that 
cause the greatest pronunciation problems. Practise these words from Yes 14 by answering the following questions:

1. Does ‘steadily’ (p. 17, n. 13) rhyme with a. speedily b. greedily c. readily?
2. Does ‘tomb’ (p. 24, n. 12) rhyme with a. comb b. doom c. bomb?
3. Is ‘thumb’ (p. 28, n. 2) pronounced a. /θʌm/ b. /ðʌm/ c. /zu:mb/?
4. Is ‘whilst’ (p. 28, n. 13) pronounced a. /ˡhwiləst/ b. /waiəlst/ c. /ˡwhilist/?
5. Does ‘crow’ (p. 29, n. 1) rhyme with a. now b. brow c. know?
6. Is ‘kinship’ (p. 33, n. 3) pronounced a. /ˡkinʃip/ b. /ˡkain ʃip/ c. /ˡkainship/?
7. Does ‘shove’ (p. 35, n. 3) rhyme with a. cove b. drove c. glove?
8. Is ‘demise’ (p. 37, n. 12) pronounced a. /dəˡmaiz/ b. /diˡmi:s/ c. /ˡdi:mis/?
9. Is ‘corporal’ (p. 37, n. 12) pronounced a. /ˡkɔrpɔrəl/ b. /ˡkɔrpərəl/ c. /kɔrˡpɔrəl/?
10. ‘Lavish’ (p. 46, n. 8) rhymes with a. slavish b. ravish c. knavish

14. Cloze. Read the following text and choose the best word(s) for each gap:

We know the Anglo-Saxons as ‘barbarians’ yet in their texts they marvelled 1____ the buildings of the Ancient Romans 
and venerated the barrows of the Ancient Britons. 2______ only modern Britons were as respectful of their ancient her-
itage as the ‘barbarous’ Anglo-Saxons. Britain may have megalithic monuments that are the 3_______ of the world but 
the country’s current occupants don’t deserve them. Stonehenge now has to be seen from 4______ because hippies 
in the 1960s and 1970s used to climb all over the ancient stones. Similarly, the Rollright King Stone has to be seen 
through an iron grating because visitors used to 5_____ ‘souvenirs’ off it. Mitchell’s Fold is a Bronze Age stone circle in 
Shropshire. Despite being unique in that 6_______, in 1995 a local farmer uprooted several stones with a mechanical 
digger (they were subsequently ‘replanted’ and the culprit punished). In 2002 the Uffington White Horse was 7_______ 
by pro-fox-hunting activists, and again in 2012 as a publicity stunt for a local horserace. A reconstruction of an Iron 
Age round house was lovingly built on top of the 8_______ at Barbury Castle in 2006 but it was destroyed by vandals 
in 2008. 

1. a. in b. for c. at d. up

2. a. I wish b. Wishing c. Wanting d. If

3. a. best b. envy c. biggest d. unique

4. a. afar b. far afield c. distance d. aloof

5. a. cut b. chop c. chip d. clipper

6. a. province b. state c. county d. shire

7. a. mutilated b. deformed c. blemished d. defaced

8. a. mountain b. mound c. moat  d. mount
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15.  Wordplay – Class Activity. In this activity you have to find words in a box of letters. Words are formed by a series 
of adjacent letters. A word can twist and turn provided that each letter is adjacent to the previous letter in the 
word. You cannot use the same letter-square twice in the same word (but you can of course use the letter again in 
your next word). Words must have two or more letters and be found in a Standard English dictionary. Past forms, 
plurals and so on are valid. You get one point for each word you find in the word square which no other player 
also has. You have three minutes to find the words. 

Practice square:

S T O N E
T O O L S
H E N G E
T A N K S
D R O N E

i.  In this practice square you should be able to see the words THANKS and TOOTH. Can you find any more? There are 
at least another 100 words! 

ii.  Now you should be ready to play against each other. Each player in turn should choose a letter to fill the letter-
boxes in the square below. We recommend that you mix vowels and consonants – otherwise it’s more difficult! 
We suggest that you photocopy this page and use the photocopy – if you don’t, then you can only play once!

Make a note of any new vocabulary you have found in the course of the exercise. 
Try and use each word several times in the course of the next few days.
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16. Phrasal Verbs. Throughout the magazine phrasal verbs are identified and explained in the footnotes. Fill the 
following sentences with phrasal verbs from Yes 14. The first letter of the base verb and the particle are given to 
help you. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is also given:

1. The Ebola outbreak s__________________ a__________________ the region like a wildfire. (p. 7, n. 4)

2. The company has s__________________ u_________ a crèche for the employees’ kids. (p. 9, n. 19)

3.  The two agencies have decided to t______________ u________. They should be able to solve the problem more 

effectively if they work together. (p. 11, n. 13)

4. I only f_____________ o_______ a________ her financial problems the other day. Now everything makes sense. (p. 14, n. 2)

5. What does the initialism ‘EAP’ s________________ f_________? (p. 14, n. 9)

6. An interesting point c_________ u____ at the meeting – how are we going to finance out expansion abroad? (p. 15, n. 6)

7.  Don’t t_____________ d__________ t_____ your students; it’s frustrating enough learning a foreign language without your 

teacher treating you like you were stupid. (p. 15, n. 13)

8. As he put each item on the shopping list into his trolley he carefully c______________ it o______ so as to have a clear 

idea what he still needed to find. (p. 15, n. 16)

9. He wrote a book on ‘Paleo-Vegetarianism’ and r_______________ i_______ a small fortune. (p. 17, n. 19)

10. The kids were m___________________ a____________ building sandcastles, while we relaxed in the sun. (p. 28, n. 14)

11. We need to s________________ o_________ a better solution to this problem. (p. 31, n. 10)

12. Correcting homework t______________ u_________ a lot of teachers’ time. (p. 32, n. 18)

13. They will only take you seriously if you b_____________ u_____ your words with a credible threat of action. (p. 33, n. 15)

14. Crocodiles l_______________ a___________ their young for some time after they hatch. (p. 34, n. 17)

15. To go ‘paleo’ you have to be ready to g___________ u_______ dairy and cereals. (p. 38, n. 15)

17. Cinema. Read the article about Colin Firth (pp. 60-63) and try to answer the following questions:

1. In which five films have both Colin and Rupert Everett appeared?

2. In which two films does Colin play a man emotionally traumatized by WWI?

3. In which film does Colin swear more than in all his other movies combined?

4. In which film does Colin kiss a man on the lips?

5. In which film does Colin play William Shakespeare? 

6.  Colin is famous for playing Mr Darcy in Pride and Prejudice. He played essentially the same role in which modern 

movie version of the same story?

7. In which movie does Colin sing?

8. In which movie does Colin play an Ancient Roman general?

18. Society. Read the article on pp. 46-49 and answer the following questions:

1. How many men owned 80% of the land in Britain in 1914? 

2. How were a sixth of the British labour force employed in 1914? 

3. How was the aristocracy’s power under threat? 

4. How much might a lady’s maid be paid each month? 

5. Why were the public-school boys so much fitter than their working-class counterparts? 

6. What fraction of public-school combatants died in the First World War? 
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19. Economics. Read the article on p. 16. The following text answers the points made in the article. Fill the six gaps 
with five terms from the article. The initial letters have been given to help you:

  

In his article on (p. 16) Australian economist, Douglas Jasch, presents the 1) s___________________ e_______________ 

in the labour market from the managerial class’s point of view. Essentially, the argument is: managers may 

be money-rich but they are time-poor. Managers are so highly paid because they have to sacrifice their 

2) l_____________ t__________ and their family lives to their jobs. Workers may have less money but these lucky 

people have control over their lives – they choose to do 3) o__________________ or not, and get paid for any extra 

hours they work. What’s more, 21st-century capitalism provides them with 4) a_____________ l__________; while the 

manager is slaving away1 late at the office, his fortunate minions2 are at home playing Grand Theft Auto.

This argument simply does not correspond to the reality in many parts of the world. In southern 

Europe, for instance3, the payment of 3) o____________________ is a distant memory. Indeed4, the 

competition for any job is such that workers are expected to put in as many hours as the manager; 

you can’t go home until the boss does. High unemployment makes anyone with a job time-poor 

but it’s not the same to be time-poor with a six-figure salary5 as with a four-figure one6.

Where is all of this leading7 us? Japan, that’s where. For the last 30 years Karoshi has been a well-known 

concept in Japanese society. The term refers to working oneself to death. Last year the case of a 21-year-old 

German intern8 who worked himself to death in the City9 hit the international news. The case pointed up10 the 

Karoshi culture in the financial sector but it was also implicitly used to suggest that high-fliers11 are so highly 

paid because they work themselves so hard. That argument would convince few people in Japan. Earlier this 

year a 22-year-old Japanese nurse12 died of a heart attack after she had been forced to work 34-hour shifts13 

five times a month. In May a 37-year-old Japanese bus driver suffered a fatal stroke14 after working 15 hours 

nonstop. Not a word in the international media – indeed4, in Japan such deaths hardly15 deserve16 comment.

Technology is poised to17 destroy huge rafts of18 skilled19 jobs – not just the jobs of 5) l_________________ 

o____________ – but taxi drivers, teachers, journalists, estate agents and almost certainly whatever you do, dear 

reader. Combine this with a globalized economy in which everyone competes with everyone else for the few 

remaining20 jobs and the option won’t be time poor or money poor; there simply won’t be an option.

1 to slave away – work hard 
2 minion – subordinate 
3 for instance – for example 
4 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
5 a six-figure salary – salary of at least 
$/€/£100,000

6 a four-figure salary – salary of less than 
$/€/£10,000

7 to lead (lead-led-led) – take 

8 intern – apprentice for administrative work 
9 the City – the financial sector in London 
10 to point up – highlight, draw attention to 
11 high-flyer – sb. who has the potential to be 

very successful 
12 nurse – qualified carer in a hospital 
13 shift – fixed number of hours that start and 

finish at different times of day
14 stroke – embolism, thrombosis 

15 hardly – almost not, not really 
16 to deserve – merit 
17 to be poised to – be about to, be going to 

imminently 
18 huge rafts of – very many 
19 skilled – specialized 
20 remaining – surviving, that still exist
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20. Prepositions. Read the text on pp. 14-15. We have removed all the prepositions from the following article. See if 
you can replace them correctly: 

The  rise  1          the   PARSNIP-free   course-book   is  part  2          a   general   trend  3         which manufacturing 

industry is run 4         accountants not engineers, government is run 5         lawyers not leaders, companies are managed 

6         marketers not entrepreneurs, and image is valued 7         content. 

US publishing has been a victim 8         this superficial value system 9         some time. American educational publishing 

removes all content or images that reinforce stereotypes or question religious values. Moreover, controversial issues 

are expunged; no mention is made 10         divorce, euthanasia, illegitimacy or even lying. No conflict 11         authority 

can appear. As a result, history and society become two-dimensional. People like Martin Luther King become secular 

saints, while ‘controversial’ figures such as Malcolm X are air-brushed out. As Diane Ravitch has pointed out the 

combination 12         “leftwing political correctness and rightwing religious fundamentalism”, the requirement to reflect 

liberal values and traditional American values leads 13         an official version 14         all things educational that stifles 

rather than fosters free thought and the questioning 15         received ideas. Ravitch concludes that any censorship  

16         educational materials “should be abhorrent 17         those who care 18         freedom 19         thought, 20         those 

who believe that minds grow sharper 21         contending 22         challenging ideas” but 23         course such conclusions 

are based 24         the misconception that educational publishing is about educating.

So your PARSNIP-free course-book is part 25         a much bigger problem. However, it is the part that affects you.       

Mario Rinvolucri once scathingly referred 26         “the soft, fudgey, sub-journalistic, woman’s magaziney world  

27         EFLese course materials”. And the sad thing is that learners and above all teachers get used 28         this 

mediocrity. They “become so familiar 29         units 30         travel and the weather”, 31         the words 32         Luke 

Meddings 33         The Guardian. Indeed, Medding makes perhaps the most damning comment 34         all 35         the 

PARSNIP-free study manual when he concludes, “The more you teach without a course-book, the more aware you will 

be 36         the energy drop when you do use it.” The course-book has become an expensive product that demotivates 

the learner and makes the teacher less eager to teach.

When you have finished doing the exercise, read the article again – it’s interesting!

21. Internet Video Listening. This exercise is based on Spencer Wells’s fascinating TED Talk about human origins. As 
you watch the video – ( http://goo.gl/GsxyXY ) – answer the following questions. If necessary listen a second time:

 

1. What is his abiding impression from his whirlwind tour? 

2. Why did Darwin assume we came from Africa? 

3. Who undertook the ‘first African exodus’? 

4. When did our common ancestor with mushrooms live? 

5. Who was included in Homo monstrosus?  

6. How long would all the DNA in one cell be if you stretched it out? 

7. When did our common male ancestor live? 

8. Where did the cultural explosion that separated us from other species of Homo take place? 

9. What type of people is the Genographic Project specifically interested in? 

10. How many DNA testing packs have they sold? 
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22. Idioms. Read the article on WWI Idioms (p. 82). Then, see if you can fill the gaps. The first letter of the missing 
words has been given to help you:

1. When he’s not giving one of his over-the-t________________ performances, which are pretty irritating, Jim Carey is quite 
a good actor. 

2. Hey, Geoff, put a s__________________ in it. Can’t you see you’re annoying everyone here?
3. Then, Sylvester came into the room and dropped his b_________________________. The wedding was off!
4. It’s a live show so make sure you’re there well before z________ hour. You won’t get any second chances if you’re late. 
5. Respecting the etiquette in the Japanese monastery was like walking through a m____________________: one mistake 

and they would ask you to leave.
6. Their relationship was less of a marriage and more like a 40 year war of a_________________________.
7. Look, Luke, we’re running a business here. You can’t just go A_________________________ whenever you like. 

23. Words. Read the article on pp. 80-81. Then without looking at the article, answer the following questions:

1. Which English name for a weapon is a calque translation of Flamenwerfer? 
2. Which (rude) English term for a German comes from Sauerkraut?
3. Which English verb comes from the German expression Gott Strafe England?

ii. Combine a word in the first row with a word in the second row to form six WWI terms:

air chemical depth gas shell walking

charge mask raid shock warfare wounded

24. Interview. Listen to the interview with Dr Mary Prendergast (audio track 1) and answer the following questions:

1. What was Dr Prendergast doing in Kenya?

a. excavating b. studying Islam   

c. studying early hominins d. looking for evidence of commerce 

2. What explanation for the explosion of art in the Upper Palaeolithic does she offer?

a. more free time b. group identity  

c. fierce animals d. contact with Neanderthals

3. Which of these theories for the disappearance of the Neanderthals does she favour?

a. they couldn’t adapt to climate change b. modern humans ethnically cleansed them

c. they couldn’t catch small animals d. they died of disease

4. The new category ‘hominins’ refers to

a. all humans but not chimps b. humans and chimps but not gorillas

c. humans, chimps and gorillas d. Homo sapiens and Homo neanderthalensis

5. What is transforming our palaeo-archaeology?

a. archaeological journals b. respect for indigenous peoples 

c. genetic analysis d. the internet
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25. Travel. Read the article on pp. 22-25. To the right there is a 
map of southern England with five dots on it (A-E).  Write 
the appropriate letter next to names of the prehistoric sites:

26. Grammar Focus. Read the article on the past tenses on pp. 72-75. Then, without looking at the article, choose one 
of the past tenses to complete the following sentences:

1. Storm clouds ______________________ (gather) while we were walking into the village.
2. There ___________ (be) an explosion in the centre of Cambridge. Three people died but the police still don’t know the cause.
3. East Timur ___________________________ (be) part of Indonesia.
4. She ___________________________ (make) a bookcase and there was sawdust all over the room.
5. When they reached the hideout the kidnappers ______________________________ (already/escape).
6. I ___________________________ (give) her this ring but after what you’ve told me, I think I’ll keep it!
7. This morning I ______________________ (lose) my iPad, so I wasn’t able to show her the app.
8. Jenny ________________________________________ (just/receive) a letter from Fiji.
9. What ________________________________________ (you/do) while I’ve been away?
10. In that remote Sri Lankan hotel squirrels __________________ (come) every morning and ‘help’ me to eat my breakfast!

ii. Throughout the magazine we give you the past and past particle forms of all the irregular verbs that appear in the 
footnotes. Try to complete the chart:

1 bred p. 11, n. 4

2 spread p. 13, n. 34

3 found p. 14, n. 2

4 stand p. 14, n. 9

5 dug p. 23, n. 2

6 took p. 23, n. 5

7 set p. 23, n. 11

8 run p. 25, n. 2

9 (inter)breed p. 26, n. 13

10 put p. 27, n. 3

11 lit p. 27, n. 10

12 beat p. 28, n. 21

1. Avebury Henge

2. Bluestonehenge

3. Durrington Walls

4. The Rollright Stones

5. Seahenge

6. Silbury Hill

A
B

C

D

E

7. Stonehenge

8. Uffington Castle

9. The Uffington 
White Horse

10. Wayland’s Smithy

11. West Kennet 
Long Barrow

12. Woodhenge

ii. What does the line that B and C are on represent?
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1 2 10 7 1 3 13 4 11 13 2 10

5 16 13 5 11 13 2 10

7 8 3 9 8 5 10 11

1 2 3 4 2 3 5 6

14 5 3 15 2 10 9 8 3

12 2 13 9 10 5 10 11

a subordinate non-commissioned officer 

a non-commissioned officer superior 
to the previous answer

emotive, tragic 

compulsory military service

flying

person who advocates a belligerent strategy

27. Read the article on WWI Phrasal Verbs (p. 83). Complete the following sentences with either the base or the 
particle of one of the phrasal verbs mentioned in the article:

1. The page-designer ____________________ the front page up with the photos we sent her.
2. When they realized that the Iraqi government’s counterattack was about to start, ISIS __________ in around Mosul 

determined to defend their territorial gains.
3. We weren’t playing soccer as such, we were just mucking _________________ with a football.
4. Do you realize that your son has already ___________ off school four times this month?
5. His theory that the Yeti was a Denisovan was shot _______________ when it was discovered that the ‘Abominable 

Snowman’ was in fact a species of bear.
6. If we all ___________________ in we’ll have the house cleaned up in no time. 
7. The vacuum cleaner conked _____________ last week, so you’ll have to sweep the floor with a dustpan and brush.

28. Monologues. Listen to audio tracks 7-10 and decide whether these statements are true (T) or false (F):

1. For the first speaker divorce, prison and unemployment are all examples of ‘manifest failure’. 
2. He failed at a series of musical instruments before finally finding one he was good at. 
3. He believes that failure shows that you are living life to the full and taking risks. 
4. The second speaker thinks everyone learns something from failure. 
5. He once offended an Argentine shopkeeper when he confused two Spanish words. 
6. He learned to make bread by trial and error. 
7. The third speaker wasn’t upset when she failed her driving test. 
8. She learned to be a good cook by persevering. 
9. When the fourth speaker left school he decided he wanted to be a pilot. 
10. He did well in the first round of interviews and was short-listed. 
11. When he started working for Aer Lingus he realized that he wasn’t cut out for a job in an airline. 

29. Wordplay. Read the article about the First World War on p. 42-45. Then, without looking at the article, find six 
words from the article. Use the clues and the numbers; each number represents a letter:
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30. US vs. UK. Study the article on p. 70. Then, without looking back at the article, determine which of the two ver-
sions is correct in UK English:

1. a. amphitheater b. amphitheatre

2. a. archaeology b. archeology

3. a. artefact b. artifact 

4. a. ax b. axe

5. a. catalog b. catalogue

6. a. jewellery b. jewelry

7. a. mediaeval b. medieval

8. a. palaeo diet b. paleo diet

9. a. palaeontology b. paleontology

10. a. sepulcher b. sepulchre

31. Cloze. Read the following text and fill the gaps with an appropriate word:

On p. 7 and in the debate on audio track 4 we talk about a rare piece of good news: over the past 20 years Britain, the 

USA and much of the world have become safer places. Both homicide and general crime rates are falling, 1_____________ 

adverse economic circumstances. However, the good news is much greater than this recent effect. The percentage of 

people who die violent deaths in the world is lower now than it 2____________ has been. Back in the Stone Age 10-20% 

of the human population died violently. That’s way more, proportionally, than died violently in the 20th Century despite 

the fact that 100 million people were killed in wars between 1914 and 1945. In 3 ___________, the violent-death rate in the 

1900s was between one and two percent. In the last 14 years it has fallen 4________________ further to 0.7%. 

Now Ian Morris, a British professor at Stanford University, has come up with a politically incorrect explanation for our 

slide towards safety. Morris argues that war has made humanity safer and richer. He claims that military 5______________ 

has given us discipline, technology, the institutions of government and the 6__________ of law. In short, he declares that 

war made the state and the state made peace. His ideas are presented in a new book, War: What Is It Good For? (2014) 

– the title coming from Edwin Starr’s anti-war anthem (you may know the Frankie Goes to Hollywood cover version). 

Morris’s theory comes on top of a growing academic current that argues that lethal weapons are the 7_________________ 

force behind civilization and democracy. Weapons are social levelers; 8___________________ projectile weapons power is 

simply a question of physical strength (think of chimps and gorillas), with weapons the powerful need to co-opt others. 

Once individuals start to accumulate wealth they can try to monopolize weapons but if there is war they have to dis-

tribute weapons and convince others to fight 9_____________ them, so the same tendency that fosters the creation of 

the state also foments co-option. Evolutionary biologist Paul Bingham of Stony Brook University in New York goes as 

far as to say, “Democratization tends to go hand-in-hand with the citizens of a country gaining 10_________________ to 

weapons, usually handguns”. 
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32. Archaeological False Friends: Read the article on p. 68. Then, without looking at the article, find one word that 
can be used in each of the two sentences so that they both make sense:

1. Jack always beats me at poker because he can interpret my ________________________.

    I spent the summer excavating at two ________________________ in southeast Turkey.

2. He’s a Cockney, so everyone at work calls him ‘_________________________ boy’. 

    The huge mound may have been a __________________________... or a landing site for UFOs! 

3. Has ________________ cleaned up the mess in the Gulf of Mexico yet?

    That Assyrian king lived 4,500 years __________________.

4. The Transport Minister isn’t aware that there is a traffic problem because he travels around in a _____________________.

    The Neanderthals were capable of making sophisticated tools such as these spears and this _________________________.

5. We went to Starbucks for lunch and I ate a __________________________.

    The term ‘hominid’ includes the ____________________________; ‘hominin’ does not. 

6. I know you are upset that she’s left you but you’ve no right to call her a __________________________.

    The easiest way to identify the sites of ancient smelting is to look for piles of __________________________.

7. Survival International have put a lot of work into protecting those ________________________________.

    In zoological taxonomy, groups whose name ends in -ini are referred to as ‘______________________________’.

33. Slang. Read the article on pp. 76-77. Then, without looking back, match the French phrase on the left with the 
‘trench French’ phrase derived from it in the middle. Finally, match the ‘trench French’ phrase with its meaning (on 
the right): 

French ‘trench French’ meaning of the ‘trench French’

a. Allez tout de suite! 1. Wulla A. a Frenchman

b. Après que la guerre sera finie 2. San fairy Ann! B. there you are!

c. Comment allez-vous? 3. Parley-voo C. When the war is over

d. Comprenez-vous? 4. Napoo D. Go away!

e. Ça ne fait rien 5. Comprey? E. How are you?

f. Il n’y en a plus 6. Come on tally plonk? F. It doesn’t matter

g. Parlez-vous français? 7. Apree ler gare finne G. done for

h. Voilà! 8. Alley toot sweet! H. Do you understand?

34. Quotations. Read the article on p. 78. Then, without looking back, put the words in the right order to form the 
famous phrase:

1. decorum dulce est et mori patria pro
2. by donkeys led lions
3. be by Christmas home they’ll 
4. all end the to war wars
5. because because here here here we’re we’re we’re
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35. Translation. The following text is taken from a brochure on the Roman remains in Eastern Rumania, Archeological 
Sites of Constantza County. As the discerning learner will have noticed from the title, the text is in American 
English. Read the text and try to find mistakes in the translation. Then read the footnotes and try to produce a 
better version. Finally, compare your version with the model version in the answers section:

The Roman Mosaic Edifice1

This edifice1 is located on the south-western side of the Constanta peninsula where the Roman –2 Greek city of Tomis 

has developed3, near the National Museum of History and Archeology. It has been discovered3 in 1959 during munici-

pal works. The Roman Mosaic Edifice is one of the greatest architectonic assemblies4 from the Roman epoch5 known 

in Dobruja. The construction lies on three of the four terraces where the harbor cliff has been3 in ancient times. The 

first terrace is located on the present level of Ovid’s Square offering a connection to one of the public markets of the 

ancient citadel. The other two terraces correspond to the main part of the edifice1 shaped6 as7 a long trapezium on 

two levels. The superior8 level represents the mosaic paved hall, while the inferior9 level consists of 11 arched rooms 

that have been used3 as merchandise storage rooms10. The last terrace has been located3 at the superior8 level of 

the ancient harbor quays consisting of another series of arched storage rooms10 which11 are today covered by the 

modern promenade.

The mosaic pavement covering a 2000m2 area, one of the greatest12 from13 the whole Empire, is made of little colored 

stones (terrerae): white, red, black, greenish-blue,14 yellow-beige. It consists of two distinct parts: the hall surrounding 

frame that is shaped out of geometrical15 and vegetable strings, ivy leafs16, simple or triple rope (David’s knot), stylized 

waves and the central part that17 is built of18 circles within squares, splendidly decorated with stylized kantharos pots19, 

weapons (double axes,14 shields), geometrical15 forms (rectangles and lozenges).

This stately hall has been used3 as a reunion room20 by citadel officials or by merchants who made their commercial 

deals21. The whole edifice1 has had3 a strong connection to22 the harbor activity. This fact has been proved by eloquent 

materials23 that were collected from the arched storage rooms10 beneath the mosaic hall, materials that were in fact 

maritime merchandise products24.

1 unnatural word: ‘building’ 
would sound much more 
natural

2 incorrect punctuation: it 
should be a hyphen not a dash 
(Roman-Greek)

3 wrong tense: the present 
perfect must be related in some 
way to the present

4 unnatural expression: 
it should be ‘architectural 
complexes’ or ‘groups of 
monuments’

5 unnatural word: ‘period’ 
would sound much better

6 clarity: it might be clearer as a 
full non-defining relative clause 
rather than a reduced one

7 wrong word: it should be ‘like’
8 unnatural word: ‘upper’ would 
sound better

9 unnatural word: ‘lower’ would 
sound better

10 unnatural expression: 
it would sound better as 

‘storerooms for goods’ or 
‘warehouses’

11 punctuation: this is a 
non-defining relative clause 
so we need a comma before 

‘which’
12 wrong word?: ‘greatest’ (i.e. 

‘grandest’, ‘most sumptuous’) 
or ‘largest’?

13 wrong word: ‘in’
14 omission: ‘and’
15 unnatural expression: 

‘geometric’ is more frequently 
used than ‘geometrical’

16 spelling: ‘leaves’
17 structure: this should be a 

non-defining relative clause
18 wrong word: ‘made up of’
19 technical term with no 

explanation: the average 

visitor will not know what 
these are

20 wrong expression: ‘meeting 
room’

21 cumbersome expression: 
‘doing business’

22 unnatural expression: ‘was 
closely associated with’

23 unnatural expression: ‘sig-
nificant finds’

24 unnecessary word: either 
‘maritime goods’ or ‘maritime 
merchandise’
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ANSWERS

1.
Check your answers against the footnotes

2.
i. 1e, 2d, 3f, 4a, 5c, 6b
ii. 1d, 2g, 3a, 4e, 5b, 6c, 7f

3.
Possibly: art, a concept of time
Yes: community rules on property, sex and murder; cooking, 

manners, the need to share knowledge, gossip, playfulness in 
adulthood with strangers, pretence of monogamy, science

No: the rest
ii. 
1. chimpanzee    
2. coon
3. croc
4. alligator
5. hippopotamus
6. opossum
7. rhinoceros
8. roach  
9. roo

4.

1. RADIO CARBON 2. DENDROCHRONOLOGY
3. ARCHAEOMAGNETISM 4. HUNTER-GATHERER
5. FIELDWALKING 6. NEANDERTHAL 
7. STRATIGRAPHY 8. TROGLODYTE 
9. DENISOVANS  10. INTERBREED
11. ARTEFACTS 12. ECOFACTS 13. HOMININ 
14. POTTERY 15. PRIMATE  16. FARMING 
17. BARTER 18. HOBBIT 1 9 .  R A N G E  
20. STRING 21. TOOLS 22. SKULL

5.
A serious paleo diet is not about gorging on meat, a gross... “They 
go mad on meat but their diet should be three-quarters vegetables 
and fruit, the rest lean protein and healthy fats such as nuts, 
avocados and seeds.” The biggest element in the paleo diet should 
be greens. What the paleo diet bans – sugar and potatoes – has a 
lot in common with a traditional healthy diet. The other two main 
foodstuffs which are off-limits – cereals and dairy products – come 
from extrapolating lactose and gluten intolerance to the whole 
population; but most people are not lactose and gluten intolerant. 
Bowles-Flannery concludes, “Most of the benefits come from cutting 
out sugar and processed foods and not eating grains all the time.”

Reading about the paleo diet on the internet you’d think that 
it was a panacea. There are claims that is cures sinus infections, 
headaches, fatigue, musculoskeletal pains, ...! It’s a wonder that 
humanity has survived the last 10,000 years given all the diseases 
and conditions that the ‘Paleos’ associate with cereals and dairy. 

... and its demand that you exclude food groups essential 
to health such as dairy, grains and legumes could leave people 
seriously deficient in essential vitamins and calcium, not to mention 
constipated from the lack of dietary fibre.” Besides, asks Jones, what 
was the life expectancy for hunter-gatherers? About 20? Indeed, 
only a minority of our paleo ancestors would have made it to their 
forties, and many children would have died before they reached the 
age of 15. 

6.

7.
1. Are you entitled to 2. are twice as likely to
3. wasn’t able to 4. Two out of three
5. had no such luck 6. The cards are stacked
7. as Denisovans are concerned 8. put forward
9. didn’t manage to open 10. is fraught with
11. the other way round 12. so the theory goes
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8. 
1. 
1. effigy 2. shopping 3. large
4. potatoes 5. French 6. heritage
7. immensely 8. boxes 9. royals
10. overcome
2. 
1. the homicide rate and the prison population
2. because of improvements in forensic technology
3. an open window
4. the War on Drugs
5. the legalization of abortion in the USA
6. at the end of the 1980s
7. the introduction of unleaded petrol/gasoline 
8. because of what he has seen of US prisons in documentaries
3. 
1. Syria and North Korea
2. William Pitt and William Pitt the Younger
3. All except the Adams

9.
1. an 2. But 3. so 4. even 5. may
6. the 7. said 8. a 9. it

10.
1. butt 2. lift 3. banknotes 4. behaviors
5. towel 6. dirt 7. for 8. jam
9. headed 10. gaol 11. gray 12. clerk
13. tyre

11.
1. swinging her legs (back and forth)
2. long 3. soft
4. platitude/truism 5. lately/recently
6. secondary (UK)/ high-school (US)
7. insults 8. food
9. sensitive 10. willow

12. 
1. adze 2. awl 3. bier 4. cache
5. cella 6. frieze 7. hoard 8. knapping
9. torc 10. urn 11. wattle 12. ware

13.
1c, 2b, 3a, 4b, 5c, 6a, 7c, 8a, 9b, 10b

14.
1c, 2d, 3b, 4a, 5c, 6c, 7d, 8b

15.
an, art, at, ate, dank, darn, dart, date, drat, drone, ear, earn, earth, 
eat, else, gel, gnat, go, gone, got, had, hang, hard, hat, hate, 
head, hear, heat, hen, henge, hoe, hoot, host, hot, leg, legs, log, 
logs, long, loon, loons, loot, near, neat, net, nets, no, non, none, 
noon, nor, not, oar, on, one, ones, or, ran, rang, rank, ranks, rat, 
rate, slog, slot, slots, son, song, songs, soon, stole, stolen, stone, 
stones, stool, stools, tad, tan, tang, tanks, tar, tear, teat, ten, than, 
thank, that, the, then, thong, to, toe, ton, tone, tones, tong, tongs, 
tons, too, tool, tools. 

16. 
1. swept across 2. set up  3. team up
4. found out about 5. stand for 6. came up

7. talk down to 8. crossed it off 9. raked in 
10. mucking about 11. seek out 12. takes up
13. back up 14. look after 15. give up 

17.
1. Another Country (1984), Shakespeare in Love 

(1998), The Importance of Being Earnest (2002), 
St. Trinian’s (2007), St. Trinian’s 2 (2009).

2. A Month in the Country (1987), Easy Virtue (2008)
3. The King’s Speech (2010)
4. A Single Man (2009)
5. Black Adder: Back and Forth (1999)
6. Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001)
7. Mamma Mia! (2008)
8. The Last Legion (2007)

18.
1. 6,750
2. as servants
3.  It’s economic power was threatened by increased taxation on 

land and it’s political power was threatened in the House of 
Lords by a deal between the king and the Prime Minster to 
create a lot of new lords if the aristocracy weren’t compliant. 

4. £0.50p
5.  Because there was a great emphasis on sports in the public 

schools
6. A fifth

19.
1). substitution effect
2). leisure time
3). overtime
4). affordable leisure
5). lift operators

20. 
The rise 1 of the PARSNIP-free course-book is part 2 of a general 
trend 3 in which manufacturing industry is run 4 by accountants 
not engineers, government is run 5 by lawyers not leaders, compa-
nies are managed 6 by marketers not entrepreneurs, and image is 
valued 7 over content. 

US publishing has been a victim 8 of this superficial value 
system 9 for some time. ... no mention is made 10 of divorce, 
euthanasia, illegitimacy or even lying. No conflict 11 with authority 
can appear. ... As Diane Ravitch has pointed out the combination 
12 of “leftwing political correctness ... traditional American values 
leads 13 to an official version 14 of all things educational that sti-
fles rather than fosters free thought and the questioning 15 of 
received ideas. Ravitch concludes that any censorship 16 of edu-
cational materials “should be abhorrent 17 to those who care 18 
about freedom 19 of thought, 20 to those who believe that minds 
grow sharper 21 by contending 22 with challenging ideas” but 23 
of course such conclusions are based 24 on the misconception 
that educational publishing is about educating.

So your PARSNIP-free course-book is part 25 of a much bigger 
problem. ... Mario Rinvolucri once scathingly referred 26 to “the 
soft, fudgey, sub-journalistic, woman’s magaziney world 27 of 
EFLese course materials”. And the sad thing is that learners and 
above all teachers get used 28 to this mediocrity. They “become 
so familiar 29 with units 30 on travel and the weather”, 31 in the 
words 32 of Luke Meddings 33 in The Guardian. Indeed, Medding 
makes perhaps the most damning comment 34 of all 35 about 
the PARSNIP-free study manual when he concludes, “The more you 
teach without a course-book, the more aware you will be 36 of the 
energy drop... 
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21.
1. The huge diversity in the human race
2.  Because our closest relatives – chimpanzees and gorillas – 

come from Africa.
3. The ancestors of orang-utans and gibbons.
4. over 1 billion years ago.
5. People that Linnaeus didn’t like, such as elves
6. 2 metres long 7. Only 60,000 years ago
8. In East Africa 9. indigenous people
10. 210,000

22.
1. top 2. sock 3. bombshell 4. zero
5. minefield 6. attrition 7. AWOL

23.
1. a flame-thrower 2. a Kraut 3. to strafe 
ii. air raid, chemical warfare, depth charge, gas 

mask, shell shock, walking wounded

24.
1d, 2b, 3c, 4a, 5c

25.
1B, 2A, 3A, 4D, 5E, 6B, 7A, 8C, 9C, 10C, 11B, 12A
ii. The Ridgeway

26.
1. were gathering (past continuous)
2. has been (present perfect simple)
3. used to be (used to)
4. had been making (past perfect continuous)
5. had already escaped (past perfect simple)
6. was going to ((past of intention)
7. lost (past simple)
8. has just received [UK English] (present perfect simple)
   just received [US English] (past simple)
9. have you been doing (present perfect continuous)
10. would come/used to come (would/used to)

ii.

1 breed bred bred

2 spread spread spread

3 find found found

4 stand stood stood

5 dig dug dug

6 take took taken

7 set set set

8 run ran run

9 interbreed interbred interbred

10 put put put

11 light lit lit

12 beat beat beaten

27.
1. mocked 2. dug 3. about/around 4. skived
5. down 6. muck 7. out

28.
1F, 2F, 3T, 4F, 5F, 6T, 7T, 8F, 9F, 10T, 11F

29.
CORPORAL, SERGEANT, POIGNANT, 
CONSCRIPTION, WARMONGER, AVIATION

30.
1b, 2a, 3a, 4b, 5b, 6a, 7. both*, 8b, 9a, 10b.
* ‘mediaeval’ is not possible in US English
 
31.
1. despite, 2. ever, 3. fact, 4. even, 5. conflict, 
6. rule, 7. driving, 8. without, 9. for, 10. access

32.
1. tells 2. barrow 3. BP 4. chopper
5. panini...Panini 6. slag 7. tribes

33.
a8D, b7C, c6E, d5H, e2F, f4G, g3A, h1B

34.
1. Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori
2. Lions led by donkeys
3. They’ll be home by Christmas
4. The war to end all wars
5. We’re here because we’re here because we’re here

35. (Model Version)
The Roman Mosaic Building
This building is located on the southwestern side of the Constanta 
peninsula where the Greco-Roman city of Tomis grew up, near to 
the current location of the National Museum of History and Arche-
ology. It was discovered by accident in 1959 thanks to council 
work. The Roman Mosaic Building is one of the greatest architec-
tural complexes from the Roman period known in Dobruja. The 
construction lies on three of the four terraces where the harbor 
cliff was in ancient times. The first terrace is located on the pres-
ent level of Ovid’s Square, leading onto one of the public market-
places of the ancient citadel. The other two terraces correspond to 
the main part of the building, which is shaped like a long trapezium 
on two floors. The upper floor corresponds to the mosaic-paved 
hall, while the lower level consists of 11 arched rooms, which were 
used as storerooms for goods. The last terrace is located on the 
upper level of the ancient harbor quays and consists of another 
series of arched storerooms, which are now covered by the 
modern promenade.

The mosaic pavement, which covers an area of 2000m2, was 
one of the largest in the whole of the Roman Empire. It is made of 
little colored stones (terrerae): in white, red, black, greenish-blue 
and yellow-beige. It is divided into two distinct parts. On the one 
hand, there is the peripheral frame that is formed by geometric 
shapes, plaited vegetables, ivy leaves, simple or triple rope (i.e. 
David’s knot) and stylized waves. On the other, there is the central 
part, which is made up of circles within squares, splendidly dec-
orated with stylized kantharos pots, weapons (double axes and 
shields), and geometric forms (rectangles and lozenges).

This stately hall was used as a meeting room by citadel officials 
and by merchants doing business. The whole building was closely 
associated with the harbor activities. This has been proved by sig-
nificant finds in the arched storerooms beneath the mosaic hall, 
materials that were in fact maritime merchandise.
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CREATIVITY

Remember, there will be no issue in August. 
We’ll be back at the beginning of September.

Politics

Scot Free?
On 18th September the 
residents of Scotland will 
vote on independence. 
What are the implications 
of a disUnited Kingdom?

T he experts predict a massive destruction of ‘middle-class’ jobs over the next few years as a 
result of technological advances. Being creative is the only thing we can do better than machines 
and will be the key to finding work. Discover your inner creativity and how to foment it.
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